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able zeal in carrying forward the particu-

lar branch of our work which . they have
undertaken,

have

not Jerhaps,

always:

borne in mind that first 0of all their plan
‘proposes that each should meet the apPerdopmenis of the original boards, and
or this reason the amount received by
our Treasurer has been . considerably reduced.

The Denominational Society has

the therefore but little left: to it but a name,
suomi be addressed to Editor The Morning Star, committee reported that it would be con- and while struggling under these embarducted by the paster of the Lawrence rassments, its policy has been severely
criticised and the facts connected with its
“¢hfirch.
¢
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THE WELL.
Dark and cool the water lies
In the old time-honored well;

TT ¥

Down deep the bucket flies,

WEL.

And how often, who can tell?
For the school-boy,
hot with play,
For the laborer tired with toil,

And how often, who can tell?
Or, who first the gracious dfaught
Drew up from the bounteous well?

The_meeting was

that it was the

They are dust, the pioneers;
Who the strong-armed forest broke,
Where the old well now appears,
Where now curls the village smoke,

with the

presided over by the Rev. J. N. Rich of
Candia,

N.

H.

.

At a quarter before 10 o'clock, the Rev.
S. Curtis, in the absence of the President
and Vice-President, took charge of the

So shall we within the vale
With our children’s children dwell,

meeting ofthe Home Mission Society. After

.But the waters né’er shall fail

In the old time-honored well.
-B-oO
BJ Sn on dh J

The ‘ Morning Star’ is offered from date
of subscription to the close of 1883 for
$2.00. Now is the time to work for the
“ Star.”

then closed

The exercises on Wedoesdl began
with
a meeting of the H. M. Executive
Committee in the morning.
Prior to the
‘| more
public
services, an interesting
prayer-meeting was held, which was

They are dust, who slaked their thirst
At the little silver fount
In the wild woods, where it first
Called the huntsman to dismount.

:

THE ANNIVERSARIES.
The Freewill
Baptist Anniversaries
were held last week in the First Free
Baptist church in. the city of Lawrence,
Massachusetts,

singing the coronation hymn, and prayer
by the Rev, D. Waterman, the Rev. A. LC.
Gerrish,-Corresponding Secretary, read a
letter from G. F. Mosher, Esq., resigning

his office

as Recording

Secretary.

The

matter was deferred for the present and
the Rev. G. C. Waterman was elected
Recording Secretary pro tem.
The Chairman then appointed the following committee for the nemination of
permanent officers, namely: —Revs. D.
Waterman, Prof. N. C. Brackett, H. F.
Wood, J. C. Osgood and A. J. Eastman.

There was a good attendance at the

During the deliberations of this com-

OPENING EXERCISKS

evening.

stated

benediction by the Rev. Mr. Patch.
HOME MISSIONS. .

Or, who sunk ‘the ancient shaft?

Tuesday

He

purpose of the church, sometime in the
future tc hold a special memorial service.

Doth the tireless rope uncoil.

At half-past 7

mittee a part of the time was enjoyably
spent in singing Gospel hymns, led by

held which

the Rev. W. L. Noyes of Ashland, N. H.

was conducted by the Rev. O. T. Moul-

The question, what constitutes a member

o'clock a prayer-meeting was
ton, of Haverhill, Mass.

of this meeting eligible to vote? was
‘This was a very enjoyable and profita- raised and discussed at length without
ble season. A number of fervent prayers any definite settlement of the question.
and earnest exhortations were offered,
The nominating
committee
having
and the divine presence was manifest.
| come in, presented a partial report.
Many of the people present learned in Their report was accepted, but it being
this meeting their first intelligence of the discovered that there was not a quorum
death of the Rev. A. l.. Houghton,
of present of the members elect of the ExWeld, Me., formerly for several years
ecutive Committee, the report was repastor of

took
paid
At
tion

this

church,

and

several who

committed.

part in the exercises of the meeting
loving tributes to his memory.
8 o'clock the Anniversary Convenwas called to order by the Secretary,

The Secretary then read the records of
the last annual meeting of the Society
and of the subsequent meetings of the
Executive Committee ; the

Rev. E. W. Ricker, of Dover, N. H., for
business. In the absence of the President
-and the Vice-President, the Rev. James

Rand of So. Berwick, Me.,was appointed

chairman pro tem.

os

The minutes of the last annual meeting
of the Convention, which was held in
Boston, being

confirmed,

and

former

the latter

were

were laid on

the table to await the approval of the Ex.
Committee.
:
.

The nominating committee, having returned, then nominated the following as
officers of the Society for the ensuing

.

year,

viz.:

President—L. W. Anthony, Esq.
Vice-Presidents—C. H. Latham, MKsq.,
Rev. D. Waterman, Rev. O. E. Baker, R.
Deering, Esq., J. W. Windsor, Esq.

called for, they were read

by the Secretary and approved. The
Secretary also presented the Executive
Committee's report in the form of the printed programme for these meetings. It was |% Recording
Secretary—Rev.
G.
C.
resolved to amend the programme by Waterman,
ye
‘|
substituting a memorial
service in reCorresponding Secretary—Rev. A. L.
spect to the late Bro. Houghton, in place Gerrish.
of the business meeting of the Woman's
Executive Committee—S. Curtis, G. C.
Mission Society and the prayer-meeting,
Waterman, of N. H.; B. F. Hayes, C.F.
fixed on the programme for Wednesday Penney, of Me. ; L. W. Anthony, A. L.
afternoon.
Gerrish, of R. I.; E. W. Porter, of Mass. ;
The following named gentlemen’ were H. J. Brown, of Iowa; A. A. Smith, of

then appointed a committee for the nomination of permanent officers of the Con-

Minn. ; E..D.

vention :—Revs. Brewster of R. I., Moulton of Mass,, Davis of Maine, Wood of

N.H. and

Barnard

of Vt.

The above,

together with the Rev. C. A. Bickford,

.

The Treasurer, Rev. E. W. Ricker,
then presented his report, which showed
a small deficit; a collection was tuken at
once to replenish the treasury.

The

hour for the anniversary sermon

‘having arrived, the business

of

Wis.;

O.

D,

Patch, ot R. I., but virtually representing
Ohio.
The above board of officers

was

unan-

Rev. G. C. Waterman in the place of G.

to make arrangements for the memorial
service.

Lewis,’

imously ‘eleéted; it is the same as last
year excepting
the appointment of the

pastor, and Mr. Wm. M. Dow, deacon,
of the Lawrence church, were appointed

proceedings

were suspended. ' Altér the reading of a

F. Mosher, Esq., resigned.
The Corresponding Secretary, Rev. A.
L.. Gerrish, next presented his report

which was, in substance, as follows :

We

have ‘been

passing through an

eventful year—the elements have been
greatly disturbed, and also the political
atmosphere. The centrifugal forces which
have been operating in our own denomination, throwing off heré and there
much
of our strength and organizing into small

portion of Scripture and prayer,by the and weak bodies illy prepared to do great

Rev. J. Rand, the Rev. 0. D. Paton of

Greenville, R. I., ‘delivered an able and

‘and effective service,
work. Atour C

,have been still at
ial gathering last

“instructive discourse from the text: ¢ Ye “year it did seem as though the denominaare my witnesses saith the Lord, and my tion was aspiring to that unity by meuns

of which, our strength might be develo
servant whom I' have chosen.”—Is. 43: and brought to bear on our benevolent

10, ‘The sermon was rich in suggestions

as to what position the Christian church
needs to attain in order to fulfill
its duties
i
witnessing for the Lord, ard was

listened to with deep attention. We hope
> reson it in full to the readers of the
tar,

”

;

¥

?

;

|

At the close of the sermon the com-

Mitiee on nominations presented their
report, in accordance with which the following officers were duly elected for the
present year, viz. :
ol

Gi

4

12,

1881.

The Society then took a recess till 5 There was special need at the present
o'clock p. M., and at that hour adjourned time for absolute unity of policy in all
| our work. ' He hoped that the discussion
again until 9 p. mM.
which
had
been
going
At the latter hour the Society re-assem-. of policy
bled and elected Mr. Moses B. Smith on during ‘the past year would con-

joint Treasurer of this Society

with the:

Foreign Mission and Education Societies,
after which the Society adjourned to the

call of the chair.
JOINT CONVENTION.
At3

history set forth in a false light.

o'clock

Pp.

Mm.

tinue and become more general.
He
suggested that much of the Financial Sec-

retary’s time could

be

more

profifably

employed in important and necessary
| work among the Quarterly Meetings and

|

Wednesday,

the

churches by employing some person to

‘st Convention of the Benevolent Societies” do the. great amount of clerical work
with some sister denominations, but we was called to order by the Rev, L.. Dexter which that officer is now obliged to do.
The report: was adopted without disBrewster, J. W. Scribner and C. D. have a history of which we may well be of Blackstone, Mass., he having been the
| proud. But if this process is Noun
cussion,
and the President announced the
Dudley.
and sub-division is to go on it is_§oubtful presiding officer of this body last year.
Rev. C. A. Bickford, pastor of the enter- if the future will add to our renown—it is
After prayer by the Rev. J. C. Osgood, appointment of the following committee to
taining church, then addressed the meet- questionahle if the deeds of the sons shall the meeting elected the following officers, nominate the Financial Secretary and
joint Treasurer of the Benevolent Socieing in a few happy words of welcome. add to the glory of their fathers.
viz.:
Tad
ties, wiz :—Revs.
Brewster, Lowell,
‘We submit that one, independent Home
He said, that it was with gladness they
President.—Rev. L. Dexter.
Mission Society, with subordinate societies |
Patch,
Wood,
J.
Malvern,
Osgood, Brackwelcomed the brethren and sisters to acting in unison with it, according to the
Secretary.—Rev. H. F. Wood.
ett,
M.
H.
Tarbox,
D.
Waterman.
their open homes, open arms and open plan proposed by thesub-committee of the
Considerable confusion arose over the
The meeting adjourned to the call of
Board and published in the Star status and raison d'eire of this ¢‘ Convenhearts ; but the Convention had come to present
the
chair. In the evening, at the close of
a
few
weeks
ago,
is
what
our
denominaa house of mourning.
Gloom rested
tion.” It was explained that it is a distion
needs
to
give
strength
and
inspire
the
Temperance meeting, this Convenupon the church in consequence of the confidence throughout its borders.
tinct organization from the Anniversary
tion re-assembled and received the report
death of its former pastor, our dear Bro.
The following committee on closing
resolutions was appointed:
Revs. J. M.

Houghton.

For the traveler on his way,

on

In relation to the memorial service

publication

i®

Om

MORNING

We are a small people when compared

If the present Board of management are

Convention, has no

legal

status,

but

is

not among our wisest and best counselors, ‘simply a joint meeting of the three Benevthen let them retire and let their places olent Societies for the purpose ofreceiving
be filled by better men ; and-if the sisters and acting upon the report of the comcan do better work by having represeuntatives on that Board let them have them. mon Financial Secretary of the three So;
But at all events let us have those for cieties, and to elect this officer, &c.
leaders whom we can trust, and then let
On motion of Professor Brackett it was
us follow them. The doctrines of State's resolved that a committee of nine be aprights, and secession from our denominational Societies, can never make usa pointed to nominate the Financial Secretary and a common Treasurer for the enstrong people.
appointed
The salaries of persons engaged as suing year. The chairman
missionaries have been paid, and about this committee; Rev. J. M. Brewster
33 1-3 per cent. of the amounts condition- chairman of the same.
ally pledged to the aid of other interests
Rev. D. Waterman rose to offer a resohave also been paid. This is discouraging to the churches and saddening to the
Board ; but the Board has used all the

means at its disposal
wisdom. Any failure
to the circumstances
have made to govern
THE

according to its best
must be chargeable
which our brethren
us.

OUTLOOK.

We need the services of five of our best
men to

act

as

missionaries

in

Kansas,

Nebraska and other Western
States.
They should be fully supported, and" the
work they would accomplish would help
make a future for us, which we can never
have if we disregard the opportunity.
Rev. J. S. Manning has been doing good
work in the Cairo mission, as shown by
the following extracts from this missionary's report :

“I found the Quarterly Meetings in
quite a good condition—some few discouragements and some difficulties that
were easily adjusted. There has been a
marked progress during the past year in
their order and system of doing business.
* * * * We have enjoyed some prosperity during the year; five churches
have been organized and one Quarterly
Meeting. Some of the old Quarterly
Meetings that had been dropped from the
records have been revived, and work has
been commenced in places where churches
will likely soon be organized. Wherever
the people hear of our doctrines they want
our preachers to visit them.

We are try-

ing to establish churches in St. Louis; I
organized one there last winter and we
have a missionary there who has another
church ready to organize and
who has
bought a lot to build on.

“The Union Quarterly Meeting lies
along 1he Ohio
river; seme of her
churches
are in Kentucky and some in
Indiana. Eddyville {Quarterly Meeting
extends nearly across the State of Kentucky and is doing quite well.
Carbondale Quarterly Meetigg
is situated on the

[illinois Central R

Rad

i our

northern Quarterly Meeting.

extreme

Its churches

are scattered and small, don’t get much
preaching and are not doing very well.
Mound City Quarterly Meeting is the
most compact of all, lying between Carbondale aud. Cairo.

It

always

sends

a

full delegation. Cairo has given letters
to seven churches in Missouri, and now
has churches in Illinois, Kentucky, and
Tennessee. New Madrid Quarterly Meet-

ing was organized in July last, The aggregate value of church property is estimated at $17,150.

¢¢ The ministry is recejving larger salaries than formerly. Some are devoting
their entire time to the work of thé minis-

try and are supplying themselves with
books. I think there is a decided improvement in their manner of presenting
the truth and in the, matter presented.
We have sustained some severe

losses

in

the ministry the past year.”
The balance oF Brother Manning's report gives the details of his. own laborious services.

He had collected $294.23,

and his traveling expenses

$124.97.

amounted

to

:

The Secretary spoke of his late visit to
the mission at Harper's Ferry, and concluded from what he observed there that
we have been doing no better work in all
our missions than we have done’ at Harper’s Ferry. There is a choice opportunity for establishing Free Baptist interests
in and about Philadelphia. Rev. L. L.,
Harmon, now pastor of our church in that

lution, and remarked that

he

considered

this meeting and its outcome the most
important matter in all the proceedings
at

these

Anniversaries.

Ile

said,

the

Benevolent Societies were financially embarrassed. The Foreign Mission Society
|'was not able to pay the salaries of the
missionaries when

due;

the

Home

Mis-

sion Society had only paid one-third of its
general appropriations for the past ‘year,

and the work of the

Education Society

was sadly curtailed. And it was likely to
continueso unless the cause of the embarrassment is ascertained, and a remedy
found and applied. He moved the adoption of the following resolution :

Whereas, More

than six thousand dol-

lars ($6,000) of the permanent fund of the
Foreign Mission Society have been used
to meet the current expenses of the Society, and not replaced, and our last quarremittance was slarmingly short (more
than $1000) ; and whereas, the salaries of
our Home

Missionaries

are

far behind,

and the Education funds inadequate to
the demands upon that Society,-therefore,
' Resolved, 'That a committee of five
be,
appointed
to
consider,
(1)
ment; (2) what measures shall be adopted to replace the permanent fund; (3)
whether there be not a more economical
method to collect, keep and disburse

our

benevolent funds.
This resolution caused considerable discussion, but was finally passed without
dissent, and it was voted

that the

chair-

man should appoint a committee composed of two representatives from each Society, to nominate the commitiee of enquiry provided for in the resolution. The
chairman subsequently appointed that
committee, as follows:
Revs.
I.
D.
Stewart, A. L. Gerrish, G. C. Waterman,

N. C. Brackett, C. S. Perkins, C. A.Bickford.
THE FINANCIAL REPORT.
Rev. E. N. Fernald, Financial Secretary, presented his annual

report,

premis-

ing the remark that it was, as "usual at
these meetings, necessarily incomplete,
because the brief time intervening beet
the close of the financial year and
these meetings would not suffice . to perform the great amount of work necessary
in order to thoroughly complete the re-,
port. The total receipts during the past
year for Foreign Missions, exclusive of
those of the Woman's Society, amounted
to $13,365.41; the receipts of the Wom-

an’s Society added make $15,821.13
—or
$120 less than the year previous. The
total

were

receipts

$20,731.85;

Woman's

for

Home

with

those

Society- added,

Missions

of

the

$22,048.12—a

little more than double the amount for the
year previous. This latter difference is

accounted for by the fact that more than
half of the contributions this year were
for the glorious work at Harper's Ferry,
and therefore were not available for general work. The receipts of the Educa-

Curtis, showed that the total receipts the
amopnted to $13.531.22 for

we are embarrassed.

ficcordance with this feeling the’ Home
Mission Board made appropriations to the
amount of about $6,000, with the full expeetation that so small an amount would

general work afd $450 for the permanent
fand. There is now invested the sum of

ciency of over $1000. Almost enough
has, however, ‘since been received to

work.
But
ment.

:
they were doomed to disappointAt least seven State Societies have

The balance sheet showeda surplus of

than $600. Formerly the Home Mission
receipts were less than the Foreign

been working on their own territory and
retaining
their own funds,
At least
three-fifths of all
o
embership are

$287 in favor of the Society; also, there
is over $800 cush in the treasury, out of
which however, $394 are due on the sala-

ries of Revs. Brackett and Manning. This

surely be gathered to carry forward the

covered nearly all the ground

women.

and have

Our sisters, in their commend2h

?
$C

Cy

$9,326on behalf of the permanent fund ‘make up this deficit.
and over $900

in

the

Centennial

fund.

The Foreign

Mis-

sion Society closed the year with a defi-

ceived the past

year

The legacies reamounted to less
Mis-

sion receipts ; it was resolved to bring
the former up to the latter, and they have

exceeded them. Now it should be rereport was disposedof in the same maj’ solved to bring the Foreign Mission re“ceipts up to those for .Home Mission.
ner as that of the Secretary.

by Rev. G. S. Ricker, who was

his

very

intimate friend in college and ever since:
and who preached the funeral sermon of.
his wife here in Lawrence; by Rev. J. B. Davis, who had seen him

within

a

weeks and who testified to his firm

few

and

beautiful Christian faith and trust; by
Rev. J. A. Lowell, a former pastor of
Lawrence church, who spoke with gratitade of the great and excellent work accomplished by him among the young peo—

ple of this parish’; by Peacon Dow, who:
testified to his rare ability and te'the ten-der affection of this people for him; and’
by Rev. J. Malvern, who spoke of his

conspicuous gentlemanliness,
The services were closed

~~

with prayer

by the Rev. H. F. Wood.
WOMAN'S: MISSIONS.
The
various exercises which were
crowded into the afternoon of Wednesday
left but an hour for the public services of
the Woman's Missionary Society. TheSociety was called to order by the Presi-of the nominating committees.
:
dent, Mrs. E. 8. Burlingame, at 4 o'clock.
The committee to nominate a Treasurer and the exercises opened with singing..
and Financial Secretary of the Benevo- After the reading of an appropriate selec
lent Societies reported the names of tion of Scripture and a fervent prayer, by
Moses B. Smith, Esq., of Concord, N. H.,
Mrs. Burlingame, the report of the Cor- °
for the former office, and Rev. E. N. responding Secretary, Mrs. J. A. Lowell,
Fernald for the latter. The committee was called for and was read by Miss
also recommended the adoption of the Laura DeMeritte. The report aimed at
following resolution :
Rr,
giving
a . bird's-eye
view
of the
Whereas, Rev. Silas Curtis has been toilers in their different fields
and
Treasurer of the Freewill Baptist Educaconsisted principally of reports from the
tion Society since 1865, of the Freewill
BapHs Home Mission S6tiéty since 1866 Society’s missionaries. The following is.
and of the Freewill Baptist Foreign Mission the final summing up:
Society since February, 1879, and will in
While reading the above we have beem
accordance with his own wishes retire
impressed with the thought that whatever
from all these trusts after January
1, of indifference may .have characterized:
1882,—therefore,
the women of the home churches, thisResolved:
That there be entered upon
want of interest is not shared by thethe records of each of the Societies named
workers themselves. Never have the:
a minute expressive ofthe great ability,
reports been more encouraging; never
marked devotion and rare fidelity with
since the organization of this Society was.
which he has performed the financial their so much need of increased activity
work committed to hi m, much of which on the part of those whose offerings must:
has been done gratuitously.
sustain the cause at the present time.
The report was accepted and the offi-: But the sad fact remains that for the past
few months the means needed for proscers nominated were elected. The reso- ecuting
the work have not been forthcomlution was adopted by a standing vote.
ing. Repeatedly
have the remittances:
The committee to nominate a committee heen delayed because of a deficient treas-of enquiry reported the following names: ury.’ Why is this? There can be but:
one answer: Our hearts are not in the
Revs. J. A. Lowell,of N. H.,A.T. Salley,
of R. I., D. Waterman, of N.

H.,

presented

the

C.

H.

work.

When our beloved President was strickLatham Esq., of Mass,, and Rev. J. M. en down by a cowardly assassin, how did:
Lowden, of Me.; and these were duly the heart of a whole nation throb in sym»
athy! * * * * * Over the ocean
elected. The meeting then adjourned to
‘| wave the children of our Father are dythe call of the chair.
ing by thousands—dying with no knowlThe Convention re-assembled at the edge of Him whose arms supported our
close of the Foreign Mission meeting on lamented President as he stepped into the:
They are our sisthe afternoon of Thursday; the meeting waters of death.
was small. The committee of enquiry ters, wounded by Sin’s fatal bullet. On
its

A. T. Salley.
undertaken

report

The

the

work

by

committee
assigned

Rev.

had

not

it,

but

to

our Southern borders other

members

of

recommended the appointment
@f*% com- |
and yet we knowing all these things—
mittee of five experienced men 'jwith in- we who call ourselves Christian women,

structions to enquire into the status of the
Benevolent Societies, and to report at the
next annual meeting plans for increasing

the charitable contributions and such
other suggestions as might seem to them
advisable.
Rev. D. Waterman asked permission to
make an explanation of his purpose in
presenting the resolution passed on the
previous day. The preamble did not do
justice to the Foreigh Mission Board: the
$6,000 of the permanent fund used for ex-

penses was some years ago, and he was
glad to know that the Board intends to replace this sum as soon as the funds would
permit. He was also glad to learn that
the Board did not consider this an em-

barrassment to their work, and that they
had so cheerful a view of the future. His
object had also been misconstrued—he
had no thought of an investigation of the
Boards, and did not suppose there was
any need of it. He still believed there
were difficulties in the way of raising
money.
Much discussion ensued and the final
result was the non-acceptance of the committee’s report.

The Convention adjourned sine die.

look on with an indifference ahsolutely
appalling. ‘¢ Am I my brother’s keeper ?”

we are virtually saying as the urgent.
claims of these needy ones are pressings
-upon our attentien.
It would seem that none could refGse the mere pittance asked for -this cause;
yet $3,200 only was the amounb of last
year's appropriations, and even this small
sum must be curtailed in the year to
come

unless

as

Christian

women

we

awake to a sense of our responsibility
Where are the 40,000 women of this denomination ? Could they but understand
the importance of this work; could they
realize the amount of good that this
trifle (two cents a week from eacli’ of
them) would accomplish,— thousands of
children rescued from ignorance and
degradation ; doors ofgsecluded zenauas
thrown wide open for the entrance efi
the truth, and increased facilities for

the:

education and uplifting of our own cowmntry women—would be only parts of the
blessed results.

Are

we

Christians?

A

Christian with none of the spirit of theMaster—with no interest in the cause forwhich he laid down his life, were surety.
an anomaly.

My

sisters,

let

us

awake-

from our lethargy. Let us seek to under- stand our responsibility. This work. has been intrusted to us: shall we he faithful i
in carrying it on?
‘¢ Inasmuch as yehave done it unto one of the least of these.
ye have done it unto me.”
:

as among the bereaved family in another

The Home Secretary, Mrs.
A. C.
Hayes, followed with an excellent report.
which comprised a warm and earnest
appeal in behalf of those for whom the:
Society are laboring.
Miss M. E. French read interesting: re-ports from the District Secretaries.

State. A large and sad congregation of
friends and admirers of the deceased

A. DeMeritte, showed the receipts of the

THE MEMORIAL

SERVICE.

The service in memory of the late Rev.
A. L. Houghton was held at 2 pr. m.,Wednesday, the hour of the funeral at the late
home of our lamented brother. It was a
solemn and mournful occasion here,as well

werd in attendance.

The desk was drap-

city, reports that with some aid a subed in mourning and beautifully decorated
stantial interest can be established. there. tion Society amounted to $2,695; against ‘withiivy and white flowers, in the midst
There is also an opening for Free Baptists
$2,200 last year. It will be mecessary-to-tof which Was a portrait of Brother Houghat Elberon and Vineland, N. J.
In conclusion the report, suggested a further increase the contributions the ton.
conference of the Executive Committees of coming year by $300 in order to pay the | The services were conducted by the
the three Benevolent Societies with a ‘same amountto students as this year.
Rev. C. A. Bickford, who, after the singview to more complete unity of action.
The total receipts for all purposes have
ing of an appropriate hymn,offered a feelThis report was referred to the Execu- exceeded thuse of the year previous by ing prayer and read ‘passsages of "Seriptive Committee without discussion.
more than $14,000; and yet it must be ture, and then paid a touching tribute to
The réport of the Treasurer, Rev. Silas confessed that from certain points of view departed worth. He spoke of how large

enterprises until they should be made to
advance in a very marked manner. In past year

the latter was preparing for the ministry;

a place Brother Houghton had in the affection and esteem of the members of this
parish, and of how deeply they now feel
his loss. The speaker knew him best by
his works ; and from the enduring evi-

dences which are now apparent, he could
bear no doubtful testimony to the excellency and solidity of the work accomplished bere by

the

late pastor of

this

chu

. Fitting remarks were made by Rey, D.

Waterman,

who was pastor of the church

at the early home of the.

deceased

when

"The report of the
yearto have been
ments, $4,210.83;

Treasarer,
$3,934.04;
cash now

Miss

L.

‘disburse-gn hand,.

$205.29 ; present debts offSociety, $108.
56.
Mrs. J. M. Brewster of Providence,
R. I, was then called upon to adShe opened her
dress the meeting.
remarks with a beautiful simile showimg:

that g8 the humble little violet, as well‘as.

the strong pine tree, can sayof the great:

orb of Tight, “This is my san”; so alse,
can the little child in the mission

sehool,

as well as the strong man, say of* Jésus
Christ, *¢ This is my Saviour.”

He came

to save the world, and we as a people
have accepted a part of this great work.
The present age is in sympathy with this
portrayed the:
work. Mrs. Brewster

great change that had taken place Til this:

movement within the past. forty-five years,
and woman's part in the awakening,
which had been brought about in mis-8he proceeded to
sionary enterprise.
(Continued on fourth page.)
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ML.
TW.

The peace offering. Lev. 7:1—11.
A willing ‘offering. Lev. 19:1—8.
The priest’s portion. Lev.7: 28—38,

¥.
S.

A grateful offering. Ps. 50% 1—23.
Offering praised. Heb. 13: 5—25.
Thanksgiving and love.

8S.

. GOLDEN
giving;

High

Offer unto God

end pay

thy

Leviticus

vows

:

A

7:11-18.

Generosity

in
to

hold, and for the poor around him.

hospitality

temptation to a niggardly economy.
were

gift; who

* giveth us

no

three

richly

to

all

It indicates a thonght-

.1ess and indifferent mind, or

a

heart

in-

sensible te kindness and unappreciative of
ithe loving-kindness of its
heavenly
Father. No duty is more binding upon
us than this; no privilege ought to be
more eagerly sought for. Itis promotive
«of growth in grace and direct increase of
~

3 pay
B

a

of the soul and quickens the

the Christian.
the exercise

true life

II.

Vows.

* A

vow

isa

recently

of

school

observed

country.— Baptist

2

and

one

was

formed

soon

so

attended
Convention

an
in the

Indian SundayIndian

Terri-

successful

one

ever held there.
He considers that the
Five Nations are about to enter on a new
era of Christian education.—8. .S. Times.

solemn voldo,

our

thankless

** Thanksgiv-

formally

tory, and it was the most

spirit or the

either to

more

or

The South Congregational
Sundayabstain from doing something, or to
give something for his service and hon-. school of New Britain, Conn., pays its
a salary, and he dovotes
or.”— Nevin. . The Jews were accustomed superintendent
his
whole
time
to the interests of the
to make such engagements.
looking after
Sometimes,
when one was in distress school, visiting families,

. or difficulty, he

would make .a..8¢lemn

| absent scholars, etc.

This is the

Protestant Sunday-school in the
numbering about 1000 members.

‘must incur great guilt who makes a vow

:
and fails to fulfill it.
III. Generosity and purily, One object
«of the establishment of so many, sacrifices

and offerings was, doubtless, to break up
so common

.ameng men. It was a practical method
of teaching generosity as well as gratiwin
tude.
Parivy of heart and life were also taught

in the scrupulous care which was taken
«10 prevent the corruption, or tainting of

br substances
any of the offerings made,”
used about them. Our God is.a God of

infinite purity, and they who would wor-

-ship him acceptably must come

before

It was a grand sight to
which

is no respecter of persons, rather

a result

an angel

would

stoopto earth to secure. America believing in prayer knelt before God and
upon this act slie based her hope of the
President's recovery. Christians sought
afresh the power of God; those who had
departed from their fealty to God came
back to unite in this petition; the unchristian said, ‘I have faith in your prayers; they will prevail,—the President will
recover.” How much we relied upon

is ample opportunity for-men to extheir gratitude to God for special |

«Ob
“oN

HIGHWAYS AND HEDGES,
« can’t give lots of money and I can’t
gew cloaks and gowns for poor children,

because I'm not rich enough nor big
enough, mamina. But I'll tell you what

1 can “highway and hedge

said a bright little girl on her re-

turn from a child sermon.
* What is that, my dear ?” asked her
mother.
:
* Why, its coaxing poor children and
naughty children-into Sunday-school. I

A beautiful answer was once given by

a little girl, in one of the London, Homes
The question was aske.
profitable that they for the Destitut
“is fit and
an‘ ‘unspeakable
called
Jesus
is
Why
ed,
go. Indeed, .a truly devout gift?” There was silence for a
while, and
notively seek ‘to give ex- then, with trembling voice, this dear
titude to God in acts as child suid: ** Because he is so precious,
words. in all our thanks- that no one can tell all his precionsness,”
aa
Tr

2

i
v

succeeded by

his

years,

the early school-life

son ‘Soasduchinus or

facts about

Nebuchadnezzer 1st. Saracus or Ladanus who succeeded Soasduchinus was so

that now

college,

of profane history,

laid the foundation of Babylon, one of the

con-

south, also from

east

to

west,

crossing each other at right angles, which
made the squares 2 1.4 miles in circumference. The houses, being three and
four stories high, were built on the outside, highly
ornamented
toward the
streets, while the spaces, within the

trary to God's will, which a weak and ignorant mortal may make, will generally
squares were used for yards, gardens,
be answered.
The President’s death is a national ca- &c. The Euphrates ran through the city
lamity ; the blow was struck by a spirit from north to south having a quay on
in the nation against the incarnation of each side 12 1-2 miles in length and 87 ft.
national principles, and in so strict a sense wide with gates of brass and steps dewas he a sacrifiee for the nation that the scending from eaclrinto the river.
This
personal need of wife and mother were was enclosed*by a wall-of sixty miles in
absorbed in the nation’s need as to the circumference, 350 ft. high and 87 ft.
J
results to follow.
thick, protected on the outside by a vast
There is spmething hidden deep in the moat. The entrances to the city were by:
recesses of our national life which ex- 925 solid brass gates on each side strengthplains the mystery of this event. In this ened by 250 towers.
Two canals were
explanation is found the nation’s need as made to turn the waters into the Tigris,
to the result of it, and only in proportion and vast embankments were raised to
as a knowledge of this need induced the prevent its overflowing during the meltsupplication could there be = reasonable ing of the snows on the mountains. It
hope that the result sought. would be giv- had great naval and commercial power,
en.
\
being open to the Persian Gulf by the
We are proud to say that Garfield, of Euphrates which was joined to the Tithe log-cabin and the log school-house, gris by the Royal river. So the city was
educated by adversity to die inthe na- supplied with the produce of the whole
tion’s arms, was peculiarly an American country, narth of it as far as the Euxine
production, that our liberties. made his and Caspian seas. Semiramis, the foundsuccess possible, but-we must own that er of this part. of Babylonian ‘greatness,
Guiteau, of fiendish mein,is also an Amer- improved the navigation of the Euphrates,
ican production, made what he is under having at one time 3,000 galleys; and in
American liberties, or rather her licenses. enlarging and beautifying the city, she
When we said, * Let Garfield live,” we empioyed 2,000,000 of men, collecting
disagsociated him from everything ex- them from all parts of her vast empire.
cept our wishes, When we said, ** Let the
The forty years’ glorious reign of this
greatest possible good come from this ambitious queen, probably induced Plato,
event to us as a pation, Thy will be done,” to advocate the right of women to share

we were not doomed to disappointment

in the result of Garfield's life or death.
nation

than the life of any one

man,

though he be the chiefest and: best among
us, a8 it wus with Christ.

~~ -§

It is better that one’ man die than that

in the management of public affairs, the
government of states and the conducting
of armies. It was about 750 B. C. that
Babylon

revolted

from Assyria,

under

Belesis or Nabonassar from” whom
cient

¢*Era

astronomers

of

dated,

calling

Nabonassar.”

After

an-

it- the

sar, having

took up the matter and Rev.

ruled

Baptist

twenty-one years, took

his son Nebuchadnezzar 2nd

Palestine,

603

B. C.

the whole nation perish—and not this na- ‘Merodach Baladan, who sent congratula-

tion only. Does not God lovethe individual

man? Aye,he made himin his own likeness.
for him he made the world and all that is
in it, but God’s righteous law can not. be
thwarted, justice as well as mercy must be

maintained ; if men oppose, some for qth:
a.

to King

Hezekiah.

pe .

somewhere

in Ohio.

Albanus

2 Kings

-

20:
:

K.

{rustees. The school was started at Ches-

Historians make

ter about 1839 and chartered in 1840. Rev.
this powerful monarch author of most of David Marks was sent outas * Agent” to
the noted works of: Babylon, which for solicit subscription of money to build the
greatness have been the wonder

and

ad-

Thepridge,equal-

ling the other buildings in beauty and
wonderful art, was 1-8 mile in length and
thirty feet in breadth, with a palace at

*¢ Academy” and buy books for the Library. Rev. Daniel Branch,a Free Bap-

tist pastor was first principal. Rev. G.
H. Ball was first pastor of the Academy
church. Prof. Dunn was also pastor for

each end having.a vaulted communica- some time,and instructor in moral philostion under the river. The old palace on ophy in the school,(by the way, his first
the east side of the river was 3 3-4 miles teaching,as
he was always resolute
in compass, and near it, stood the temple

‘against teaching a *¢ district” school.)
Both James A. Garfield and Miss Ru-

when I entered

upon the question that has pressed upon

dolph, Mrs. Garfield, are well remembered by their instructors. James was an
awkward boy,but “after he had got his

bearings” he took rank at once with the
best in his class. The same
of Miss Rudolph.

can be said

Rev. Prof. Mills,now of this college,
was the Jast Principal but one of the
school, Prof. Spencer J. Fowler -being
the last. About 1860, not from debt, or
mismanagement,but from the fact that
Hillsdale college,then five years old,gave
promise of greater usefulness,
the trustees
of Geauga transferred the entire school
property to this college. The building
"was sold

for

a Union

School

and

the.

proceeds,along with library and apparatus,still form a part "of this,our living
and working institution.
Geauga Seminary had a good record a
good attendance,and ¢* Chester” will always be classic Free Baptist ground
where Day, Marks, Mills, Dann, Ball,

Branch, Fowler, Clark, Higbee,

Wood-

worth, Page, Rice, Ashley, and a little
army of other denominational workers,
either put on the harness or bore the
burden and heat of an eventful day. It
will not be one of the least sweet memories of the transformed, but living
school, that it did its part to equip the
great

man

for his

life-work,

whom

day. our nation mourns.— Hillsdale

to

Her-

ald.
>-o-O*-+

THE PRESIDENT AND DR. BLISS.
The: following incident, related by
Steward Crump adds interest to these relations ot physician and patient:
On Sunday morning, just after the big
crowd of doctors had

cleared

out,

I was

alone with the General and Dr. Bliss.
The doctor sat on one side of the bed and
‘I was on the other. Gen. Garfield had
hold of Dr. Bliss's hand, and turned his
Bliss

LJ)

S

A

he said then that

H

where
Td

14)

(11G1

he would tell

said that when he was
started for the college

my heart for many days. Why were not
the prayers of the whole church, in every
land, heard and the lift of our beloved
President preserved?, There stood in the
Word of God, the express and certain
promise of Christ. John 14: 13. ‘‘ And
whatsoever ye shall ask in my name, that
will I doy that the Father may be glorified.”
This promise, and many others, are

he
i

me.

He

a youngster

and

at-

Hiram, he

had

just $15—a ten-dollar bill, which was in
the breast-pgcket of his coat, and the other was in his trouser’s pocket. He said
he was footing it up the road, and

as

the

day was hot hé took off his coat and car-

ried it on his arm, taking good care to
feel every moment or two for the pocketbook, fer the hard-earned $15 was

his entrance fee at the college.
After a while he got to thinking
what college

to pay

life would be like, and

over
for-

got all about the pocket-book for. some
time, and when he looked again found it
faith in prayer, which no -doubt was ex- was gone.
He went back mournfully
ercised by thousands. Why was not along the road, hunting on both sides for
their prayers answered? The first epistle the pocket-book. . After a while he came
of John 5: 15 casts a little light on this to a house where a young man was leaning over a gate,
who asked him as
question,
/
ke came, what he was hunting for. Gar«If we ask anything according to his field explained his loss and described the
will, he heareth us.” Here is a limit, it property, when the young man handed it
The President by this time was
must be according to the will of God. In over.
provideutial events we may not, nay, laughing, and concluded, ¢ That young
man was Bliss, wasn’t it, doctor?” The
more we can not, know what the will of doctor laughed and said, * Yes;” and
God is.” Hence we offer prayer for the when Gen,
Garfield said, *“ He saved me

explicit and are the foundation of strong

sick, not knowing what the will of God

is, but in full faith, if it be consistent with

his purposes, it will be done.
The 16th
of the same chupter gives still more
light. ““There is a sin unto death, I do not
say that ye shall pray for it,” intimating
at least, that an individual may commit

sin that will not be pardoned

to prayer.

a

in answer

This is more emphatically

true of nations.

Jer. 11: 14.

“Therefore

pray not for this people, neither lift up
cry for them, for I will not hear

them, in

the time they ery unto me for their troub-

le.”

A nafionmay by their sins place

for college,” he answered, “Yes ; and may

be, if I had'nt found your $10 you
wouldn't have b#en President of the
United States.” The President laughed
at that, and said that if he got well and
made any mistakes in his
administration,
Bliss would have to take the blame.
REV , EZRA

HAM.

REV. Ezra HAM was born in Farmington,
N. H., March 7, 1797. He experienced religion in early life, but did not enter the minlstry until somewhat advanced in life, He was
ordained at Gilmanton Iron Works, N. H., in

the year 1840, and was instrumental in the or- ganization of ‘the Freewill Baptists at that
and it was through

his efforts largely,

themselves in such guilt that’ God will place,
that a meeting house was erected for their use,
spare them no longer and prayer will not L one half mile from the village, He was one
be heard in their behalf, though offered ‘of the principal owners of the house although

by Noah, Job and Daniel. A nation may
become 80 sinful that God will not be en-

he preached there but a few years. After this
he preached nearly every Sabbath to the peo-

own town, or towns adjoining, un~
It is not the sin of an ple theof his
infirmities of age forbade further labor.
til
individual, but the nationas Tepresent
He was married in 1824 to Mercy P. Hill,

‘treated for them.

by its government.
nation, we

once

The great sin of this

thought

was

The rebellion was a greater.

slavery.

Civil gov-

ernment being one of the ordained instrumentalities, by which God

governs the

W. Hill of Alton, Ten
daughter of Andrew
children, two girls and eight boys congtituted
the fami} , of whom the Widow and seven children survive him. He removed to Giljanton

8; the
i lat hihi *
a in the years
a ature
he served as Chaplain of the ‘House, He was

enthe world, the rebellion was a direct at- among the first to espouse the cause; to of histhe contack upon the government of God.

lic justice. demanded

that it should

Pab-

be

the future.

sons in |the ar,war which
our
et v 50 oiwa Srndied
victions,
. ‘And when
ale
Tesulted in NE
one of his sons fell a victim to wounds and
disease at Point Lookout, Md., the father,
though well stricken in years, journeyed South

returned with the remains of his loved
soil.
Justice was sacrificed and and
one and had them interred in bla _nauve
until a short time

God was offended, and the doom of Ahab
has been’ almost literally repeated. 1
:
Kings 20: 42. *‘Because thou hast let go
After, him, little is known of the rulers, out of thine hand, a man whom I appoiatsave thet names, until Esarhaddon,avail- ed“to utter destruction, therefore thy
ibg himself of the troubles in Babylon, life shall go for "his-life and th.
le
eop
caused by the extinction of. the Royal for his pease fs
tions
12.

Seminary

Moulton,Dea. S. B. Philbrick,R. Dunn
and others were made the first board of

as partaer,

‘made odious, and a sufficient number. exruling | ecuted, to give security to the nation in

twelve years he was succeeded by his son,

action

"The Ohio and Pennsylvania Yearly meeting

for whom it was thus draped.
My
mind was very active, and 1 meditated

@

porth

a request

in a Quarterly meeting

looking toward the endowment of a Free

v

that primary assprance —which was that

we get no assurance ‘that

Geauga Academy had

head and asked me if I knew

It was more than 2,200 years before the
Christian Era, that the ambitious Nimrod

to

at Chester,

veh, when Babylon became thé only capital of the Assyrian Empire. Nabopolas-

made solemn and tender

BABYLON.

of the Bible, or Belus

that institution,

its origin in a similar manner as Hillsdale

Or

4 BY JULIA.

it

survives, though visibly lost, in

Hillsdale college.

meaning

of need, and a revelation of the

of things.

of Pres. Garfield

may not be uninteresting to know a few

he was

that prayer! Then through the long night of Belus noted for the prodigious tower
he wrestled with Jehovah, but that pray- in its center. Herodotus says, its base

Christ's divinity should be proven to the

§

Te

of pur-

pose. Om that memorable night by
Jabbok Jacob prayed that he might be
delivered from Esau. How earnest was

grandest and most magnificent cities of
the old world.
It was a square of fifteen
miles with 25 streets extending from

he miraculously did before them, but by
what they should do through his name—

ence there.— National Teacher:

‘em!’

and here we must bear in mind that desire and need are not correlative, If we
carefully scan the passages quoted above
with the contexts, there need beno mistake as to their bearing. * The effectual,
fervent prayer of a righteous man.” We
might consider this to be the breathing
out of what God had breathed into the
soul. ** If ye shall ask anything in my
name I will do it.” Whatever assurances
we may receive from this, distinct from

disciples and to others, not only by what

institution of slavery that is now in exist-

Ican do;

we can expect the answer with assurance,

State,

altars nothing but the pure offerings of going to do it!”
;
and sincere souls.
. devout
| What can you do to bring the children
Though the rites and ceremonies of into the Sunday-schoolP— Selected from
Hd.
Jewish law are no longer binding, Our Sabbath Hour. Ooo
“the

ge

thirteen

more willing to give than parents are to miration of the world.

heaven,

can’t "splain it to you, but I know how |- There are principles involved in this
. + him with clean hearts, and bring to his for the superintendent. told us. And I'm matter
of more vital importance to this

bestowed and prosperity grant-

God is

tion might pray.

by’ those

largest

promise to God, that if he were delivered
in peace and safety, he would make cerAt Plainville, Conn., a Temperance
tain offerings, or sacrifices, in token of
his gratitude and obligation to him. Men | Sunday-school is = held every Sabbath
were encouraged (0 make these vows, afternoon. This school numbers about
and the proper mode of fulfilling them 60 children, and the lessons for the entire
was pointed out in the law. Nor is it year are on the subject of temperance.
vwrong now to enter into a covenant with Special pains are taken to illustrate the
5God, for a like purpose, though we no nature and effects of alcohol, by means of
longer fulfill our vows by offerings to be simple diagrams and experiments.—S8S. S,
~consumed upon the altar, or disposed of World.
There is nothing like training the chili in other ways prescribed. Our vows may
dren
to be liberal. The Presbyterian
purposes
+ be fulfilled by using for sacred
Sunday-schools
of this country contribute
we
property
the
of
-3 definite proportion
hold, or by devoting a part of our time to $250,000 a year. * The child is father to
special and extraordinary religious ser- the man."—Baptist Teacher.
‘While studying concerning the bondage
“¥ices and labors, or in some way setting
-apart from common to Holier uses some- in Egypt some thirty centuries ago, it is
thing that we hold tobe in a certain sense an interesting fact to note that the pres.our own, and as such, value bighly. ent Egyptian government is endeavoring
"Vows should be made carefully and to deal with the servitude of to-day. It
seriously, with full comprehension
of is announced that a proclamation has
their sacred-and binding character. One been made that gradually will abolish the

‘the tendency to selfishness,

ex-

sacrifice

no

cept a contrite and broken heart.

give good gifts to their children; more
willing to give than we are to receive.
He exalted and excused himself, but God

Perhaps his life was prolonged

far as known to him. - He writes that he

practice of thanksgiving.
untary promise to God,

few

after in Benham, the first in the State

- We can not easily overdo
of a thankful

are

parts of

practicable,

It tends to enlargement

NoOWer
POWs

.there

When he had governed the

er for deliverance from Esau was in the was
a square of 1-8 mile on each side,
same spirit of his prayer at Bethel on ‘his and according to Strabo the same in
(From Rev. G. R. Leavitt.)
way to Laban when awaking from his hight. It comprised eight towers in
As the sacred meal of the peace offerdream.
He prayed, saying, ** If God will which were many large rooms with
ing was an act of communion with God,
be with me, and will keep me in this way arched
roofs supported by pillars; it
so it was an act of mutual communion.
The brilliant teacher, that I go,and will give mebread to eat and. -gradually decreased towards the top, so
It was a social meal. The priests, the this! Too much.
worshiper,
‘his family and other friends the courageous soldier, the generous- raiment to put on, so that I come again to Strabo calls it a pyramid exceeding the
hearted, noble-ininded and scholarly con- my father’s house in peace; then shall the greatest of the Egyptian pyramids in
shared with. him. So was it in the peace
offering of the Passover; so isit at the gressman, the propitiatory President is Lord be my God.” God never enters in- hight, while the observatory on the top
communion table. We commune with dead,and some have strange questionings’ ‘to such a covenant as that with any one. rendered the Babylonians the most exGod and with each other. . We partake of because these petitions were not answer- His prolonged and terrible struggle . with pert astronomers in the world. CalisGod was not occasioned by God's resist- thenes, the philosopher of Alexander the
:
Christ not only; we partake of him to- ed.
ing him but by his resisting God. In or- Great, é: found calculations for eclipWe
must
consider
well
before
we
murgether. What a beautiful relation of Chrisder that he might do the great work be- ses of
mur;
the
sad
and
solemn
pageantry
has
3 years preceding. The top
tian to fellow-Christian is here exhibited!
passed;
we sigh, and turn to take up fore him God would have him loving, du- was reached by a sloping ascent in. the
— Monday Club Sérmons.
again the thread of life’s web, but if with tiful Israel. He would be courteous, self- side of the outer wall, gradually turning
ILLUSTRATION.
carelessness and indifference, if with bit- reliant Jacob who stole his brother's birth- in a spiral line eight times round the towPresident Lincoln’s emancipation proe- terness, scarcely to note, or if noting soon right and wronged his father-in-law. Not er, from the bottom to the top.
The
lamation was issued in fulfillment of a to forget the lessons already set before us,
until the powers by which he carried on tower was designed for the worship of;
vow, that if General Lee was driven back we should remain longer at prayer.
this resisting struggle were removed and Belus or Baal, as shown by the multitude
from Pennsylvania he would crown the
Much difficulty comes to us under these he became thoroughly conscious of his of chapels in it. Bochartus thinks this the
result by the declaration of freedom to circumstances, first, because prayeris the helplessness, and was thoroughly sub- tower built at the confusion of languages,
the slave.—The Study.
Christian’s lever at God’s throne. Christ dued and humbled, could Jehovah say, as it answers the Scriptural description of
—————
rt
——
taught his disciples to pray saying, ‘“ Men «Let me depart;" for as the moiming | it. Diodorus says the riches of the temple
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
ought always to pray and not to faint.” light was creeping up across that eastern amounted to more than twenty-one milOne of the phases: of Sunday-school
** And whatsoever ye shall ask in my sky, the light of God's truth was creeping lions sterling, as its statues , censors,cups
missionary work in the South is brought name that will Ido.” ¢ Ifye shall ask into that dark and sinful heart, and it was and other sacred vessels were all of masout in a recent letter of a missionary anything in my name, I will doit.” The safe to leave him to his own contempla- 8y gold ; one image was forty feet high,
working in Calhoun county, Florida, to a apostle says, ‘‘ The prayerof faith shall tion. How quickly then he saw his need weighing
1,000
Babylonish
talents.
New York Sunday-school.
He states save the sick.” ‘The effectual fervent of God, and flinging his arms about Jeho- This temple was entirely demolished by
that he recently organized five new prayerof arighteous man availeth much.” vah’s neck he said, * Iwill not let thee Xerxes, when returning from his noted
schools among negroes. and others, mostThe second cause of difficulty comes in go except thou bless me.” That was the Grecian expedition, and robbed of its imly squatters on government lands, and
the fact that there is a misapprehension prevailing prayer. The Pharisee in the mense treasures, but Alexander deterliving in log huts. The condition of in many minds as to what constitutes temple only appeared to pray. The Pub- mined to rebuild it, employing 10,000
these people is very poor; and the mis- effectual prayer.
lican understood his need and begged for men two months in freeing the place of
sionary himself during his stay there . That kind of prayer which has been ex- its satisfaction, with his heart open to its robbish, when his death caused the
was obliged to.sleep at night in one of pressed for our President we may call himself and to God he acknowledged all work to cease.
ne
the open sheds attached to the houses.
Al
supplication, and we may say that effectu- and cried for mercy; that was a prevailAt the Fannin county Sunday-school al supplication is that exercise of our ing prayer,and he went down lo his house
Pr: er
MILTON MILLS.
Convention, in Texas, a missionary of souls which is induced by a knowledge of justified.
nds upon a
r
depe
praye
in
much
So
BY REV. D. WATERMAN.
the American Sunday-school Union pro- our needs, with a desire to have them satposed that normal classes for Bible study isfied ; then a knowled ge of our need of sense of need that sometimes the most
Sabbath, Sept. 25, I spent with our
be established among teachers ‘wherever the thing prayed for is requisite before availing prayer may be to ask for a sense
church at this place.
My mind was

:stimulate the sentiment of genuine grati‘tude. It was a wise provision. It is
very easy for the human heart to forget
the giver, even while. enjoying the gifts.
Even now too many are satisfied to receive continually and make no suitable
acknowledgment of indebtedness to Him
“from whom cometh every good and perthingsto enjoy.”

meand

Teacher. = =

forms of the peace offering; the offering
-of thanksgiving, for special blessings received ; the vow offering in fulfillment of
a promise made to God; and the voluntary
offering, by which the heart sought to
give spontaneous expression to its love
and gratitnde to the heavenly Father.
“Thus early did the Mosaic law teach the
«duty of rendering to God the thanks due
for his unnumbered mercies, and seek

fear,

in many

This

was

ings, but God required

and. then like a mighty forest

are few more grice- prayers, perhaps prolonged that the na-

ing day,”—such as is

and kind

day there

ed him,

tion knelt before God and prayed for him.

we

feeling, and as none of the flesh could be

‘fect

are

are limitedto words,—mere words
chanically
uttered, —meaningless

There

at Babylon.

united empires

a

GEAUGA RESURGIT.
While the press is calling attention to

having

inefficient, that Nabopolassar, a Babylonto insure life. God is too wise to take ian general usurped, and with Cyaxares,
away that which we must endure for our. # Median king, utterly destroyed Nine-

God knew more than he. He would appease God by reminding him of his offer-

bent before the descending storm, the na-

things than what is called

divided into three parts, one of which

There

* Words

less things than what is known as ¢‘ grace
at meat,” a form of idle words mumbled
over at the beginning of a meal. And,

‘belonged jo God and was burned upon
“the ER
to the priest, and the remamder to the offerer himself, of which
he was to make a feast for hisown house-

1. Thanksgiving.

thanksgiving.

family reunited it to his. empire,

viceroys govern Assyria while he ruled

sinner.” ‘and, at his death soon after, left him ruler
| away into their dark hiding places, to in ¢ Lord, be merciful to meridea Cio
lg
5
EA
TET
Fora
ej rT
VTid
0
aiden,
SSYTIA,
alld,
aud
change their garb.

cheap,” and there are many whose thanks

worthless.

"Moses for building an altar.—Ex. 20: 24.
They were offered either in thankfulness
for some special mercy already received,
or in supplication for mercies desired. A
distinction was made between those of- fered beforehand in asking for some
blessing and those offered in fulfillment
of vows made in times of danger and disss. The flesh of the animal so offered

wsed after the second

true

op-

Every kind of skill, of nourishment, of
care, of sympathetic condolence was offer-

to its post,

(From Rev, Dr. P.S. Henson.)

Notes and Hints.

tended to promote

j

martyrs, for men

animosity and revenge slunk

ing love awoke, recreant fidelity sprang

of acceptable

‘

be

posing God are butas feathers thrown
against the wind. We must learn our
needs through
painful
circumstances
sometimes, and when not trying to find
them we pray for the aversion of the circumstances, itis like praying for the knife
to be withheld that cuts away the abscess

education.
Christ taught us words of prayer beginning ** Our Father which art in heaven,” but he taught us the spirit of prayer

When the nation’s choice, innocent and
harmless, ‘was stricken down, slumber-

GLEANINGS.

thanks-

Peace offerings are first mentioned
connection with
instructions given

-

characteristics

T. H. STACY.

I
Upon the subject of prayer the minds
of the American people have dwelt very
much during the past twelve weeks. *

1I1.' How to keep Thanksgiving day.

unto the Most

Torics— Thanksgiving ; Vows;
and purity.

The

sacrifice.

1-19.

Ps. 116:

TeXT:—

Ps. 50: 14.

II.

Lev. 22: 17-33.

offering.

A perfect

BY REV.

III. A part of all we have should be
devoted to religious uses.
TOPICS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY.
I. The significance of sacrifices.

READINGS.

ers’ sake must

THE NATION'SPRAYERS.

communion with God.

THE PEACE OFFERING.
DAILY

@ommunications,

givings we ought to be not unmindful of
the poor and friendless.
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
I. Our gratitude to God is increased
by expressing it.
II. It is our privilegeto enter into

hn

alc

V

His health was always
before his death: In Aug., 1879, he was afflict.ed with paralysis, from which he partially recovered under the treatment of his own son
but his difficulty recurand other physicians;
in spite of human skill, he Jules passed
ring
and friends on
in the midst of his family

Feb., 1880. He way a consistent
the 16thof
Christian, a kind father, # good neighbor and
| a patriotic citizen.
~
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MISSION WORK.

THE

and suburbs, 263.005; and Rangoon, 235;- | :
004.——In

the Presbyteriad

mission

in

Futtegurh, a native Christian, who had
been disciplined by an ecclesiastical coun-

CONDUCTED BY REV, G. C. WATERMAN.
1

A FACT TO BE REMEMBERED.
cil, brought a suit for libel against the
It is a fact, and we should not forget it, moderator of the council who read the de. ‘that the Education Society depends solely upon the contributions of the churches
for the funds with which it aids our

young men who are studying for the min-

creq before the congregation; but the native judge dismissed the case; all the costs
with interest, to be paid by the plaintiff.’
This case is regarded as important by the
missionaries, as showing that the native

INSTANCES

Are

VOIR

Dio,

that

same

girl

now

a mother.

Her

whole

ligent and need to be reminded of the
privileges waiting for their enjoyment.
Let solicitors and collectors come quickly
to the front and relieve the pastors of the
details of the work, and let a thorough
canvass be quickly made of every congregation, The ¢* Card-systsm”is simple and pretty well understood. It provides for the wishes of all, whether they
give much or little, and whether they
give to one cause or another, or to all.
We are fully convinced that the best way
is for every one to give what they can to
be divided in the proportion suggested on
the cards. This provides for giving two
fifths to the Foreign Mission, two fifths to
the Home Mission, and one fifth to the
Education Society. At all events, let us
all do something and do it now, and if
possible keep on doing to the end of the

life,if need be—to this one mighty passion,
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SOCIeties.

generally stingy.

ME

next

year, so that we

no more

remittances,

or

er, to enlarge our work every year.

Yahi Hi,
Samal,

neg-

hear of

ay

short

shall

Won

—

Some are a little

propriations cut down.

Ww

MRE. MOODY'S SHORT ANSWERS.

It should hot be supposed that they who
are appointed to minister need any less
to be encouraged than they who labor

sin

a lower sphere.’ Especially is this true
of those who minister in holy things.
They need to be strengthened by human

sympathies

as well as by divine grace.

They live in the world, and work for

the

world, while they have no hope of worldly wages or of earthly reward. They
have to bear all the hardships of life with

At the closing meeting of the Conference at Northfield, Mass., Mr. Moody disposed of various questions that were put
to him, making replies with characteristic

brevity,’and good sense. ‘ How shall
we work among the Catholics?” ¢ Don’t
abuse

them;

don’t abuse

their

J{

Church;

IX EITHEE LIQUID Ok DRY FORM

deal kindly with them, and by your life
show that you have got something better.”

That Acts at the same time on

AND THE EIDNETS.
WHY ARE WE SICK?

ALL DISEASES OF
THE STOMACH,
KIDREYS, SKIN,

8 WILL SURELY CURE
I\xiDNEY DISEASES,
DISEASES, FEMALE WEAKNESSES,
AND NERVOUS DISORDERS, |

by causing free action of these organs
a:
restoring their power to throw
off disease.
Why suffer Bilious pains and aches?
lo Why tormented with Piles, Constipation?
Why frightened over disordered Kidneys$
Why endure nervous or sick headaches?
8

Use KIDNEY
-W ORT and rejoice in health.

Itisputupin Dry Vegetable Form,in tin
cans one package of which makes six quarts of

medicine.

®

ap.

We ought, rath-

Itis

the liberal soul that shall be made fat,
that is, rich in enjoyment and experience.
THE CHURCHES IN INDIA.

The church at Palasbani celebrated its

first anniversary by dedicating a new
chapel. The native preacher in charge

+ will preach in it daily, and, as it stands

by the high-road, will have many hearers.

- The

brethren

have

shown

themselves

generous and faithful. They have paid a
part of the pastor's salary, and a part of
it has been paid by one of our churches in
Rhode Island, There hasbeen a steady and
healthful -adyance in the work of the,
church, and it is expected that fruit will
be gathered from the careful planting

done during the year. The young church
at Babaigadia has with difficulty held its
own during the year. But in spite of foes

without and within, it still lives, It has
done well towards the support of its pas.

tor and Dr. Phillips, ander whose super-

vision it is, is hopeful in regard to its future history.

in

dh

4

NEWS ‘AND NOTES.

INDIA.—

The returns of the ew

cen-

sus give the province of Bengal a popu-

lation of 68,750,747 ; North-West, 82,999,

436; Punjab, 22,640,463; Oudh, 11, 407,-

© 625; Assam, 4,815,157; Mysore, 4,106,399; Burmah,8,704,388,——Bombay has
753,000 inhabitants ; Calcuttaand suburbs,

683,232 ; Madras,

405,948;
[%

Hyderabad
»

o

and strength

and all social pleasures—yes,

the perfect development of her child up to
its highest possibilities.
Her feet grow
weary, anxiety and watchings steal
bloom from her cheek, the world, it

the
may

be, pities her. Well, put this mother’s joy
in the othe r scale, with all its burdens and
tears and agonizing prayers, and which is
the heavier? Why, you know -that the joy
of the mother has a depth and fullness
which the young girl never dreamed of,
not only because of its unselfishness and the

grandeur of the life-aim, but because it has
been made perfect through suffering, Now,
there is a joy deeper, richer than a mother’s. Itisthe joy of the Christian, who
has counted all things as loss for the sake
of Christ: whose
glory
fills mind and
heart, so that he can exclaim: *¢ I live,
yet not I, but Christ liveth in me.”
Oh!
there is no} joy in all God’s universe like
this. The heavier the cross the richer the
joy. When
Pr. Mason, one of our missionaries in India, asked his converted beatman whether he was willing to go to the
Bgha's, a neighboring tribe, to tell them
of a Saviour's love, he reminded him that,
instead of twelve rupees a month he would

salist

Jdefine

the conditions

without

very

easy for

a

Universalist

to

state,

Suppose

they settle the

¢¢ conditions,”

and men do net comply with them.
What then? Why, then they admit—these
ministers do—that Universalism is.a false
doctrine.
The Bible says, ‘ Believe, and thou
shalt be saved.” Suppose a man does
not believe. Ifbelief is the condition of
being saved, and the condition is not
complied

with, what

then?

<B>

FILLING THE

HOUSE.

A certain church,which occupied a very
spacious place of worship, greatly desired
to see the vacant seats in their temple occupied, and the burdenof their prayer

I ano JIE,

Buffalo,

N. Y.:

Dear

ave ndvised| many Ingles to try your

to do mare. Present

Yours iruly,

ony and Hover see it fail

Mrs. A. M.

R
fa Bates 8t., Indian
apolis, nd,
ANKIN.

Diseases.

These ailments follow from torpid liver and
costive bowels; the skin, bowels and kidneys
failing in their proper work, an acrid poison
is formed in the blood, which is the occasion
of these acute diseases. Kidney-Wort produces healthy action of all séeretive organs,
and throws off the rheumatic ‘poison. Equally etticient in Liquid or Dry form.—InterOcean.

everythat HooD’S SARSAPARILLA will cute
and
thing, but the fact that on the purity
vigor and
vitality of the blood depend the
disease
health of the whole system, and that
sign that
of various kinds is often only the
disturbing
nature is trying to remove the
usion
cause, we are naturally led to the concl
to
remedy that gives life and vigor
tha at
imthe blood, eradicates scrofula and other
ILLA
purities from it, as HoOD'S SARSAPAR
undoubtedly does, must be the means of preventing many diseases that would occur
usefulwithout its use; hence the field of its we
are
ness is quite an extended one, and all defor
it
ng
mendi
recom
in
ted
warran
caused
are
rangements of the system which
by an unnatural state of the blood.

Why Suffer with Salt-Rheum 2

——C

The material used for filling, and

the means by which it is “obtained, are
matters to be considered in connegtion
with filling the house.— Christian.

. Strong and Popular Authors

Heretofore unequaled, and that the work contains
such a wealth of treasures old andl new as can
be found in no other similar collection.
AND VOICE contains 192 pages, gs
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, 8. 8. MOODY,
No. 75 Broadway.
Lowell, Mass., Jan. 15, 1878,

Sarsaparilla

$6.
Is sold by druggists. Price $1, or six for
Prepared by C. I, HOOD & Co., Lowell, Mass.
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COLLEGE.—Miehigan.

Scientific,

Theological,

and library fees, only $15 a year.
Board,$2 to
$2.25 a week.
Room, 40-to 75 cents a week:
Sehol-

arship for Commercial course, unlimited
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
For Catalogue address,
el

Principal, with

SEMINARY .—Pike,

No
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With

three

care.
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Russell,

Secretary.

GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio
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College Fees $7 to $8 per term or $25 to $28 per
year.
:
;
Board, (including room rent)
$2,15 per week.
For further information seply to A. A. Mous-~
TON, A.M. Rio Grande,
Gallia Co., Ohio.
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Hair Restorer
IS PERFECTION!
For RESTORING GRAY, WHITE
or FADED HAIR to its youthful

GLOSS and BEAUTY.

It

renews its life, strength and growth.
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ickly removed. A matchles”
Hair
ing. Its perfume rich
and rare. Sol by all Druggists.
Established over40 years.
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sales

America.
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The courses
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Catalogue.
Address,
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competent

N&THwaoD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
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J.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete *
board of assistants. Students fitted for business.
or college.
For further particulars address the:
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Students
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infusing
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Heart mi Voice
They have secured a combination of

York. This schoel was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruc-

Humors, Female Com-

their God.

The fact that a man can fill a house is not
alwaysto his credit nor to the church's

profit.

URE ou

Admiration
The skin would
open, bleed and

The Publishers believe that in the preparationof

Theological Department of Hillsdale
College.
There are two courses of study, embracing the
Scriptures, Systematic Theology, Pastoral Theology, Homiletics and Church History.
Theological students have access to the classes and leetures of the college.
Financial aid 18 rendered to
those needing it.
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.
Hillsdale, Mich., July 2, 1881.
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used to be that the Lord would send some
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BURLINGTON,
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The New, Sunday School Song Book:
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(Will send the dry post-paid.)

fol-

about the depots.

:

It is a healthy sign of the times when
Universalist ministers come together to
discuss this question, the most important that can occupy the minds of immortal men. It is tantamount to that other
which Infinite Love once asked: ‘ What
shall it profit a man to gain’ the whole
world and lose his own soul?” Will
some Universalist answer this question?
—0bserver. _

results are said to have

Jowed the discontinuance of Sunday trains
on the New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio
Railroad. Many of the workmen attend
church, and there is much less lounging

or

for anybody else to state.
But what in the world is a convention of Universalists hgld for, if they wish
to determine the conditions on which
men can be saved?

one who would fill the house. Their
thoughts and petitions and efforts seemed
receive but four rupees. ‘ Can you go to
to tend mainly in this direction. At last
the Bghais for four rupees?’ asked the
their prayer was answered. A preacher
missionary.
The heathen convert went by
came, young, eloquent and popular. It
did not take him long to #ill the house.
himself and thought and prayed, and came
His reputation did not improve with
backto Dr. Mason. ¢ Well, Chapon, what
Is your decision?” ¢ My father,I can not close acquaintance but he filled the house,
He not only filled the church on Sundays,
20 to the Bghais for four rupees a month;
but he filled the court-house to a perfect
but I can go for Jesus,” And for Jesus he jam when his name was called mn connecwent.
Think you that in all Philippi there tion a scandal suit.
He filled the house
were two happier men than Paul and Silas, with people who were rarely seen in a |
shouting praises, their feet fast in the plage of worship, and who were apparently.attracted by things which would restocks and their backs streaming with
pel the devout worshiper. He filled the
.blood? They were suffering for Jesus and house with
a rabble; he filled the coms
his joy was theirs.
munity with-scandals’; he filled the newsTake up your cross, Christian,
Do not papers with reading unfit for any: family
pass by it. Do not drag it behind you. Do circle ;
and so he went om changing his
location, but not his character, dividing
not wish yours was as light as your neigh
gospel, politics
bor’s seems to be. ' Take it up and rejoice his time between law,
won a name
that you can carry it for Jesus.
He will and scandal,” till hehad
which few could covet=~but he ‘filled the
walk by your side, putting his shoulder
house. : When people pray for some one
under it. and his arm about you, and the to fill the house, it may be well to specify
heavier the cross the sweeter will be his the material with which they desire to
* Peacebe unto you,” and thus your joy have it filled, It is not very difficult to
fill houses, nor to build vast heaps of
shall be full.
‘wood, hay and stubble, which are destin“ The consecrated oross I’11 bear
ed to perish in the devouring flames; it is
"Till Deah shall set me free.
- far mord difficult to build up in the most
And
£0 Home my crown to wear,
_ Xorthere’s a crown for me.”
holy faith a congregationof trune‘believers
|
Independent.

SL

Ree crane
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which

a man will not be saved. One of the daily papers says that the discussion was
chiefly confined to the conditions which
ure not required for salvation. That is

SEM.

Also in Liquid Form, very Concen-|

trated, for those that cannot readily prepare it. A
It acts with equal efficiency in either form.
GET IT OF YOUR DRUGGIST. - PRICE, $1.00

Selections.

Harvests have been abundant; business
is prosperous; wages are, at least, fairly
good. Now let pastors bring the needs
of our work in its various departments
clearly before the people. They are not

mY

" ENOOUBAGE. YOUR PASTOR.

Try

11,000,000 Bottles

being is absorbed in the infant life entrusted to her care.
She lives, yet not she, bat
that babe lives in and through her.
Day
by day, night by night she watches over
that cherished one.
She sacritices time

LY
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hai

*¢ Can a church without any prayer-meetwill sustain Christian ecclesiastical
istry. In these days, when almost every courts
ing, Sunday night or week might, live P”
councils in the exercise of their functions.
DYSPEPSIA,
church in the land thinks it must have a
It is said that Dr. Carey's tomb at those to whom they minister, and to strug- ‘No. 1 should hate to preach in such a
LIVER
«smart man”, a * talented man” and an Serampore is going to decay, and the gle against the same infirmities. What church; that is an awful condition of
if their_heart and strength fail, things!” *¢ How should work be done in
« gducated man”, for its pastor, aod whole mission interest in that formerly wonder
Soins,
often
prsoperous station is in a very low when they receive no recognition or re- the "inquiry room?” ¢ There's
when, in fact, about every church needs a state.—Bapt.
sponse! Shall we grudge or hold back the more wisdom required in these after
Miss. Magazine.
.
expression of our gratitude, that would meetings than in any other. You can not HEART DISEASE
pastor of no mean ability, or meager cultSalis
Nine stations and forty-one out-stations nerve them to greater endurance and lay down any fixed rules. Some use very
ure, it would seem as if the churches
(TRADE MARK.)
little
discretion
in
this
matter.
Now,
would respond generously to the calls in Ashantee and in the Gold Coast have larger sacrifice? They do not live by among a company of inquirers, there will
bread only. They may starve, even when
been occupied by Swiss missionaries.
;
ever &£
from the Education Society for funds to The members. of the congregations, in- the salary is well
paid. How is it, when be an’infidel, a skeptic, a backslider a
A gue,
Rheuma0 i # E MW Dlsdascs
Tower
enable it to provide such men for the cluding children, now number nearly five the salary is kept
back, when the congre- moralist, and tender souls under convic- tism,
sy, Heart Disease, Biltion.
Dr.
Ross,
suppose
you
had
forty
tion
is
cold
and
careless,
when
the
parthousand.
2
churchesin the future.
tousness,
Nervous debility, etc.
ish seems utterly indifferent and heart- patients afflicted with different distemAgain and again have they been told
A band of five missionaries have started
The
Best
REMEDY
KNOWN to Man!
pers,
how
would
itdo
to
give
them
all
less?
3
i:
:
that, as a rule, few of the young men from Wuchang, in Central China, for the
Encourage your pastor! Don’t hesitate blue pills? = You wouldn't have much
whom God calls to the ministry, in our purpose of opening a mission in the prov- to let him know that you appreciate him practice, I’ guess.” ‘Should we have
SOLD SINCE 1870.’
nce of Kwei-chan, in the west of China. and his work. He will do it better in unconverted persons in our church
denomination, are able to meet the exThis Syrup possesses Varied Properties.
The station is fifteeri-hundred miles from knowing that yon recognize and value it. choirs?” “Iam glad that question has
penses of a long course of study - without Shanghai and about nine hundred miles
It Stimulates
the Ptyaline in the
praise is better than pew rent; your been sent up. I say emphatically, No! | Saliva, which converts the Starch and
assistance in some form. They find it im- from Wuchang. This is certainly good Your
Sugar of the food into glucose. . A defi=
love than lucre. There is no end to what Everybody who has to do with the service
ciency in Ptyaline causes Wind and
b
/ possible to earn enough as they go along pioneer work.
he will cheerfully do and suffer, if he of the church, {from the janitor to the min- Sour!
of the food in the stomach,
If
medicine is taken immediately
after
to pay their expenses from year to year;
A new medical mission, consisting, knows that he has the love of his people. ister should be converted. The motive in .. the
eating
the fermentation of food is prethe
service
of
song
should
be
for
the
glory
He
is
wearing
out,
not
with
work,
for
and, if they are able to borrow the bal- however, of but a single missionary, has
ven
.
x
work is his calling, but with neglect. He of God, as well as the preaching.” *‘ How
x acts hor fhe Liver.
ance, the prospect of starting in life on. been opened in the Lebanon. In this section thinks
acts
n
the
Kidneys.
you do not care for it at: all, that should the social work of the Young
Ie
tes the Bowels.
the averdge salary of Free Baptist minis- of Syria, which contains seven hundred you are insensible to all the influences Men's Christian Association be carried
fifty towns and villages and about
x
ts Arp Thy
ters, with a mill-stone of debt bung to and
:
.
he toils and prays for; his heart is on P” ¢* So as not to interfere with its spirthree hundred thousand people, the need that
Ie Picicts ih Digest yon
one’s neck, is not very inspiring. Minis- for the medical missionary is very great. withering for want of sympathy; his itual work. One thing in social gatherIt Nourishes, Strengthens and Invigorates.
ings, don’t cap a joke with a passage of
off the Old Blood and makes new
ters, and men called to the ministry, are ‘The mission now opened is the third that hearthstone is cold for want of responsive Scripture ; after-associations will be per- =It carries
0
8 the pores of the skin and induces
love.
Light
itup
again,
O
brother,
bey
Perspiration.
made of flesh and blood and bones, and has been established in the Lebanon.— loved in the Lord! and help him to go on nicious.” ‘How about church fairs,
It neutralizes the hereditary taint, or poison
ab-bags, theatricals, and ‘so on?”
“I
are possessed of human dispositions, and 8S. 8. Times.
In the blood, which generates Scrofula, Eryhis way, making
melody in his heart.
sipelas, and all manner of skin diseases and
am
decidedly
opposed
to
them.
Major
This
you
can
do
by
expression
of
personit is not strange that some of them break
Whittle, you know how you and I flipped Og
al regard and interest, such as you yourre 870 NO Sp its em employed inn iis manu.
down under the heavy strain of the prepi it can be hE
the most deliself crave in the ‘work you «are trying to up pecuniarily on the one we managed in facture,
cate
babe,
aged and feeble, careonly
paratory training on short rations, and
Chicago. This getting up 50 cent dinners being requiredor by intheattention
do.
In
this,
it
is
bettér
to
give
than
to
ry
to directions.
La
fall into untimely graves; nor that some
40 cents doesn’t pay. -But the |:
receive. Encourage your pastor, and it that cost
DRUGGISTS
SELL
IT.
OROSS
BEARING.
harm
done
to
the
cause
of
Christ
is
infishall
return
four-fold
into
your
own’
bosgive up discouraged and, turning aside to
Laboratory, 77 West 3d St.,
nitely
worse.
Think
of
Christians
voting
Cross-bearing
is
an
indispensable
featom.— Baptist Weekly.
WEW YORK CITY.
other pursuits, spend their lives in urying
oOo
as to who’s the handsomest woman In
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
*
+o
to make the path less rough and difficult ure of the believer’s life, until at the Jortown; or paying 25 cents to kiss a girl!
Tn 1877 I had an abscess on my Breast, and
dan we
lgy down the Cross and receive the
“IF I HAD KNOWN.”
for the next generation. It need not be
Now as to theatricals; better go right to being 70 years old, I was entirely prostrated,
Crown.
hy, where in all the Bible can
ne appetite.
I concluded
to try Dr.
Not long since we met a lady whose a theater in a theater. The Church of with
“thus. If our churches would only take
Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
we find a promise to him who floats heav- sad face told the story of great mental
Christ ought to set its face like a “flint Clark
into their hearts, their prayers and their
I had little faith in it; but,
to my surprise, it
enward
‘‘ on flowery beds of ease,” who
suffering. Entering into conversation against this business.”— Tribune.
soon made a great change in my appetite and
pockets, the needs of the church and the
<>
Strength,and I have had no sickness since. I
clings to a hope of salvation through pure with her we found her bowed down be“+o
world ; the needs of our churches; their religious seltishness, loving to sing ** Noth- neath the weight of a sorrow for which
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
If Christians do not sufficiently recog- young, for purifying the Blood.
own needs, now and in the future, we can ing either gréat or small remains for me to there seemed to be no relief.
She said,
EPHRIAM P. PICKERING.
nize the legitimacy of the pastor’s calling
not believe that they would allow this, do”? To whom is the promise of everlast- ‘¢ The Lord has laid his hand very heavy to render him fully his just wages, and to
Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
I have used Dr. Clark. Jobnson’s Indian
important departmentof our work to lan- ing life? For him who has left ¢ father and upon me. He has taken from: me the light assist him to maintain his manly indeBlood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
of my eyes and the staff of my old age.”
guish, and those who ought to be gener- mother, houses and lands, for my sake.” And then, in a few words, she told me of pendence before the world, they must not Liver Complaint, and have never been
ously helped by it to be subjected to the Who is to reign with him? “ If we suffer the death of a son, a promising lad, after blame the world for looking upon him troubled since. I never knew a well day bewith a contempt ‘that forbids approach fore I took your medicine.
pressure resting on manyof them.
an illness of only a few hours, and con- and precludes influence: The world will
with him, we shall also reign with him.”
:
Mgrs. H. KNOWLTON.
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H,
Let us remember that our strong men Who is to receive the crown of life? He cluded by saying: Oh, if I had only be quite ready to take the pastor at the
had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
in the ministry will not last always. One that overcometh and is faithful unto death. known he might die, how differently I valuation of his friends, and the religion to I attend
to my work, as I could not eat to
would have trained him! He received no he teaches at the price its professors are
keep
up my strength.
I purchased some of
But
cross-bearing
is
not
only
the
distinct
after another they will be taken from us
religious education. I have been so ab- willing to pay in a business way for its Dr. Clark
Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
by the relentless hand of death, and if command of the Saviour to ‘each disciple;
sorbed in gaining the meat that perisheth ministry.—J. G. Holland.
was greatly benefited by its use. I recom:
we wish to have men ready to fill their not only is the heavenly crown condition- that I have neglected the more important
mend it to be a reliable remedy.
0-0-4
Dan
an on go
:
JOSEPH WAINE.
places, ready to take up their work and ed upon it; but the believer's happiness in eternal things. Oh, if I had only known!”
Manchester, N. H.
REPENTANCE is the key which unlocks
carry it on successfully, we must have this life is in proportion to his experience This experience speaks for itself. We the gate wherein a man is prisoner.—
This is to certify that I have used Dr. Clark
add but a word of warning to all
Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup in my family
them in training now, and must give of the cross. Sacrifice and joy, tears and" need
who have in their hands the training and Feltham. _
for the past two
years, and consider it the best
joy,
even
agony
and
joy
are
not
contradicthem such help that they will come out of
family medicine
known. When the children
404+
welfare of young immortal souls. U, see
tory
terms,
but
may
be
synomyms
even:
a slight cold, and are threatened with feschool, not worn and weak and. weary
to it, dear friends, that your children are
MeN who are tempted to do wrong,do get
ver,
a
few
doses
will
set them right. In my
and burdened, but fresh, vigorous, ro- The deepest joy springs up in the path of early taught the way of life through Je- not generally mean to do wrong ; but their own case I use it, and think it the best medithe highest aim and from the soil of the
sus,
the
only
Saviour.
Seek
first
the
richdanger comes in trying to see how near. cine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
bust and ready for hard work and plenty
constipation, which has become chronic and
mightiest passion which strives to attain es of the kingdom above for yourself and they can come to wrong and not do it.
«of it.
stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally
them, and God will provide for the meanthat aim; and sacrifices only plow up the
cure
me.
WILLIAM
McPHERSON.
In this field we shall reap as we sow, soil, making the joy purer and grander.
er things of this earthly life.— Selected.
Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian Blood
CONQUER thyself. Till thou hast done Syrup
and let us look out for a rich harvest of
in every town or village, in which I have no
To illustrate. Here is a young girl, merthat thou art a slave; for it is almost as agent. Particulars given on application.
strong, well-trained ministers in the futSALVATION WITH OONDITIONS.
appery, beautiful, surrounded by all which can
another’s
to
well to be in subjection
ure,
Universalist ministers held a convenmake life happy, as the world defines that
tite as thine own.
A
3
SESS
tion in this city last week and discussed
WORK FOR THE SEASON.
word.
Now, place in one scale all the joy
the ¢ Conditions of Salvation.”
We alIf you are billious, take Dr. Pierce’s ¢¢ Pleas. We ure now in the midst of the most fa- which is gathered into those rainbow ways understood that Universalists beant Pureative Pellets,” the original ¢ Little
vorable season for colleeting funds and years, and when you have estimated its lieve in ¢ salvation without conditions.” Liver Pills.” Of all druggists.
+O
;
securing subscriptions for our Benevolent weight pat into the other scale the joy of It would be curious to hear a Univer-

oY

er
ee
WOE

jis

or ladies desirous of

be.

coming Telegraph Operators need look
no farther.
Expenses reasonable, Send for particulars to
Telegraph Department, New Hampton, N. H.

EBANON ACADEMY-—Puplils fitted for busiJ'ness, scientific schools or the best celleges..
MORIUS ADAMS, A. B,, Principal.
For further particulars, address the principal,
or
ELIHU HAYES, Seo. Trustees.
ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
—For further information ad
the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOBRN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE,

ICHOLS

LATIN

SCHOOL.—The

Sec.

special work:

of the school is to prepare the students for col-

lege. The course of study extends over three:
years, of three terms each. Expenses are moder
ate. For Catalegue address,
A. M. JONES, Sec.,.
Lewiston, Me.
REEN MOUNTAIN
Center, Vermont.
Courses

of

SEMINARY,

Study.—College

Waterbury*

ge

ommercial. 8
al a
Classical,
English,
tion given to those preparing to teach.
Exponses low, The best
Commercial Department
in the State. Students will be conveyed free of
. charge, to and frcm the ‘depot at Waterbury
at
the beginning and close of each term on app ieation.
Address Rev. S. D. Church, at
Water
bury, or the Principal, Miss Lizzie Colley.

ST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
now

This institution is

under management of Rev.

D.

Powell,

with Prof. O. G. Augir, A.M,, principal. Prof.
Augie is a graduate of Hilledale College. Those
| address:
wishing to attend this Institution

Rev. D. PpwELL, Flemington, W. Va.
—S8end for circulars tou

TWOOb
INSTI
L.C. CHASE,
A,
Co,, Ohio.

Principal, Lee, Athens
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THE MORNING

1that a page in the Little Star and the Myrtle be devoted to Missions. Again, more
obedience is wanted to the demands of the
Gospel upon our efforts to evangelize the
world. Finally, more love for each oth-

er is needed.

We are one united band.

Af it was thought the women were going
a little faster than they ought, let others
not eriticise unkindly.
Lord Shaftsbury
recently stated that women had been
«doing the most important work in India
and had made their work

touch such vi-

tal points that heathenism and supersti.. tion are being broken up.
Mrs. Brewster closed her able and very
interesting address with an earnest ap‘peal that the lighthouse
lished in
India should be kept me Mires
its light upon the surrounding benighted
millions, until that light should even
“reach Africa’s shores.

Mrs. Burlingame followed with a few
impressive remarks, and the Socjety
journed to the vestry.

ad-

The adjourned meeting was opened
with prayer by Mrs. M. M. IH. Hills,
after which the following resolution of
«condolence was read by Mrs. Ramsey :—
Whereas, It has pleased our heavenly
Father in his inscrutable wisdom to remove our beloved sister and fellow labor-

-er here, Mrs. C. F. Penney, to his higher

service above,—therefore, Resolved, That
while we bow, to his holy will, knowing
‘he is too wise to err, to good to be unkind, we
desire to express not only our deep sympa-~

_.~ thy with her bereaved and deeply afflicted
+husband and children, but our own -sorwow and sense of loss. In view of her
beautiful and useful life, we pray for an
endowment of the Spirit that rested on
her that we may be able to take up and
carry forward the work that fell from her
hands.

The election of officers for the ensuing
year was then proceeded with and result«©d as follows: —
{President—Mrs. Burlingame.
Vice Presidents—Mrs. Mariner, Mrs.
D. H. Lord, Mrs. J. Dodge,

Mrs.

A.

D.

Bates,
«Cor. Sec.—Mrs. J. A. Lowell.
Miss

Rec. Sec.—Mr&J. L. Tourtellott.
Treas.—~Miss L. A. DeMeritte.

Asst. Treas.—Mrs G. C. Waterman.
Committee of Missionary Intelligence
G. S. Andrews, Miss K., J. Antho-

ay.
District Secretaries—Penobscot’Y. M.,
Airs. E. D. Wade ; Maine Central Y. M.,
“Mrs. E. N. Fernald; New Hampshire,
Mrs:71. T. Weeks; Vermont, Mrs. T. P.

Eaton;
.drews;

Rhode

Island,

Mass,

Mrs.

Mrs.
A.

G.
C.

S. AnRussell;

port which had ever been

been eleven
the first re-

attempted.

Some weeks ago the Secretary sent circular letters to the clerks of Quarterly and

Yearly Meetings and Associations,and also to persons in every State - who - were
known to be active in the cause, asking

them to report the condition of the cause

in the bodiés which they represented and
the States in which they lived. The responses have been quite general, and the
Secretary’s report quoted from many of
them, all of which show an increasing interest in the cause of Temperance through

out the denomination. From these reports
the Secretary drew the following conclu-

sions :—1.While our people arenot behind
those of other denominations in the interest manifested

in

temperance

work,

‘we are doing far less than we ought to
do. 2. There are to-day in our churches
some members at least who ought to be
disciplined—who have no right to be in
the churches inasmuch as they are constantly breaking their church ¢ovenant in
‘the use of cider, wine, and what they are
‘pleased. to term the other lighter and innocent (?) drinks. 3. We need to do
more ia the line of organization for temperance work..

4..

More effort needs too

te be made to circulate among ‘people a
healthy temperance literature. 5. There
is need that we use more effectively the
power of the ballot against the gigantic
evil of the liquor traffic, There is to
much shouting for the right and, voting
for the wrong. But says some one,
«Don’t drag this question into poli
tics.” . And when that is said every brewer

in

the

land

responds,

‘‘ Amen!”

6.

We need as a people to make more and
stronger efforts to hold and save the
young. The Union two years ago recommended the nse, in our juvenile work,

of

the Ritual and pledge

by

card prepared

Rev. E. W. Porter of Lowell, Mass.,

and

very high

temperance

sentiment, but she feared

that

rested on our laurels,

on

and

we

Wis. Mrs. O. H. True;

Iowa, Miss L. E

Chaplin; Va. Asso., Miss L. Brackett.
Board of Management—Mrs. M. M. H.
Fills, N. H.; Mrs. B. F.-Hayes, ‘Me:;
Mrs. W. H. Bowen, Me. ; Mrs. J. B. Da-

vis, Me.; Mrs. J. M. Brewster,

R. I.;

Mrs. I. D. Stewart,

L.

N.

H,;

Miss

A.

DeMeritte, N. H.; Mrs. E. W. Page,
A, Y.; Mrs. G. C. Waterman, N. H.;
.Mips. E. W. Porter, Mass.; Mrs. E. D.
‘Wade,
Me. ; Mrs. N. C. Brackett, Har-

,per’s Ferry; Mrs. J. W. Winsor, Mich.
A committee was appointed to consider
the question of incorporation of the Socie1ty. Measures were also taken for the

yhublication of Mission literature.
of the Temperance

for anything
else there must be consist:
ency—the, petitioners must be temperance
- people in practice, and notwote in favor

of infemperance.

Several earnest pray-

ers followed, and! Rev. A. T. Balley made

up,

some discussion

ensued which

result-

ed in the passing of resolutions instructing
the Financial Secretary and Treasurer, to

report to each annual meeting of this Society for acceptance,
sons who request
pay the

the names of all perlife membership and

fee, and instructing the Recording

Secretary to enroll the names of all per
sons who have hitherto paid the necessary
amount with the request for life membership.
The Rev. G. S. Ricker then delivered a
stirring and eloquent address, which will
shortly appear in the columns of the Star.

The gist of the discourse

was

expressed

in the statement, “The great burning
mand of the day is, More men!”
speaker said he was glad to hear from
Corresponding Secretary
that there

deThe
the
are

day

schools, and

to refornrthe

drunkard.

She

suggested

committee in

EDUCATION.

It wads nearly 10 o'clock,
Thursday
morning, when the public exercises in the

interests of the Educaticn Society began,
Rev. W. H. Bowen, D. D., President,
occnpied the chair. The records of- the
last annual meeting and of the Executive
Committee were read and approved.
The Treasurer, Rev. S. Cartis, presented his report showing the total receipts of
the year, $47,023; expenditures, $47,609.
62; of which $25,000 was paid on the Bates

College note and $17,000 on the pledge to
Hillsdale
treasury

College.
Aug. 3,

The balance
was $598.34.

in the
Library

ury, $666; total now
invested, $2,225.
There is now remaining of the general permanent fand, $401.07.
The Treasurer also presented the following statement:

that the Society shall anuually pay two
ladies(whose names he gave to the Treasurer) $2,300 each during their lifetime.
One of the persons has deceased.
The
condition

has

been

promptly

fulfilled

to

the present time; and the Society stands
pledged "to pay $
annually to the
survivor during her lifetime. The $401.
‘07 now invested should be kept for the
above purpose, and sufficient. added to it
to make the annual income $2,500. The cash

some remarks,
inthe course of which he
stated that the "Boston rum-sellers were'
sending out agents whom they. called now in the Treasury is sufficient to pay
missionaries, to werk-in Maine te eonvert all unpaid bills against the Society and
_ the people there back to rum. They had the balance can be applied to aid beneficia regular system
of sending liguors to aries of the Society.
The report

peoplein Maine, freight. paid.

was

accepted

and

the

re-

©

ed balance of $116.25 on hand, and was

egal

ois

support

were Slestad as the

funds to support

The

them.

committee on nominations reported

the following :

President.—Rev.

W. H. Bowen,

D. D.

Vice Presidents.—Revs. O. 8. Baker, G.
C. Waterman.
Cor. Sec. —Rev. A. Given.
Rec. Sec.—Rev. C. A. Bickford.
T'reas.—Meses

B. Smith,

Esq.

Auditor.—Rev. S. Curtis.
Ex. Com.—The old Board.
Rev. S. Curtis declining the office of Auditor, Rev.

H.

instead, who
were elected.

F.

Wood

with

all

was

the

nominated

other officers

THE MORNING STAR.
Rev. J. M. Brewster, who was appointed
to give the address provided for by the programme, on the Morning Star; stated that
he would not confine his’ remarks to this
paper

‘but

would

Establishment.

speak

of

the

Printing

Certainly, it is an

tional institution.

educa-

The Star and the other

Star is worth to the denomination many

denomination

as it had been in the past. If

support and co-operation

‘were

given

by

the people all our periodicals might be
made
the best,
for Free Baptists, that
could be obtained anywhere.

by Rev. Lewis Malvern. This meeting
wag a very interesting one—the numerous
prayers ahd femarks offered being char-

acterized by fervor dnd spirituality.

than
Foreign

two-fifths
Missions,

Missions, and less

of the

contributors

to

had done anything

for

field; called attention to the

great

need

of new men, and suggested . the : great
desirability of providing for the debt of
the Society. The report was adopted.
Rev. C. D. Dudley was then introduced
and delivered a thoughtful and suggestive

address.

The Society resolved to request

the author to present the address to the

Star for publication, and in the probabil
ity of that#equest being granted we leave
our readers to anticipate the pleasure of
its perusal.
At the close of the address Mrs. J. B.
Davis read a letter from Mrs. O. T. Clark

of Kansas, describing the destitute condition of the people in the Kansas
lection

of $20.38

mission

In response a col-

was

taken

on

the

Professor Brackett was then requested
to present to the meeting the interests of
the Harper's Ferry Mission. He stated
that he had been accustomed to speak of
this mission as a national

enterprise,

in-

stead of as denominational.
When he
was in the Shenandoah Valley during the
war he did not find a single Free Baptist
or a single colored person who had ever
heard

of

the

denomination;

and

The Recording Secretary,

Rev.

J.

M.

Brewster, read the minutes of the last
annual meeting, which were approved.

The records of the Executive Committee were also read. The following items
are of general interest: The venerable
missionary Mrs. H. C. Phillips having at
her request been honorably dismissed
from the services of the Board and having
been granted a salary of $400 per annum
for two years from Sept.,1879 ; and she hav-

expressed a desire to return
sion field at her own expense,

to the misthe

Board

bership and to present the same at each
annual meeting of the Society for accept

amounts

to

The permanent fund
$1,268.68, and there are

vor of the Bible School in India, a deficit
of $1,022.49 in the remittance for the
third quarter of

the

present

year

and

reconciliation
final

to

us.

consideration,

Then

that

we

are to do this work for the sake of’ Jesus.
In answerto a question Mr, Lowden

side into the light, except by personal effort with them.
Rev.J. B. Davis said that the moving
power of the Holy Spirit was the grea;
essential in this work.
Rev. A. L. Gerrish urged the importanes
of giving the Sunday-school a dignified
place in the church work.
A collection was taken up and the meeting adjourned at about 9 o'clock.
:
The President immediately called to
order the Anniversary Convention to receive the report of thé committee on resolutions.

In accordance

with

the

mendation of the committee the

recom-

affange

Secretary’s report in
or the Morning Star.

either’ the

Register

Rev. E. W. Porter urged the {utportance
and need of Sunday-sehool institutes dnd
of some man to go around among the
churches for personal effort in the promotionof Sunday-s¢hool work, and sug-

gested

that

Rev.

G.

C. Waterman

was

particularly well qualified for such work.
The following officers were then elected :

President.—Rev. E. W. Porter.
Vice-Piesidents.—Revs. J. M. Lowden,
C. A. Hilton, J. Malvern.
Rec. Sec.—Rev. L. L. Harmon.
Cor. Sec—~Rev. H. F. Wood.
“Treasd.—D. Lothrop, Esq.
Ex. Com—Revs. Porter, Wood, A. Given, Messrs. E. W. Page and R. Deering.
Agent.—L. L. Harmon.
:
After the singing of the hymn, ‘“ What'a
friend we have in Jesus,” the Corrgsponding Secretary read his report, which was

chieved great successes have practically ignored difficulties.” There 18 no bright side

for us in this branch of Christian work unless weare standing in the clear whitelight
of the Sun of Righteoasness. The chief difficulty in the way is that we

have not e-

nough of teachers ind workers who are in
that position. We teed In the first place to
understand the value of the material upon
which we are working. Then we want to,
take

in the

idea

of

daration of results.

Notice ‘the effect upon the souls taught.
We want also to realize the want of those
souls. Then we want to see clearly the
ministry, of reconciliation.
Look at the
great central figure, Jesus Christ!
Oh!
what consuming zeal was on his part. God

was in Jesus Christ reconciling the world
unto himself, and he has committed
F

this

There is munifestly

plans and in effort.
a feeling

institu-

benevolent

each of our various

of

wants

The

need.

this

of

tions are many and urgent. These wants
can never be met, except by a generous
consideration of their respective impor-

tance and a determination to labor together to promote the respective intereste which they represent.
It is. hoped
that the various executive boards, with
whom it remains to devise new plans if

It is with profound sorrow that we learn

of the death of the’ Rev. Alphonso L.
Houghton, the recent saccessful and beloved pastor of the church with which we
convene.
We gratefully recognize his
piety, ability, scholarship, devotion to his
work and all the other qualities which ren~
dered him an efficient minister of the Lord
Jesus Christ.
We especially lament his
‘departure as one whose life-work was of
great promise and was cut short in its
comparatively early morning.
We extend

odr sympathies
and commend
ministers.

to his bereaved

his

noble

friends

example

to eur

great success may follow it.—H. A, M

Ehe Woming Star.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1881.
aa All communications designed for publication
should
be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money,
&c., should be
addressed
to the Publisher, Dover, N. H

LIBERAL OFFER.

* Also, the following resolutions:’

Resolved, That the thanks of this Convention be extended to the church in Lawrence with its pastor, for their hospitality
in the entertainment of these Anniversaries, hoping and praying that

our

com-

ing among them may prove to them a rich
and lasting blessing.
Resolved, That we extend thanks to the
Boston and Maine and the Boston and
Providence R. Rs. for free return

The

Convention

adjourned,

tickets.

Rev.J.

Davis pronounced the
benediction,
these Anniversaries closed.

LAWRENCE,

Mass., Oct. A

B.
and

1881.

The severe cold wave struck thig¥place

Dow, Bro.

to

thing else the necessity for more anion in

needed, or to carry out old plans, may be

where no white Free Baptists have

mon, were read and adopted.
A committee was appointed

than.any-

more

ercises all go to show,

divinely guided to so act that unity and
love may attend all our work, and that

Rufus Andrews, Sisters Hatch,

but the students gone into them to teach G. Stevens and Kimball—are unusually
have established churches. He attributed kind and considerate in furnishing abundthe wonderfully rapid acceptance of Free ant and excellent dinners and suppers in
Baptist principles to the fact that the same the vebtry of the church, so that those in
conditions exist there as existed in New attendance at the meetings are comfortaEngland when the Free Baptist denomi- bly housed from the cold all day long.
A cloud of sorrow and sadness has restnation sprung into existence—and those
conditions were the rigid principles of the ed upon the assembly from the first, in
close communion Baptists there. While it ' consequence of the melancholy bereavebrethren of one
“isnot
the most important consideration,
he ‘mentof our ministerial
|
submitted the importance of the denom- of the most beloved, ‘most talented and
inational feature of the work. Professor most useful of their number, who has
Brackett described the new building at been cut off i
in his Promising
Harper's Ferry,and said only $1,000 more career.
was required to be.raised to pay for it.
The attendance is very fair, but some
He stated that the printed speech of Mr. parts of the denomination are not as well
Douglass on ¢* John Brown” was selling represented as on former occasions. Lewiston, Maine, for instance, sends only.
rapidly.
Professor DBrackett’s very interesting two or three of its many prominent apd
remarks were listened to with deep atten- widely known leaders of our denominational interests.
tion.
:
Among those present frots the Pine
It was resolved that the amount of the
collection just taken be applied on the Tree State, 1 notice Dr. Bowen? James
pledge of the Society to Rav. O. T'. Clark. Rand, J. Burnham Davis, J. M. Lowden
and E. N. Fernald. New Hampshire
, The meeting then adjourned.
sends
a full quota: the venerable FathSUNDAY SCHOOLS.

and the reports of the Treasurer, D. Lothrop, Esq., and the Agent, Rev. L. L. Har-

to send a suitable reply to this message.
If an attempt were made to indicate the
‘most prominent feature of these Anniver-

following

‘was recorded on the minutes :

just at the beginning of the Anniyersaries; but the warm hearts and comfortablehomes of the good brethren and sisters
of this large and flourishing church were
equal to the emergency.
The committee
of entertainment—composed of Deacon

been,

_ The Convention instructed its President

said that he knew of no means of getting saries, I should say that the sentiments
those teachers who are not on this bright expressed and the general drift of the ex-

when

has extended the benefits of that grant
another year— till Sept., 1882; and if
she continues in the work after that time
she shall be paid by the Board.
TherecLords were adopted.
Discussion arose upon the" question of fall of valuable and interesting informamemmbership,and the same delinquency in tion and suggestions.
the matter of enrolling members of this
Rev. J. M. Lowden followed with an inSociety being apparent as in the other spiriting address on
The Bright side of
Societies, the Trensurer and the Finan- Sunday-school work. » Men ‘who have a-

cial Secretary were instructed to keep a
list of all persons requesting life mem-

of

the Home Mission Board proposed a mission there he could see little encouragement for it. “Now, all up and down the
valley Free Baptists are very numerous
and growing with astonishing rapidity.
In some districts the people are all Free
Baptists, and some of these districts are

At half-past two thé #nnual meeting of for the publication of the Corresponding

the Society was called to order by the
President, Rev. J. Rand, and was opened
with prayer by the Rev. I. D. Stewart.

notes available for current expenses
amounting
to $1,040. There is sufficient
of the heralds of the cross unless

contributing to Home
KE Baker,

cheerful view of the future; reviewed the

Unfortunately for the interests (increasRev. E. N. Fernald made some rémarks
ingly important} of the Sunday-school enurging the ministers to a more active in- terprise, the meeting of the Union was fixterest and greater efforts in behalf of the ed for the closing evening when the atStar.
tendance had considerably fallen off. A
After prayer by the Rev. D. Waterman
prelilninary prayer-meeting was held at 7
the meeting adjourned.
conducted by the Rev. M.-H. Tari
¢
A Beni
box of Minnesota.
FOREIGN MISSIONS.
At half-past 7, the President, Rev. E. W.
The exercises in this interest took place
Porter, took the chair and Rev. J. M. Lowon Thursday afternoon.
The prayer-.
den was appointed Secretary pro tem.
meeting at 2 o'clock was presided over
The minutes of the last annual meeting,

heralds themselves be forthcoming. cash in the treasury to meet al} outstandin faThe fact that legs than two-thirds of those ing claims except a note of

0.

in the past in India has been that of necessary destruction and of construction of
foundations only. The report took a

spot.

then presented his andual report.
: mines of the last annual meeting were ItGiven,
had been sald that the Soclety was hand, $299.68.

narrowed In its operations, It would be
of little use to make provision for the

more prominently into view, for our work

than there are funds to support. Let them
stay, he said, and let the cry go out for

§ ance,
At 7.90 o'clock the annual meeting of commendations adopted.
:Union, was called to | Reve. Mariner, Eastman, Rand, Noyes,
The Treasurer, Rev. 8. Curtis, presentthe
‘order yp
President, Rev. A. Li Ger- 0. T. Moulton and Wood were appointed ed his report, which showed that
the total
receipts for the year were $12,867.21;
rish. The meeting wag opened with a committee to nominate officers.
The Corresponding Secretary, Rev. A.
prayer by the Rev. J. Mariner. The
expenditures, $12,841.66;
balance in

‘The Treasuret’s report show-

heathendom to-day as follows:
**Idolatry has lost its hold upon the minds of
the people.” Tae time is near at hand
when the work we are doing will come

and appealing for aid.

fact that our papers have not as largea circulation as they once had is not because
they are not so good. He was convinced that
the Stur had never been better edited than
the past year. He was anxious that the
Star should continue to be a power in the

in Christlike . efforts

The report represented the condition ‘of

more theological students in Bates College

sentiment

without work. The time has come when
we must open our eyes to the fact that
this evil isone against which there should
be aggressive warfare.
Mrs. Burlthgame proceeded to dispute
the popular erroneous opinions with regard to temperance, and then cffered suggestions as to how the needed aggressive
work should be done. This work should
be done in the pulpit, in the Sunday and

Baoion occurred on Wednesday evening.
A peayer-meeting was held at 7 o'clock,
led by the Rev. C. 8. Frost of Pawtucket,
R. I. Afver reading passages of Scripture,
More
than twelve years since John
¢hechairman solicited prayers in behalf of Storer
of Sanford, Me., gave $13,000 to
the cause of Temperance and remarked that the. Education Society on the condition

in praying for Temperance as in praying

and it remains for the churches and others
to say whether these students shall be driven from the schools. The present urgent
demand is for more money,and another important demand is for better library facilities.
The report was adopted.
The question
of enrollment of life members being called

times its own value. He contended that the

fand : receipts, $1,214,66 ; balance in treas-

TEMPERANCE.

The anniversary

students is less than $39.
The theological students
are increasing in numbers,

bad

‘every church. Let these streams of influ.
ence against intemperance come
out
from all 8ur churches and the importance
of this cause will make itself felt upon
the community.
The meeting adjourned.

Mrs.

paid to

-oldest of /all our benevolent institutions,
and in a certain Sense, the mother of them
delivered in her own, peculiarly impres- all. We need to give it more general supsive style and replete with important sug-’ port. In the beneficial results which its
gestions. She said that ameng our people reading brings to our other institutions, the

Miss A. P. Stockwell;

River,

amount

to an address by Mrs. E. 8. Burlingame,

that there be a Temperance

Ohio

average

the last General Conference also adopted. publications of our Printing Establisha resolution recommending the same and ment are the channels of religious, denomurging upon all our churches continuous inational education to our people generally; and as such we owe a debt of gratijuvenile temperance work.
The report was adopted, after which tude to p Establishment. Commencing
the meeting had the pleasure of listening with its fiyst issue in 1826, the Star is the

Mich., Mrs. M. M. Coon; Ohio & Penn.,
H. J. Carr; Ohio Y. M., Miss Greely;
«Central Ohio, Mrs. J. B. Lash; Ind.,
Miss E. Jaquith; Northern Ind., Mrs.
+H. W. Vaugha; Ill.,, Mrs. J. Prickett;

"

stated that

He

although this Union had
years in existence this was

there had been a

Home Sec’s.—Mrs. V. G. Ramsey,
R. Leavens, Mrs. L. C. Griffin.

—Mrs.

esting and instructive.

The

penses, $6,150. The reporc was adopted.
The Corresponding Sscretary, Rev. c.
S. Perkins, then presented his report.

ministry

there is this

ers Curtis and Waterman

are here to rep-

resent once more the generation that is
gone; while their noble.sons are present
in the persons of J. N. Rieh, J. C. Osgood, W. L. Noyes, G. C. Waterman,
E. W. Ricker, H. F. Wood, Lewis Mal-

vern, J. W. Scribner, C. W. Griffin, J,
W. Jefferson, N. A. Avery, and others.
From the Green Mountain State are a few
—B.

T. Barnard, H. Lockhart,

else
I know not.

and

Old Massachusetts

who

is

well represented by Porter and Ricker
and Perkins and Dudley and Eastman, O.
T. Moulton, J. W. Waldron, John Malvern, D. M. Graham, J. W. Parsons and
J. Mariner (formerly of Auburn, Me.,
now of Lynn. )** Out of the little one”
(Rhode Island)come many strong ones.
Here are Brewster and Patch and Gerrish and Salley, L. Dexter, R. Whittemore, C. 8. Frost, and others. Of noble

godly women too, there ‘are here not a
few—Mother Hills, Mrs. (Prof.) Hayes,
Mrs, E. S. Burlingame, Mrs. V. G.

Wiil not pastors
and friends of the
¢ Morning Star”’at once bestir themselves
in getting subscribers
and thus secure
the paper from date of subscription to
the close of the year 1883.

THE AGED.
Those advanced in age should be treat-

ed with

care

and

cohsideration.

The

burdens and responsibilities of life may
have been heavy upon them, and have
driven the sunlight out of the heart and
the home, and made life wretched. Is it
a ‘‘ grandmother” who feels that new interests and new faces are the light of the
household, and that she is put back into
the darkest part of the room er the house,
like an old garment worn out and laid

aside?It is not very pleasant for her to
think that she *‘ is of no more use in the
world,” and that her * friends” would rejoice at her exit.

It ought dot

soto

be;

it must not be so, The Bible gives us the
right instruction on this point: ‘Honor
thy father and thy mother that thy days

may be long upon

the land which the

Lord thy God giveth thee.”

God designed that respect should be
shown to the aged—that they should be
honorably treated.
Mothers life may
have been a very busy and useful one.
Has she trained up a family of children
who are now the heads of families of
their own; and will they neglect and
forget the one that bore them and cared
for them in their helpless years with a
mother’s love? They may have enough

to do to provide for their children without giving much attention to her ; and will
they therefore misuse her, and be willing
when feeble old age comes upon them-

selves to be treated in like manner? They
would be training their children to do it!
They understand fully how grandmother
is regarded, whether as a burden or as a
blessing.
An old man became care-

less and often broke the earthen plates
which he used, sothat

the son

went

to

work making a wooden one for trim. - His
little boy seeirig hifi, asked him what he was making.
He told him, and be
seemed absorbed in thought for some
time when he exclaimed as if he had
learned a new lesson, *‘ Papa, papa, shall
I have

to

make you one

when

you

are

old? This was too much for the father.
He threw aside his work saying, *‘Grandpa may break as many plates as he pleases. ”

We orgett the power of exatiple, but
the children will not forget the impression
upon themselves, and ten to one if “ his

tory does not repeat itself.” We have
heard of cases where old people have
been abused by their children in success-

ive generations.
The children were
taught it at least by example, as much as
the Hindoo ever was to put his aged parents in the Ganges. No one will say
that the retribution was not just.

We have an example in President Garfield

of

a

different

character

entirely,

Ramsey, Mrs. L. Dexter, Mrs. J. A.
Lowell, Mrs. Davison, Mrs. A. L. Ger-

which will not be soon forgotten by his
children or by a multitude of children in

rish, Mrs. E. W. Porter, Mrs.
J. M.
Brewster, Mrs. J. Mariner,
Mrs. J. B.
Davis, Mrs. G. C. Waterman, Mrs. An-

the Republic, and in the world—
his tender, affectionate and anxious solicitude

drews, Miss French, Miss Anthony, Miss
DeMeritte, and many others.
The zealous and indefatigable superin-

filial kiss in the most engrossing and ex-

tendent of our missions at Harper's Ferry,

inauguration act revealed his magnanimity of heart and principle. He had them
both. It not only made her happy, but
it gave an example of affection and con-

Rev, Prof. N. C. Brackett, is also here.
The deep and general interest created in
this enterpise by the self-gacrificing

efforts which have been made by him and
his corps of helpers, to build up and enlarge the usefulness of Storer College,
made his presence a matter of so much

significance that the time occupied by him
this afternoon in giving a description of

the work in progress in the historical valley of Old Virginia was, obviously, profit-

for his mother’s welfare expressed by a

citing moment of his life, when forgetfulness would be almost excusable.
This

sideration to his family

and to the nation

worthy of imitation and perpetuity, and,
we had almost said, of his apotheosis.
The letter which he penned to his mother
as soon as he could write after he was
wounded,

exhibited the same

tender

re-

Long will the memory of these
gard.
ristics of the
incidents remain as,

great heart of out" deceased President.
Such an example children would be willthe numerous but poor Free Baptists of ing to have repeated on SeaelYuy in
|
the great Northwest—Rev. M. H. Tarbox their od age.
ably spent,

Then there is here.a representative of

of Minnesota.

This

brother

purposes

spending some weeks in New England
soliciting aid'for the straggling churches
in the broad and needy field in the midst

marae
>ro

rh

Mrs. Jeremiah Phillips, widow oF
our late veteran missionary, sailed fi
New York for India Sat. Sept. 24, in t

ship ¢ Devonia,” She was itp
home with his hands full and his courage by her daughter, Miss Nellie M. Phillips,
and zeal greatly strengthened. Yester- | ‘who goes. out as 8 medical missionary.
terday, the following pleasing message News has been received of the ship's arwas received by telegraph:
rival at Moville, on the northern coast of
Ireland. May our hosvanly Father , grant
Wrkorr, Minn., Ool. 4, 1881.
and
passage
fe and spee
To the F. B. Anniversary
Greeting of the Northwestern "Association. May
Babelto our,inty
5
great
isl fom

of which he is located.

isdom
eus.
Wisdo guid
NEWELL

May he

W. By,

return

Chairman.

TOR
oA he

be ‘informed in regard to our Mission
work? Literature adapted to the children
is needed, and Mrs. Brewster suggested

It was resolved that the Union should
have a Corresponding Secretary, and the
Rev. J. C. Osgood was duly elected to
that office.
The Secretary’s report was both inter-

previous.

past
year

sala-

Bod

the denomination, and only 3,600 of the
Missionary Helper, how can our people

had contributed, the receipts of the
year were larger than those of the

Phillips's

Por PE A Toe FF J

throughout

F.
A

C.

ry. The Society now owes to the permanent fund on account of current ex-

A

taken

are

copies of the Star

H.

S. Ricker,

G.

$100 due on Mrs. H.

He

Secondly,
members are our brethren.
more literature is needed; leaflets sent
«out through the denomination are a very
valuable means. Since only some 8,000

Commitiee.—Revs.

Executive

Wood, J. W. Parsons,
P. Tracey.

Education showed the lack of interest in
this enterprise.
But to the credit of the
194 (only) churches and the Q. Ms. that

|

the churches over in India are Free Baptist churches, and their ministers and

Secretary.—Rev. H. F. Wood.
Treasurer.—A. A. Harrington, Esq.

mission,

i

PORE
ar

' (Continued from the first page.)
¢all attention to the needs of the Society
for the successful promotion of their
work. In the first place, a better ac«quaintance with the field and the work
She suggested that there
‘was needed.
should be no division into foreign and
home departments, urging the fact that

AA id]

L, cafar lacs i oodhNE AC ACEAR.

é

a
:

Ars

THE
1
BR

or fast changing

Many

English gentleman has recently published
tionsin this island during an exploring
cruise among the West Indies.
The religion of Hayti is ostensibly
Roman Catholic, but although an archa hun-

dred priests are established throughout

dou. Indeed, it is asserted ‘that it was
mainly owingto the power of Vaudou
that Hayti was lost to the ‘French. The
“authority above referred to makes the alof over

700,000 inhabitants in the island there are
only 20,000 who do not openly belong

to

lute power owing to their knowledge

of

have abso-

‘Vaudon, and that its priests

“herb-poidoning, which is practiced in a
_secret manner to an .enormous extent.

The p

:

i

:

Vad

:

:

the “serpent house” in each village wood,

as may also be seen on the west coast of
Africa, originally came from the Congo

coast-and were of the tribe called Mandingoes, celebrated for their skill as sorcerfor being

and

poisoners,

ers and secret

an
child-slayers
serpent-worshipers,
cannibals. They appear to have brought
their arts with

but

Africa,

from

them

OCTOBER

church.

ancient

with.

At Pascoag,

while Hayti was under French rule they
were obliged to practice them in secret.
Tliese arts would seem to be peculiarly

Sabbath-school,

results in all the

Societies in every church of the Q. M.

ingly, &

held

Three of the churches formerly * Brethren in
Christ,” viz.; Deanville, Oakland and Pine
Grove, have secured the labors of N. J. Shirey.
These churches have till recently been: without a regular pastor since their union with the
F. B. church. Bro. Shirey is a promising

social

means of grace, missions and education,
are occasions
of encouragement.
We
may add also, the baptism’ and reception
ofa young man to the church on Sabbath

young

man, was an efficient pastor

churches

in Sommerset

ties until recently.

EPNERSIHRLRNEL BOY AF Mian CURE

and

These

Bedford
churches

counare

in

meeting for

in Albany

the

desire

2

(2641)

ROCKINGHAM
o'clock.
y

inning

Wednesday

Post-Office

the labor g of Rev. STOW.
I. W.

Smith. : The church

hundred members, with
about two hundred.

a Sabbath-school

of

el
lg

Western.
Illinois.

Rev. T. O. McMinn has just closed a meeting
with Mt. Zion church, Carterville, in the Makanda Q. M. which resulted in nine converW.L.
sions and nine additions to the church.
Smart, their former pastor, assisted him a part
-of the time.

en-

J.

;

:

the devouring of corpses.
:

the

churches with

two

the

of

ject of Education were Messrs. L. D. Mc. | The laity

N.

)

Central

10.00

A

>

81) Cliristians that our prayers may be realized,

was passed pledging the
Ro-. | A resolution
superstitious rites and dogmas of the
.
3
mish church. There are Protestant mis- | Conferences continued endorsement of the
be

readily

but it can

sionsin the island;

5250

52.50

SN
5.00

Ch

:

.believed that with the government in the
A
;
‘hands of thesé depraved and superstitious
:

160

people, a few Christians can not stay

“their downward progress.

Denominational, a

——

(

Educational Help.
ae

suppression
wari

© Provinces for the total
:
the liguor traffic.

of

13

q

v

;

«<iety, made in an article of two weeks ago, | It Was resolved to publish, in the Min| utes of the Conference, the statistics of the
may have been overlooked by some of those
:
claims, I repeat the substance of them in the | Free Communion Baptists of New Bruns
propositions: | wick and the General Ba P tists of Greit
form of a few simple and direct
“1. Happily in our College sud other schools

al.
joyed by the church and community. Many | Rev C A Hilton
@ MConl
Delors Genesee.
2 have Dever,
Sonyene
es
Hisliowness of one of our | ys gaphiona Babbitt
FB Ani

1.00
Bw
5.00

as well well as as in the Theological,
logical, there there i is prospec t
«of a larger number of applicants for aid, on
for

‘the part of students fitting
than for several years past.

9.

the

ministry;

To meet this demand, dependence is had'|

at She present Jims

contributions
monthly
south) y sontributio
,
E
EB

tbe

sxlusively. on

wipe

the churches,

of

an

)

in

the Treasury at this time of writing.

4. Should there be for the current year, as
now threatens, an essential reduction in the
appropriations, and hereafter there be a diminution instead of an increase,as now, of stu-

wdents ef this.c]ass in our schools, one cause, at
tenst, will be apparent to all who are acquaint-

ed with matters of this Kind.

Shall there be a prompt response in the
form of many small sums, and at least a few
larger ones to meet the present justand urgent

demand?—J.

¥.
0
+O

Theological Department at Hillsdale.
All otir brethren will rejoice to learn that
‘the present term of Hillsdale College has
opened under very favorable auspices. We
have at present 375 students in the various

departments, the largest number for fifteen
years past. Not that we are straitened,
So
for 500 could be well accommodated.
let them come.
The evidences of earnest study and
vsyorthy endeavor were never better. The
~apiritual interests are also prosperous, The
well
are
meetings
religious
« Christians are active, and some

attended,
inquiring

the way of life.
The attendance in the Theological department is increasing. -A large class has
entered, and there are more in this department now than ever before. All the class- es are in.successful operation.
Most of the theological students supply
- churches more or less of the time. And
there is a good report of their labor in this
direction. More of this is done than would
be desirable, but for pecuniary needs, and
Of late,
' the smull aid extended to them.

however, many churches are doing more
+ for them.

Would that more might be en-

« listed in this good work.

The increasing

~ % :Agmandlof the great West upon us should
stimulate us to'do all we can to

« ers'into the ripened harvests.

send reap-

J.J. B.

the

for

tion

purpose

promoting

of
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Conven-

to combine ina
* That we agree
A

Mis-

:
been WEfive ye
as PHF
3
4 Persie
and : general denomina- | (ib,
sions, Education
tional interests; but oaly in so far as may | been destitute of much a

we

WATERLOO

of the Pine-street Freewill
beloved

following
f

pastor, Rev. N.T.

Rowell, who has been with us three years
past, has accepted an invitation to visit a
church in California, in the city of San Francisco, having severed his connection as ‘pastor

of the Free
fore, beit
Resolved,
deeply

regret

Baptist church in this city, thereThat

we

the

are

separation

made

sad,

of our

and

friendly

ad Christian relationship as. pustor and peo-

ple.

ave been greatly

labor for the

Master, and

blessed in winning

souls to

his rejoicing.

= home)is

about four: tiles from’ Oakland. depot on
the ‘Providence and Springtield Rullroad,

which read, however, terminates at Pascoag
village.in‘ the township of Burrillville,
, about fivé “miles north from Chepachet.
From Chepachet to' Providence, by horsé
carriage, the distance is sixteen miles, by
way of the R. R. about twenty miles.

have two mails per day,
night.

Resolved,

}

That in parting

with our beloved

pastor to enter his far-off field of labor for the

Master, that our earnest prayers and kindest
wishes will go with him, and that we recommend him to the people among whom he is to
labor as one

worthy

of their

confidence,

love

and generous support,
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to each of the daily papers in this city,

and the Morning

Star for publication, and

also be put on our church record.

J. B. DANIELS,
F, P. SMITH,
. H. B. SAWYER.

:
vr

Vermont,

The action of the last session of the WheeMe! tock Q. M. means'work. A vote way taken to
of the public interest, as to divert~atten- arrange for three days’ meetings in dll the
tion from farming, and hence many old churches this fall and winter. The first begins
farms in this vicinity, are either deserted
with the Sutton church, Oct, 4, with Rev, E.

Manufactaries have absorbed so muc

7

Gh

its last

4.62
5.46

Bedford Ch
Lansing Q M Coll
Hillsdale Q M per Rev W
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Oakland Q M
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W MS Grand Rapids Q M

1.47
6:5
12.00

6 for Ida Poillips’s

5.00

salary

(Iowa) Q. M.—Held

its last

ses-

It was a very in-

1.51
1.22

2
5.40

z
2.73

7
97
2.16
17.00

49
48
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Baptists

of New

Brunswick

and

Young, middle-aged or old men, suffering from
nervous debility and kindred weaknesses, should
send two stamps for large treatise, giving success.

ful treatment.
ASSOCIATION,

WORLD'S

DISPENSARY

M Atwood—R Bailey—E 8 Briry—Mrs J Clark
—G Colby—R H Crowell—I J Caverno—D Chap.
Crowell—3
J Carr—E
Clapton—H
man—J
Church—J P Damond—Mrs M A Dearmg—F E
Davidson—Mrs

It cures

M

mer—N

S

Potter—C

B

Palmeter—L

F

N Pal-

Penney—

Penfield & Goodrich—E Root—M S$ Richmond—F
Starbird—J M Smitb—J A Smilie—E B Shorey—G
W Sherwood —H Small—N J Shirey—E Tibbetts—
Washburn—J T
8 A Tisdel—L A H Welch—F M
:
Ward—C E Walters—L L Pinkham.
I
Books

SA LANA,
Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

Angie Grimeg Rutland O
A F Marston Effingham N H
Rev O Cooper Cincinnatus

NY

Colds,

Rev. N.

Oct. 1, by

In Manchester,
On

Block

Wheeler,

R.T., Oct.

Island,

Amidee

Mr.

Brooks, Mr.

Sarah H. A. French,
Bie

Joseph I Suver and Miss
both of Manchester.

2, by Rev. George

Smith and

Miss

Gracey

Invigorating Food for the Brain and Nerves
In West Stephentown, Oct. 4, Wy Rev. I.B.
Miss Lottie
is what we need in these days of rush and Wor-¥:Coleman; Mr. Geo. EckstineN. and
Y.
Sand Lake,
restores the vital Cranston, both of

ry. Parker’s Ginger Tonic
enefgies, and brings good health quicker than
anything you canuse.— Tribune. See notice,

At New

twenty-four members of Arlington's minstrels
were taking Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver
Cure. It made them happy.

It clears out
for Rough on Rats.
roaches, flies, bedbugs. 16¢. boxes.
:

SKINNY

Ask. druggist
rats,

mice,

Vanilla Chocolate,

|

Like all our chocolates, 18 pre-

pared with the greatest care, and
consists of a superior quality of

MEN.

Absolute cure for
Wells’ Health Renewer.
nervous debility and weakness of the generative
functions. $1.at druggists.
Depot, Lothrops &
Pinkham, Dever, N. H,

BUCHUP

AIBA.

New, quick, complete, cure in 4 days, urinary affections, smarting, frequent or difficult urination
kidney diseases. $1. Druggists, Depot, Lothe

rops & Pinkham, Dover, N, H.

Oct. 4, by the

_. GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.
BAKER'S
A

ON RATS.

The thing desired found at last.

Tuesday

Howes, D.D., Daolel Lothrop, of
v. Edw
oston, and Miss Harriett Mulford, daughter of
Sidney M. Stone, Esq., of New Haven.
In Rutland, Ohio, Sept. 28, by Rev, 8S. H. Barrett, Mr. N. Dennis Holt and Miss Magnolia Oaks,
both of Rutland. .

In April Last,
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MEDICAL

¢hitis, Whopping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all Throat
50 cents and $1 a bottle.

G
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—wm M Morrell—N Martin—B F McKenney—W
H Merriman—A A Moulton—B D Newell—Mrs M

" It is hard to believe Miss Whittier was cured of :
such terrible sores by Hood’s Sarsaparilla, but reliable people prove it.
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W M 8 River Rasin Q M

The good Spirit seemed

the KF. Baptists ofthe U.S, were one. people
and it had indéed been a feast to his soul to
greet us and participate with us in the worship
of God. A collection was taken for State
Home Missions amounting to $8.25.
Next session with the Waterloo church.
HIRAM CHAMPLIN, Clerk.

day, we trust, shine as stars in the crown of

We

at noon.and

for

Receipts

3 Ibs, Sells 86

SALE.

ofthe bestmediGinger, Buchu, Mandrake, and many
Shoes Enowa srshere combined intoa medicine ofsuch va-

Wescott, both of B. I.
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various - kinds. ' Chepachet(our

said the F.
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a good work in his
Mr. J. is doing
astor.
-Rev. J. J. Hall of Auburn was the
eld.
administering clergyman by Bro, Jordan's request.”
;
New Hampshire.

preached

Q. M.—Held

sion with the Lester church.

B. Jordan

Park

teresting session. Elder Merrett was with us
from New Brunswick, which added largely to
the interest of the meeting.
He came
West to
visit friends in an adjoining county, and, learning of the meeting, came to enjoy it with us;

The following good news comes from. Lewis-

Our

1.83

to preside over us. The covenant meeting was
\
Mrs H L Martingale for
i
a most blessed season of the manifestation of
© Teacher
Zenana
6.00.4
the Holy Spirit. Rev. J. B. Randall of East
Paco
3.00
.
SS
Kendall, Rochester Q. M., being present, did | Big Springs
2.90
2.91
QM
W M“ So“ Montcalm
us good service with his earnest spirit during
“
1)
[1]
coll
the entire session, preaching the Word faith22.10
Ch
Bloomer
for
fully. The collection on the Sabbath of $10.09
Willing Workers of Green- |
was passed over to Brother Randall in conville Ch 8 8 (sent to
2.00
sideration of his services.
Rev M J €eldren)
Next session with the Stephentown Center
64.61
57.59
6.43
church.
I. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.
L. B. POTTER, Treasurer.

ton: ‘ Three persons were baptized at the
river, Sunday moriing, week, and were subby letter, received into
sequentiy, with one

Whereas,

(N.Y.)

were well attended.

Maine.

the

M.

session'with the East Poestenkill church, Sept.
9—11, Dea. A. S. Lansing, Moderator.
All
business was done in harmony.
The meetings J

Eastern.

Baptist Society, Manchester,
resolutions were adopted :—

G.

For

HOUSEHOLD

Vora

:

THE

! circulars address with
stamp, E. 8. Frost & C0., Biddeford, Maine.
26140
.

Meeting.

Yearly

Michigan

wanted.

Agents

RUGS

4.97

A Myers

RENSSELAER

Winisters and Churches.

Pine St. church,of which John

Rev.

Sunrday A. M. The social meetings were of
deep interest and we trust will be of lasting
good to that church.
i
Next session in Dee., withthe Sprague’s Mills
church.
.
L. V. TowLE, Clerk.

religious and drganized bodies.”

Christ 1n our midst; many have been convert~
ed through his instrumentality that will one

for

obthe gaeeting.

seek the

Gloucester and . the towns adjoining
: abound in small villages. These, also, are
are remarkable

regular preaching; it is a good field for the
right man.
Rev. Mr. Kimball of Presque Isle,
was present and preached Saturday A. M , from
James 6: 11, which added much to the interest

formation of a consultative and advisory
body, to discuss and suggest such matters
as may be deemed vital to Free Baptists as

At a meeting

TURKISH

= | Muy the day soon come when they will have | 4 popes

tive functions of such a Convention shall
only extend to such matters as may be
agreed upon-by the aforesaid bodies after
a mutual interchange of opinlon, or such
questions as may be referred to the Convention by the bodies it represents.
That no action shall be taken to form
practically such a Convention until endorsed by those desiring the same In either annual or special session of General Conference.
“ That,if circumstances should prevent at
present the forming of a Convention possessing
administrative
functions, look-

jog to such a Convention,
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The sixteenth annual session of this body | a; Cochran’s Mills now numbers nearly one | o Rev.

assembled with the church at Barrington,
N. 8, and held five days. From the repor} in the Religious Intelligencer we learn
that it was an arduous and perplexing session. The Conference had to deal with
some questions of discipline relating to the
ministry, and the action taken indicates a
firm purpose to guard the sacred profes-

systematic
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their condition will be improved by the labors
of our young brother. Two other churches,
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others, so far as our brief acquaintance extends, seem interested that we, as a family,
may feel at home with them,
The increase in our congregation and

the

look for good

the contribution to missions of over eighty
dollars will show progress, as well as the new
interest felt for the two schools.

pachet is making some progress in the
right direction. We think the society and

in

We

The last Y. M., holden at Tunbridge, may be | earnestly

maintaining the cause in strong centers as

interest

Wood-

A good
called one of the best of sessions.
spirit prevailed with harmony of effort, and

The Freewill Baptists of this State are

well as in the rural districts.

1881,

Hotices und. Bppointments,

churches, if meetings are held as proposed.

Quite

money they hardly know what to do

12,

man,.who is now preaching very successfully ! The undersigned were appointed a committee
to this church, will resultin a good work of by the Ohio River Yearly Meeting, to call a meeting of the ladies of the Athens Q.
M., to devi
grace, and encouragement to this old historic ! plan
for systematic organization of Missions

do, and many are troubled with stocks and

hav
have

Vaudou, , who

rofessors of

of

It is hoped that this help to aid Father

| a large per cent. of the people, are well-to-

With regard to the origin of this religion,

‘he says:

STAR,

Owen, A. P. Tracey and D. Quint as workers.

Rev. A. Lovejoy has a strong working
- church and society. Our church at Che-

the island, they are said to be powerless
in the face of this secret religion of Vau-

that

of the farm-houses are

model, substantisl and commodious.

a most startling account of his observa-

nearly

their fields into forest

wood for fuel or for coal for jewelry manufacture, and other purposes. It is considered mare profitable in the growth than cultivated flelds.

*« Vaudou,” or serpent worship, is said
to be reducing society in the large and
beautiful and once very productive island
of Hayti, to a state of barbarism. An

most incredible statement
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call, had

She'd po more

up to me.

Poetry.

widow, to let her cow run,

than I'd

have

to turn my whole drove out.”
«It’s a pretty hard case, nevertheless,”

SABBATH ROBES.
BY

ADELAIDE

STOUT.

a

Aneath my window fragrant herbs
Send up their pleasant smells;

Subtle and sweet the scent floats in,
And with it, sound of bells
That softened by the river time,—Far off it seems an echoed chime.

For nards,
In all the
And shaken
‘Who took

were
folds
out
the

shoulder, was leaving

"There had been an interested listener

sat,-book in hand, the Rev. Mr. Weston.

He arose, as the chat which floated to his

hearing began to be of crops and haying,
and walked slowly away along the orchard path with a thoughifal smile upon
his face.
:
2

folded scented herbs
impressed,
to wait for those
Sabbath rest,—

That night when the deacon took the
shining milk-pails from the dresser and
proceeded to the farm-yard, the young

' “Sweet Rest, when as in God’s own tent
‘We took the Sabbath sacrament.

‘We have such herbs in secret kept

clergyman followed him. He stood leaning against the bars, watching the yellow

“For thoughts; we do not press
‘Their sweetness in the linen’s fold;

stars come out in the sky, and looking a-

‘We have no robe nor dress
So fair as those. from which we shook
The fragrance born in garden nook.

shadowy now, but substantial enough

We have no robes so fresh and sweet

daylight.

To lay out over night,

broad

That linen’s spotless white.
‘What hand could put in every crease
The essence and the breath of peace

5

heaven, where neither moth nor rust doth

corrupt, and where thieves do not break
through nor steal,’ ” quoted the minister.
“Yes, yes, but, if I mind me right, the

good

And all our ¢ Sabbath Robes ” are lain
‘Out, swe et with kiss of balm,
‘We have no words in which to tell
‘The deep and grateful caim

Book

says

something

too

about

providing for one’s own household,—eh?”

Mr. Weston smiled. ¢‘I believe there
is a passage to that effect,” said he.
«« And,”

That doth abide the night with us,
Till we put on Christ’s Righteousness.

went

on

the

deacon,

a little

triumphantly, ‘if neighbor Gray would
give a certain pertion—"’
:
¢¢ A tithe? interpolated the minister.
¢“ And not go beyond that,” continued
Deacon Larrabee, ¢ he'd be better off in

A

THE FARM AND THE CITY.
VIEWS.

An od farmhouse, with meadows wide,
And sweet with clover on each side;
A bright-eyed boy, who looks:from out

The door with woodbine wreathed about,
And wishes his one thought all day :
“ Oh! if I could but fly away
From this dull spot the world to see,

one respect, and no worse off in the

oth-

er, to my thinking. Idon’t believe
in indiscriminate giving.”

in—

“ Nor do I,”

was

the

« How many cows have you, deacon ?”

happy I should be!”

“Ten,”

Amid the city’s constant din
;
Aman who round the world has been—
‘Who, mid the tumult and the throng,
Is thinking, thinking all day long:
¢ Oh could I only trace once more
The field-path to the farmhouse door,
The ola green meadow could I see,

answered

the

deacon

with

a

pardonable pride showing itself invoice
and feature;

** and it's the finest herd

in

our county. They're grade Jerseys.”
¢¢ Yes,” returned Mr. Weston, a little
absently. Then, after a slight pause,
¢ Deacon Larrabee, I overheard the con-

How happy, happy, bappy,—

versation between you and your neighbor

happy should I be!”

Gray this morning, relating to Mrs. Sperry and her misfortunes. Poor lady! She
does need substantial sympathy. ” Can
you not afford to lend a tithe of your cows
to the Lord?”

THE DEACON'S TITHE.
They had a new minister at Seabrook.
Old Parson Thornleigh, who had kept the

flock for forty years, had gone to his long
home ; and in his stead had come an honof

with an
his

own.

And now the worn door-stone of the little
gray church on the hill was once more.
trodden by feet which had long been
strangers to it. The inisgr boarded,
having no family, at Deacon Larrabee’s.
‘¢ He’s the least bit uncertain on some
points,” said the deacon, leaning on his
hoe-handle and talking across the fence
to his neighbor Gray, who leaned on his
hoe-handle to listen,—*‘ a bit uncertain.
mistake;

to

and

bless

a

man-

:

;
his door-yard

for

his corn-field, he encountered Mrs. Sperry. Her eyes were red, as with long
watching or weeping, and her thin lips
trembled with the emotion which she
vainly endeavored to conceal.
She put out both hands to him. ¢Deacon Larrabee,” she said, ¢“ I have come to

thank you, and to ask your forgiveness.
Oh, I have had such hard thoughts of
you!—how cruelly hard only God knows

—and my own heart. Why, I almost
came to pray that some dreadful misfor-

tune might overtake you!—and

cause you would not sell

all be-

me the cow

you

I

us

;

“Amen!” was neighbor Gray’s hearty
response.
:
They hoed a dozen hills in silence,
their hoes keeping time to the merry song
of a bird in the orchard. Then Mr. Gray
paused to wipe the perspiration from his

“Thie hot weather's liable to make

to the widow,” uttered the deacon, with a
wry face.
‘No, sir, I'm afraid I can’t.

She wanted to buy one the other day, but
I told her I'd none to spare. Itwas all
owing to carelessness that she lost her
cow, and 1 don’t believe in upholding improvidence. Get to going on that way,

¢¢ J—1I have no need of the money now,”

say this morning. that you would be glad

) to give a good man extra

you through your haying,

wages

to help

but that you

were afraid it would be difficult to procure the needful assistance at any price.
Will you take me, and let me pay for the
cow in that way?”
A twinkle, both genial and quizzical,
dawned in the deacon’s gray eyes. For a

“Sho ! now you don’t say so!” exclaim-

*¢ Yes, particalarly when she’s so lately
lost her tow. I've been saying that we'd
all ought to take hold and make it up to
her. If I'd more than one cow on my
.

sudden

If T hadn’t—"

'

ht have been unintentional, that
facing about as Mr. Gray threw

the quality of beneficence

in other peo-

ple. Neither was he a hard man at heart.
It was only that the prosperity which had
attended
his every undertaking caused
him to look upon the lack of it in a
neighbor’s affairs as an entirely unnecessary evil,—one which prudence and forethought might overcome.
Now he shook
his petitioner's hand heartily.

“It’s

a bargain,”

said

he.

When

will you take the cow off my hands?”

his glance toward the hill pasture where

“ To-night, if you will lend me: your
assistance,” was the ready response.

its purport. An uneasy flash mount-

ed,” said the deacon, with a smile, ** and
save me that trouble.”
0

his neighbor's cows were quietly feeding.
At all events, the deacon could scarcely
te
icing the action. And he underhis

fuce

as he struck vigorously into

‘have kept her cow out
cattle never get ‘into
wo. If they should,

body to make ‘om

« Better take one of those I haven't milk-

Accordingly, a little time later, the
minister, accompanied by the deacon, led

in

the

fullest

Msi,

Walter,

who

count of your stewardship for the Master.”

.

The deacon mopped his scarlet face in
sore perplexity. How could he confess

that the gift was none of his?

Yet there

really seemed no other way of escape
from the one-horned dilemma in which
he found himself, unless—

s

Well, the widow's generous thanks
were very pleasantto hear; and after a
momentary deliberation the old deacon’s
good sense and genuine manliness came
to the fore. He only wished that the happy thought had been his, the charity .his
bwn spontaneous deed.
“1 am glad if the gift pleases you, Mrs.
Sperry,” said he, shaking her proffered
hand;

‘“ and now,

please,

say

no

more

had

comprehended in the Latin line ‘““cPater, avus,.

proavus, abapus, atavus,

grandfather,
father.

by taking rum; 'twas beer and ale first,
perhaps, and then whiskey and gin and
rum; and I think his death to-night was

big

bug

flying

looked

very

and
lect-

words vocal.

my boys

DO

WITH

I

have

a

THE

piece

can’t I have a bunch of grapes?”

It is enough

to make

A

They were all seated around the study-

table, Mrs. Warren and her boys.

There

was Walter poring over his page of Virgil, Johnnie wandering after one of Jules
Verne's heroes in “A Journey to the
Center of the Earth,” and the two little
boys were putting their curly -heads together over a big picture-book spread out
on the table.

The warm air came

in

at the

wide-

the roses outside

sent

Bedlam.”

Mrs. Warren,

busy

with

her

sewing, was thinking happy motherthoughts about these her four boys.
For nearly an hour Walter in silence
“ pegged away,” as he expressed it, over
the Latin he loved so well,

and

Johnnie

bump against the ceiling, a thump against
the mirror,

and

another

whirr-r-r and

buzz, a June-bug flew straight into the
candle-light and fell heavily on
tured page—dead.

the

pic-

‘“ He dead, mamma!” said little Ben,
“Yes, he dead,” echoed Willie, giving

the brown body a timid poke with his
chubby finger. * Yes,” said Johnnie,for
even he had been roused by the noisy
creature, *‘ big blunderbuss! he steered
straight into that flame, mamma.
Why
didn’t he know better?”
‘*“ He’s only a bug,” said a voice just

moonlight a few minutes, came, into
room and took a seat at the ' table—**
& bug, that's why he didn’t know any
ter, boys. Let me tell you about a

the
only
betman

who this very night did the same thing.
On his way home he stopped

at Champ-

cency and order.

the

rudiments

of

dow.”
* Gracious,

Busybody!

seem

arith-

in

sit too
a win-

planting,”

Noah.

said

brought
a lamb, a lion, a sow, and an
ape, killed them in the vineyard, and

cross

the railroad

track that runs close by. Just as his
stumbling feet touched the track the down

rl

Whighed by, “and “fhe "next" second

D,

their blood run into the

ts of the vines.
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This book is illustrated with

of
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selection

commencing each

month, with a portrait, and selections for exch
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tracts are well chosenas
amined them, and any
volume will find 'theiv

this.

of

opposite
Authors;

Birthdays, The exfar as we have exone in want of such a
expectations met in

GERMAN without Grammar or Dictionary.
Part [, By
Dr, Zur Briicke. Chicago: 8,
C. Griggs & Co. 12mo. Half-Bound, 75 cents.
For sale by E. J. Lane & Co., Dover.
It is claimed that this system speedily enables

one

to

speak

mastered in a few

German-—that

weeks

it can be

so that he can con-

yerse in ordinary terms without any difficulty.
The plan is to commence with talking and
proceed step by step as near the process of
learning to talk as possible, and thus go on by

easy stages, becoming familiar with the sound
of the language, every word being pronounced

as spelled, and by easy transition

few

outward details, but is an exceedingly interest-

ing portrayal of the spirit of its subject. In it
one perceives the conflicts and the conquests,.
the toil and the triumph, the doubts and the
deliverances of a child of God. It is, indeed, ‘A.
Sunny Life ’ presented in a setting of Christian.
love and faithfulness. There isas much dif-

preacher, so many a beautiful life is marred by

ever, both

In the present case, how-

the subject and

the

respond, und alike extol the
Christ in human salvation.

memoir

rich

cor-

grace

of

MAGAZINES,

Youman’s Popular Science Monthly comes
to us filled with its usual amount of interesting
Dr.

F. L. Oswald, is a continuation
of

articles on

** Physical

of his

Education.”

The present chapter on * Remedial Education” is a continuation from September full of
valuable instruction on the care of health and
the prevention of disease. “ The Militant
Type of Society,” by Herbert Spencer. * What
is the influence of the military tlement, the
organized brute force element, on national
character, on civil liberty, political institutions

and the progress of civilization?” is the ques-

tion answered,
manner. Dr.

and it is done

Pagit’s address

in sa masterly

on ** The cultiva-

¢ The Connection

with Medicine,”

of

the

by Prof.

Biological

Huxley.

Science

A sketch

to reading

Our Little Ones for October,
the Russell Publishing Co., 149

Boston.

published
Tremont

This magazine as the name

is designed

for children.

the illustrations

The

beautiful,

by
St.

indicates

type

is large,

and the matter is

adapted to the comprehension of those for
whom it was designed. The subjects treated
are such as will please them. “The Two Dogs,”
“ A Little Rogue,” * Little Wrennie,” © Johnnie and the Gopher,” are samples of the topics.

They are very attractive and well calculated to
awaken an interest in the young miad.

“The Century, Scribner’s Illustrated’ Magazine,” will be issued next month and continued
a year when *‘ Scribner's” will be omitted
from the title.

Wide Awake and

St. Nicholas are

us.

They are both illustrated

the

young.

Lotbrop

The

& Co.,

former
Boston,

is

Mass,

‘'ByYDW Century

Price

We

make

no

for

published by D.

and the latter
$3.00.

before

magazines

Price $2.50;

Co. N. York.
invidious

com-

parisons, They are both beautifully illustrated
and contain about the same number of pages
and

are filled

merit.

with

articles of

interest

and

A new feature of the Wide Awake

is

the inauguration of a Reading course fur young
folks containing sixteen pages for the month,

It is named * The

Chautauqua Young Folks”

Reading.” ** Isaac Lemmon,” is only suother
name for Abraham Lincoln in boyhood about
whom

there are many

incidents obtained from

old neighbors by James C. Ambrose, which of
course are very interesting.
The Magazine
of Art for September;
illustrated.
Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co.,
London, Paris and New York: Frice $3.50

yearly.

The Frontispiece

is * Thé. Last day

of a Condemned Prisoner,” painted by Michael
Nunkacsy, with 8 sketch of the author; {llustrated from his paintings,by J.B. Atkinson.
¢ Christ’s Church Hampshire, II.” By Prof.

T. G. Bonpey. * The Salon of 1881. IIL.”
Beautifully illustrated. “The New Natural
History Museum ” and ‘The Career and
Work of Flaxman ” are continued from the
last,

and

illustrated

in such a manner as to

add to the interest of the reader. We can
speak a good word for the articles as a whole.
Every lover of art wouldbe highly interested
and profited by a studious perusal.
The Primary

Teacher for

September com-

mences a new volume. It is well filled with
matters -which all progressive teachers are
anxious to know something about; and which
will be suggestive of valuable improvements.

A Scriptural
The Two Edged Sword.
Monthly Magazine. By J. L. Wolf, Editor
and Proprietor, Uxbridge, Mass. Price $1.00.
It makes a specialty of Separation from the
world: Holiness to the Lord, This is its
first number.
ay
Littelys Living Age, Sept.

24, comes

to us:

with standard articles from distinguishsd
English publications. The first is Schliemann’s

Illios: The Bite of Homer’s Troy
Quarlerly Review and closes’ with

from:
“ An.

‘and writing and thus expeditiously learn the Ancient Illyrian Capitol,” from Pail Mall:
language. For sale by E. J. Lane & Co, | Gazette. Vol, CL. This magazine being a
Dover.

;

weekly has

SECOND GERMAN BOOK,

After the Natural

-or Pestalozzian method for Schools and Home

let

From this it comes that/a man, before he
has taken wine; is simpleas a lamb, which

followed by

our most distinguished poets, such as Bryant,
Longfellow, Whittier, Stoddard, Poe, Holmes,
Taylor, &ec., making in all a galaxy of thirteen,

then

and staggered out to

-““ It is rather the historyof ' the spirit than

than ofthe flesh. It concerns itself with but

by Prof. C. A. Young, with portrait, tegether
with ether articles of interest is commended to
the reader.

wood.

Satan.

lin’s grog-shop, drank his last nickel up,

i

e8.

W. B. Smith & Co., 27 Boad St) N. 3
0
This is a fresh biographical volume, full of
Kind, religious suggestions and useful instiuction. The National Baptist ssys:

would buy by whomsoever made.
He struck
it out, A third said he thought the words
¢ for ready money ’ were useless, as it was not

Where-

Satan

Prison “Little:

tion of Medical Science” is an able article. So is

where

e wine of it, which gladdens
*¢ Ishould like to have a
replied

because

American

* Planting a vineyard,” was
‘What is it for?” < Its

the

sells

mean ‘‘ pour ” and the first of each list is used

fruits, green or dry, are sweet and pleas-

“Good,”

words:

and

sixty-eight times while several of the last are
used but once. This is a sample of the grouping. The work is the result of patient labor
and must facilitate investigation on this controverted subject.

A PARABLE FROM GEIKIE'S: LIFE OF
CurisT.
When Noah planted his vineyard, Satan came and asked him what he

hand

makes

The
work professes not to be a compilation
from
concordances, but the result of the personal examination of every passage used in the
English, Hebrew
and Septuigint of the Old
Testament and the Greek of the New.
These
passages are given with their corresponding
terms.
After giving the passages he groups
the words for reference, e. g. he gives fifteen
Hebrew words and thirty-one Greek which

4D)
49)

ant: we
the heart.”

it in these

Hitter,

lishing Company, 1881.

ever there is work to be done some one
is waiting to do it. Only when you find
her don’t offer her less for benefiting your
children to all eternity than you offer your
cook for making an indigestible mess you
dispose of in a day. People do not
grudge paying two dollars an hour to
learn music, or a dollar an hour to learn
painting ; but they grudge twenty-five
cents ‘an hour to have their children
taught how to grow up out of little clods
or wild animals into civilized men and
women, fit to be heirs of the kingdom of
Heaven.”
Here the door slammed; but if I overhear any more of Bertha’s notions I will
tell you.— Golden Rule.

was doing.
the reply.

Bloomfield, au-

ext

oth

.

y

word ‘ makes’ might as well be omitted because his customers would not care who mate
thé hats; if good and to their minds they

is such a woman?”
¢¢ Oh, she is somewhere round.

He composed

Thompson,

THE
Bertha

Robert

series

E+

metic, drawing, or some other handwork, and especially,
she shall teach
them the elements of morality, and look
after their manners and health; see that

they do not stoop, “or squint, or
long or too near a fire or too near

By

having served out his time, was about to open
shop for himself. His first concern was to
have a handsome sign-board with a proper

ct

endless pa-

reading,

A SUNNY Lire.

2 {hor of The Rlover by ne

and instructive matter, ‘The first article, by

A HAND BOOK ON BAPTISM, or a Comparative view of the words Bathe, Wash, Dip,
Sprinkle and Pour of the Faglien Bible, and
of their originals in the Hebrew and Septuagint copies,
together with other matter,
arranged for the use of Bible students.
By

tience and good sense, ang she shall teach

them

:

tyro in this art,

1t

no doubt to the

which I will relateto you.
When I was a
journey-man printer, an apprenticed hatter,

John Hancock said in signing the criticised
decument, “ We must all hang
together.”
“ Yes,” said Franklin, ‘‘ we must indeed all
hang together, or most assuredly we shall all
hang separately.” The reader will be interested in the whole work.

Jim-

I know the-tastes

She must have

had in the

with the figure of a hat subjoined.”

is breathing even this minute a moral malaria worse than that of the Potomac
Flats that nearly killed the President.
Why don't you and the Clays and the
Brightmans and the Clarences find some
good woman, and engage her to teach
your six children for—say four hours a
day? A conscientious woman with a
taste for children, yet with a taste for de-

‘to conflict.

would be a great assistance

the custom of the place to sell on credit. Every

right off!

I have watched the ways of the four

part he

one who purchased expected to "pay. They
were parted with, and the inscription now
stood ‘ John Thompson sells hats.’
‘Sells
hats ’ says his next friend, ¢ Why, nobody will
expect you to give them away.
What, then,
is the use of that word?’
It was stricken out,
and ¢ hats’ followed the other as there was
one painted on the board. So his inscription
was ultimately reduced to ‘ John Thompson’

jams,and the three McSneaks, Little Arthur

UNCLE JOHN'S LECTURE.

open window; and

that

more complicated styles of the present day,

a bad biographer.

the history of this

¢ makes hats,” which showed he was a hatter.
It was struck out. The next observed the

his.

antique sketches of its early day down to the

life; among the rest is the

tautologous

about it. Go into the houses and see the as she called herself, because she was alwoman.
I'll warrant she has a glass of ways wanting to fix people’s lives up for
them.
jelly for the sick boy.”
:
* Yes,” sighed the mother. ‘If I could
To Mr. Weston later on he said with a
and
Rob
laugh, and a jocular twinkle in his eye, only keep him with May
‘I've hired my man, and shall not need Clarence, or the Brightman twins, or
you; so we'll shake hands and call it with little Paul Clay, who lives with his
square. I think that’s what I meant to do grandmother, I should have some comall the while, though I wasn’t really sen- fort. But with those horrid little Mecsible of it. But I'll tell you one thing, Sneaks living one side of us, and those
Brother Weston, I don’t believe the next wretched little Jimjams on the other,
what can I do?”
tithe will come so hard.”—S8. 8. Times.
—

This book will be sought after

hats for ready money,’—with a figure of a hat
subjoined. But he thought he would submit
it to his friends for amendment.
The first
he showed it to thought tha word ** hatter ”

*¢ Because there are no gaod schools
near; and he gets with such a horrid set
of children if he goes to any of them.”
“So he does if he plays on the street,
does he not?” went on Miss Busybody,

¢¢ Something, Cora, and

in-

the title page has the substance of the little
work, It gives the history of thé art from its
origin, finely illustrated; commencing with the

ference in biographies as in sermons; in the
latter a beautiful text is often spoiled in the
unskillful presentation of the truth by a crude

inscription,

wretched to have to please himself all day
long. Why don’t you send Arthur to
school—to some private school or kindergarten, where he will not have to study

apparatus

metropolis before it became a city will be interested to read this work.

‘John

anybody

much in a book, but will learn to use
fingers, and his manners?”

such an

declaration of Independence. Jefferson composed it and the delegates criticised it. While
Jefferson was writhing under the mutilations
Frankhn said, “ I have made it a rule, whenever in my power, to avoid becoming the
draftsman of papers to be reviewed by a public
body. T took my lesson from an incident

‘¢ At lunch time. Stop calling to me.
It is strange,” said Mrs. Gray ‘to her
cousin, *‘ that children with no earthly
thing to do but just to amuse themselves
all day long can’t be pleasant.”
. “Well now, do you know, Cora, I
think that is the hardest thing on earth to

do.

1630, when

It contains many incidents in Franklin's

of

cake?” whines up from the basement.
¢ No, darling, you have only just had
your breakfast. Go out and play.”
** Mamma, I don’t know what to play.
Mamma,

to

)

10 become acquainted with

WE

can’t

back

by those who are fond of the ancient in
architecture, literature and art. Not only the
young but relic-hunters and all others who wish

OHILDREN?
‘“ Mamma,

us

pecially of the young.
The
man
before
tritavus was Winthrop whose statue stands
in Scollay Square and speaks to the young, of
those early times as grandfather makes his

DH
+9)

SHALL

This carries

teresting style that it is well calculated to
gain the closest attention. of the reader, es-

may remember it all their lives !"— Youth's
Temperance Banner.
WHAT

great-great-great - great - grand-

These reminiscences are told in

Mrs. Warren said: _¢ I think your Uncle
I pray God

which

tritavus was born.

into the
:
sober,

tritavus,”

means father, grandfather, great-grandfather,
great-great = grandfather, great-great -great-

ance once, said:.
Rum killed him, - but
I don't believe he begun:to be a drunkard

just like this

by E. J. Lane & Co.,

sonages.
'
It is grandfather’s account of the early history of Boston. The plan of the work is

heard many temperance lectures, and had
even written a composition on temper-

measure.

¢¢ Really, Mrs. Sperry—I—"
*“ Now, don’t try to deny it,” laughed
the widow, a little nervously. ‘I knew
the cow, Deacon Larrabee; and—" she
laughed again— ¢‘I am bowed down with
contrition, to think of my unjust feelings
towards you. But I shall always pray
that you may prosper, hereafter, deacon;
for I am sure you will have a good ac-

:

Instruction, Second Series, By James H.
Worman, A. M, 12mo. pp.
rice
40
sonia. New York and Chicago: A. 8. Barnes
0.
:

This is one of the
Chautauqua Language”
Series ” well calculated to facilitate progress

in Jearning the language.

It bas system and

more

than 8,800 pages

yearly at

$8.00. For $10.50 is sent with the Age any
one of the $4.00 American monthlies or week-lies.

Littell & Co.,17 Broomfield St., Boston..

‘Food and Health is to be {issued fortnightly with new and special features, giving par-

‘ticularly all phuses of the adulteration of food

and drink by ‘independent analysis. , This
as a detecter and he of
magazine will eperate

the man lay a denseless mass on the
Bank knows nothing and is dumb before his leads on step by step preparing the way for great value to those who are feeding, er wish
by the -track,” +! Horrilile!” exclaimed shearers; when he has drunk moderate- successful advancement. It 1d prinfed in clear to avoid feeding,on poisonous adulterations:

Mrs. Warren, * Who

John?” . ++ When didit

was it, Tnele

happen?” ‘How

did you hear the news?” were the questions that poured from their lips. =~ |

« «Jt was Thomas Sandys,” said Uncle

John. "“I came over the crossing just
“Ho! Rummy Tom, was it?” said
Johnaié, in bis boyish way.

and fs beautifully fllustrated.
ly he grows. alien and thinks there is not German type
:
'
——
his like ; if he drinks too much he turns a’
NSECRATED; by Ernest Gilmore, fs the

swine and wallows in

the mire;

if he

drinks still more he becomes a filthy ape,
falling hither and thither,
nothing of what he does.

and knowing
>

Liv

Eno

title of a Temperance 8. 8.

stim
an, J. sad Ap,
This

Love's secret is to be always doing
things for God, and not to mind because
they are such very little ones,— Faber.

work

exhibits the excellences of a life

ted to Christ and shows

how a little

self-denial can illuminate homes made sad and

wretchedby drink and consequent poverty.
It would be well to have it in every Sabbath-

school library,
\

of food.

The number of these is surprising.

book published | We are almost ready to say of ** Amenities

by the National Temperance Society, 12mo.

con

+e

]

Ly
Le

But

ure 1 ever heard.

when the crowd were hearing the body to
ip
lane, and away along the thoroughfare of the coroner’s.”
tage where dwelt Mrs, Sperry and her

it!”

John has given the best temperance

his recent acquisition down the farm-house

the sleepy little hamlet to the tiny cot-

did

edge that beside the open window of the
room appropriated to his library the minister was sitting, no doubt enjoying the

moment he studied the young minister
sickness,” said he. “I supposq
you've attentively. He was not at all what his
heard that one of the Widow Hperry’s| neighbors would have denominated free- outside the window, and then Uncle
John, who had been sitting there in the
boys is down with a fever?”
handed, yet he had a just appreciation of

"ed the deacon, commiseratingly. *: Make
it hard for her, won't it?”

questions Uncle

John asked, and little Johunie answered :
“Rum

The Riverside Press, Cambridge, 1851.
For sale

and

Alsoa history of

the Art from
its origin to the present
time, by William A. Emerson, wood en.
raver; illustrated. New Edition.
Boston:
ee & Shepard
publishers. New York:
Charles T. Dillingham, 1881. Price $1.00.
There is no need of saying much more, as:

ks, with many illustraBoston: Houghton, Mifflin &

This book is printed on thick paper, in
large, clear type, and finely illustrated with
antique cuts of early Boston scenery and per-

boy as any, what do you think she, would

one, and rendered doubly so by the knowl-

conversation

Co.

Price $1.50.
Dover.

prac.

used, and explains the manner of engravin
g

various classes of work.

BosTON TOWN. By Horse E. Scudder, author

Could you find his poor mother anywhere
on this earth, and should ask her if her
boy Thomas were not as pure and good a

These were the

tains a description of tools

BOOKS.
of the Bodle
tions on.wood.

With

tical instructions in the art for RG rik Pras.
ing to learn without an instructor.
It con-

¥

¢¢ Yes, that is true, he was no good in
this - world; but what made him so?

say?”

~H AND- BOOK OF WOOD ENGRAVING

- Waterature.

3 *" «He was no good in this world, any‘how,” said Walter; ¢ rum was bound to
kill him sooner or later.”

flame.”
All the boys

remained as mute as though he were
really transported bodily to the center of
and we'd all be on the town farm before |
the earth.
we knew it.”
Nothing broke the quiet except the rusMr, Weston wore a thoughtful countetle of a leaf now and then, or the low,
nance, yet a gleam of something like ahappy chatter of the two small boys bendmusement lighted up his eyes.
ing over their wonderful picture-book.
. *¢ Will you sell me one of your cows?”
But suddenly, with a whirr and buzz and
he asked.
:

replied the deacon hesitatingly.
~The minister continued: ‘I heard you

«« My son,” said Mrs. Warren, with the

tears in her eyes, ** don’t speak so.”

meant to give me.”
‘¢I—really—I—" began the deacon.
The situation was a most embarrassing

in their fragrance. It was very quiet in
the pleasant parlor, for Walter had hushed the little boys by saying rather impa= * Which means that I give one of them’ -Ftiently : “ Might as well try to study in

Fanuly Circle.

divine,

as

Next morning when the deacon, hoe on

quiet rejoinder.

Then there was silence while Deacon Larrabee filled another pail with snowy foam.

How happy, happy, happy,—

going

into.

thing, to speak of, ahead.”
¢¢ «But lay up for yourselves treasures in

The Sabbath Rest of souls;
Not sadly do we lift our face
To list if the bell tolls; —
Expectant, ready, and yet awed,

believe the Lord's
through him !”

comes

good neighbor ; but he'll never get any-

The Sabbath Rest comes on for Us—

no

‘ but I've made

Gray's. Must be instinct teaches em;
for he gives to ’em all, deserving or not.
I believe he'd take the coat off his back if
‘twas needed. He's a good neighbor—a

That would have all things bright
And fair and sweet.
Oh, overmuch
Can we prize the soft mother-toueh?

But 1 like him—I do,

stood for a

our town that doesn’t head direct for John

Of what was lain out for our wear
‘With tender touch at night,—
‘With lingerings of the mother-hand

eloquence

he

there's never a poor creature

‘We once thought heavenly robes could be
Not fairer than the purity

earnest, fearless

as

Methuselah. He's a’ hard-working man
enough, but why ’tis I can’t tell you;

Our deepest thought is stirred.

est, plain-spoken young

by

be forehanded if he lives to the age of

The Sabbath teachings heard;
By lighted wing in all the world

How

possessions

myself. A pig and a pitchfork, sir, was
all I had to begin with.”
«« How does your neighbor Gray get along?”
+ Gray? well, truth to tell, he’ll never

More powerful in their hold than all

How

countenance

« Well, yes,” said he;

That floated thro’ our prayers?

TWO

deacon’s

moment patting the sleek neck of a favorite cow.
.
;

ForgiveJO sweet, forgiving hearts,
If wakened memory wears
Too much toward the senses moved,
By the sweet garden smells that proved

rf

the

:

deacon’s

That went with us thro’ Sabbath calms,

=

over

¢¢ You are a prosperous man, deacon.”
A smile of safisfaction overspread the

.

For touch of mother-love ran thro’

_

tossed piecemeal back and forth across
the fence as the neighbors went steadily

to the colloquy narrated above. On the
shady side of the wall which : separated
Deacon Larrabee’s orchard and cornfield

The silvery chime that flows
A’thro’ the chambers of my brain
‘More softly than the sound of rain?

at least,

tle.

on with their work, drifted into indifferent

:
The waft from garden rows?
Q’er what fine nerves of sense comes in

upon one of them,

said Mr. Gray.
.
And then the fragmentary conversation,

channels.

: Thro’ what fine veins unseen comes in

brood. There they fastened the “animal
to a convenient post, rapped softly, and
departed, with the peaceful consciousness
which attends upon a worthy deed resting

em
vivid

1]

of Home,” the latest number of "Appleton’s
“ Home Book” series, that it would be a
to

good book
prayers,

read extracts
:

from

at family
.
:

Rev. T. L, Cayler, D. D., will soon give us,

through Robert Carter & Brothers, a racy
volume of foreign travel called “ A

Credit.”

Few

readier pen,

writers

Letter

of

of oor time hold a

THE

MORNING

STAR,

OCTOBER

ONLY ONE.

' WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1881.
. 18 HUMAN LIFE WORTH GUARDING?
It is told of the Roman Emperor Augusstus that he was once at a banquet given
‘by one of his chief nobles, when a slave,
waiting on the table, dropped and broke
:a costly crystal vase.
The uncontrolla-

Church and School Bells. MES. LYDIA E. POIKHAN, OF LYNN, MASS,

I

have heard of a case like this: A. deacon
was speaking to a visitor about
his pastor’s wantof suctess. No doubt he had
often reminded his pastor of the same
with, much

condolence.

¢ Well,”

BIZES AND

said

7,

the visitor, ¢‘ what is the proof?” “Proof?
Why, last year only one person joined
the church!”

¢ Sir, who

was

that

one?”

DR.

“I don’t know.” “You must know ; what
was his name P” He looks into the church‘ble terror of the man, and of his fellow- book, and finds that the name of the man
‘slaves as well, seemed so much greater who was the only one added to the
Then said
‘than the occasion required, that the em- church is ¢¢ Robert Moffat.”

And then

came out the fact that the master, a pro-

totype of Mrs. Stowe’s Legree, had given
a standing order that any slave who

should eommit this offense, even by acei«dent, should be cut to pieces and thrown

to the fishes in the pond. The emperor
rose from the table, and having shivered
- with a staff every vase in the dining-hall,

said lo their owner, * Be it known to you,
monster, that

one

human

life is

worth

ten thousand vases!” We Christians ia
America may well learn a lesson from
this heathen prince.
:

Our courts have

trifled with murder

the

other:

‘Sir,

when

you

added

toll

of

that

statistical

com-

the conversion of

—only one; and it was there reckoned to
be such a great success that it made ‘joy
in the presence of the angels.’ "—Wuichword.
:
ry
DREADFUL PAROXYSMS OF
°°
ASTHMA.
“1 was having dreadful paroxysms

served up te us in our Monday morning's
paper as regularly as the weeks come
around. Bloodshed has made the Sab-

respect I am greatly relieved.”
Treatise on
¢ Compound Oxygen”
sent free. DRS. STARKEY & PALEN, 1109 and 1111 Girard 8t., Philadelphia, Pa.
’

In Chicago

we have a Sunday murder

bath a red-letter day in the kingdom

darkness.
be

as

of

badly

conspicuous,

but there

There is a story of an Englishman, who,
on landing in New York, dared not walk

up Broadway till he was

arsenal.

Dut we need

armed

‘treme of panic, swing to an
indiflerence.

There

like an

not, from

is

an

extreme

enough

'ex-

of

murder,

and litcle enough punishment of it, to stir
in any thoughtful citizen the question,
To what does all this lead P”
There are large and growing classes,
chiefly foreigners, among us, to whom
human life has no more sacredness than
that of an ox. If it were their own lives
that they prize so flippantly like the
‘Chineman who is said to take his revenge
on you for an affront by killing
himself
on your doorstep, in hope of making you
some annoyance—one could be resigned
to it. But when their free-and-easy notions are applied to their neighbors, and
emphasized with a knife or a pistol, they
become a more serious matter.
This
murderous recklessness is largely due to

dhe disbelief in a hereafter that grows out
of German

Make way

and

with

French

materialism.

the soul's

immortality,

regard a man as a compound of a few
pounds of carbon, lime, silex.andphesphorus, that vanishes

at

death

into

the

earth and air, and the erime of snuffing
out his little flicker of lite will seem nothing very dreadful. But see him as an
undying creature, made in the image of
the Almighty, with a destiny that transcends imagination, and murder becomes
another affair. This respect for life belongs to a high grade of Christian civilization , while this

brutal

violence

tends

straight to barbarism...
The Southern
States bave shown that since the war.
Before the rebellion, with slavery demoralizing society, and pufling every man of
the dominant race with a fiery and insont pride; He UU remedy fora slight
was a stab or a shot. The dueling code
typified a state of society not much in advunce of the fourteenth century. But today, even South Carolina is attempting
to enforce

laws

against

dueling.

‘Southern gentleman” is
suspect that there is a trace
animus! in sheer force, and
human in reason. Ie has
cently, at just

about

The

beginning to
of something
of something
been, till re-

the

moral

level of

the *‘ dangerous
- classes” of the North,
and is slowly coming to the discovery of
a higher grade of existence.
The maudlin sentimentality that gets
into jary-boxes and defeats thé punishment of murder is, to society, a poison in
‘the blood. There is a dainty notion that
capital punishment imbrutes men, like
the old whipping-post and the breaking
on the wheel. But an execution conducted in private, with decorum and solemnity, has nothing in "common with such
exhibitions. It is no display of physical
force.
It simply
impresses the tur-

bulent classes with

stern majesty of law.

—or,

among

at

least,

the

sovereign

There

there

are

are

and

classes

individuals

them—whom no gentler motive

will touch.

And

probably

murder

will

have to grow and ripen till it stdr(s a
ublic sentiment that will insist on punishment.
* Hanging is ‘played out in
New York,” said a desperado in that city
a few years ago, on his way to jail after
a long course of impunity.
And the
words—like Tweed's, ‘ What
are you

going to do about it?” were the last sting
needed by the patience that had long
since ceased to be a virtue.
They cust
him his life. And a greater public than
- that of New York will yet be aroused in
like

fashion.— Advance.

THE MYSTERY OF DREAMS.

ere

the

twelfth

stroke

had

died

away,

having in the interval dreamed .that he
had committed a crime, was detected

after five years, tried and

condemned;

the shock of finding the halter around his

neck aroused him to consciousness, when
he discovered that all these events had
happened in an infinitesmal fragment. of

time. Mohammed, wishing to luirate
‘the wonders of sleep, told how a certain

man, being a sheik, found himself, for
his pride, ‘made & poor fisherman ; that het
lived as one for sixty years, bringing up a
family and working hard, and or
waking up from his long dream, so short
a time had he been asleep that the narrow-necked gourd bottle, filled with wa‘ter, which he knew he overturned as he

fell asleep, had not time to empty
itself,
+ How tast the soul travels when the body

18 asleep! Often when we awake we
shrink from going in the dull routine of a
“Sordid
)

sons who do

&ot

patronize

the Morning

existence, regretting

the pleasant-

fo of dream-land.
Er
Tae mes when we’ go to

is it’ that’
a strange

pe re fancy that we have seen it beoe
8 It possible
that when ote has
Sge asleep, the soul has floated away,

it irk Place, and has that memory of
50 surprises us ? In a od Low
farfdual is the 6 of man,
how far not.

WARNER

|GEN'TS

WANTED

& CO.,

Rochester,

for the Best

Js a sure

contracted Rheumatism whilein the army, and
for twelve long years suffered, he thinks, a8 much
treated by some of
38 4 man ould ag
this State, and afterwards
physicians in
e
in Boston, withoutbenefit. Six bottles of Clarke’s
Rheumatic Elixir cured him, and he has had
no return_of the disease. For sale by all Drug.

Warner's Sa
1
For Sale b Druzsiste and Dealers at $1.25
per bottle.
AEN
ttle in the market. Try it.

HH.

Cured.—Mr.

Me., testifies that he

Daniel B. Dodge, Edgecomb,

Star

and Fastest-

istts.

ELBRIDGE GERRY died at Raymond Village,
Me., Aug. 21, aged 67 years.
He gave his
heart to Christ in early life and upon the organization of the F. B.. church in this place
was one of the first to unite ‘with it, and he
renfuined a worthy and beloved member until
death, which was very sudden, his sickness

who

all

unite

good man has fallen.

in saying that a

He leaves an only daugh-

died

ia

0

s, Colds, Diphtheria, Chiles Diarthes,
.._A Sure and Speedy Cure for Sore Throat, Cou
Cuts,
Dysentery, Cramps, Cholera, Summer Complaint, Sick Headache, Neura gia,
Bruises, Sprains, Rheumatism, etc.
Perfectly safe to use inte TNA
can afford to be without it. Sold

- PERRY

of religion

when

22

years

old,

80 that his Christian experience extended over almost sixty-six years. He honored bis
profession by a correct life,
He was an inLelligent, devoted Christian. He loved all the
good and true, especially his own church.
The

Morning

Star

was

a welcome,

visitor to

his home for more than fifty years. He had
a pleasant home, made so‘ by devotion to
Christ and the exercise of a mebk and quiet.
spirit, . All who became acquainted © with
Bro. W, respected
und
loved him. During
his sickness he was patient, cheerful and re-

signed,

yea, more, he was

jortul

and

said,

“(Glory to God, the Saviour has come to welcome me home!”
He leaves an aged com-

panion and seven children. May God bless
them all with support and consolation in
Christ Jesus.
As LIBRY.
“ My Tormented
is the exclamation
hard-working man

know

why it aches?

one
Do

& SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. I.

bad humors.
you

need.

Kidney-Wort

“It

acts

like

A TRUE TONIC

h

headache.

says a,

well known Ji ictan, “ I never knew it to
fall” Li qui
or dry sold by Druggists.~
Boston Post.
—

TTY’S

ORGANS, 18usdeful stops, 5 sets
reeds only $65. Pianos $135 up.
LX llns. Catalog, Free. Address BEATTY,
ashington, N. J.

8. M. PETTENGILL
Row,

New

& CO,, 37 Park

York, are our Agents, and

are

au-

$horized to contract for advertizing at our lowest

£5

for pamph-

coustipation,” biliousnesy,
25 cents per box,

Sold by all Druggists. <8

0h BARDYS WOMATS FZAD.
A REMEDY
or. Diseases
S——

BROWN

R_—

CHEMICAL

for

Wounds,

Bruises,

Ulcers,

of “Woman's Friend”!

Sores,

Galls,

ete.
e only
the teeth or give

Will always Blessthe Name

|Scalds

WARRANTED

Cuts,

Wind § SATISFACTION j§ Galls,

Corns,

Boils,

Would

Strain,

Fistula,

Saved

Price 25 and 50c per bottle

ERS
(Cong.)

in

Dr. Hardy’s

plaints.

and

|

Dr. GROSVENORS’ LIVER AID
But

IS NOT A PAD,
an Internal Remedy
Liver Complaints,
Such

for

Me.,

your

as

BILLIOUSNESS, POOR APPETITE, INDIGESTION,
DYSPEPSIA, D1zZINESS, PILES, BOILS, JAUNDICE,

HEARTBURN,

SOUR

STOMACH,

RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, ERUPTIONS, SCROFULOUS SORES, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, IMPURITIES AND SALT RHEUM.
The Liver is the Largest Organ of the Human
Body. It is the largest because it has the most to
do. Itis intimately connected with the digestive
and nervous systems, consequently any derangement in the Liver produces Constipation, and a
hundred evils in its train, and also occasions
nervous diseases without
number;
resulting, if

unchecked, in paralysis, insanity, or death. Dr,
Grosyenor’s Liver-Aid is a wonderful medicine
for immediate’ action upon the Liver, and thousands of testimonials have been

received

as

terday, had a call for two more

her gick headache,

but neverofound

any

relief un-

til she took the Liver-Aid. It has, indeed, been
invaluable to her. She is now using her fourth
bottle. I told our druggist how excellent it was
and assured him that he might

safely recommend

it as the best known remedy
for sick headache.
He siya is J) Rok adveriised half enough. I hope
|

yn Vv

et

it

become

For sale Pal

better

* I have been afflicted with dyspepsia for years,
and had to eat gruel for seven months at one time,
and that distrested me.
My back
was 80 weak
that I had to lean en the sink to wach.
Feet and

am

enjoying

DANIEL AYER.

From a Deacon at Madison Bridge:
DEAR SIR :—I

have

used

your

DR. DYER—

Golden

Ointment

for piles and your pills. I was so low when I com.
menced using your pills, in 1868, that my friends
and physicians despired of my life. I have been

cured by

your pills, and

now

enjoy

comfortable

health,

They work like a charm.

ty in them

is, a continued use requires a less dose.

One

peculiari-

With thankfulness I remain yours,
EDSON DUNTON.
Sample packages free te all. Price 25 cents per
box. 6 for $1.00. Address all orders to the preprietors,
DR. D. DYER, & SON,
Burnham

Waldo Co.

Maine.

CORRODERS

AND

GRINDERS

MANUFACTURERS

LEAD
AND

OF
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:

OF

PIPE

NARROW

SHEET

LEAD.

SALEM,

&

North-Western.

RAILWAY
Is the OLDEST! - BEST CONSTRUCTED
EQUIPPED!

MASS,

LEADING
WEST

Council

Bluffs,

DENVER,

SALT

LAKE,
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-
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PULLMAN

Through

Express Trains each way

PALACE

SLEEPING COACHES

are run over its

Bay,

Oshkosh,

consin and the Northwest.
At Council Bluffs the Trains

the Lake

Shore,

connections

Michigan

are

Central,

Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania,

made

& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee

Handle Routes.
Close connections made

:

Itis the ONLY

LINE
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and comfort of its patrons ie

JOHN,

Ger

" \}t, and

Pass.

4g’t,

un

it

my

Iam

satisfied that had Inot

4

od =

provided,
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P

Ly

Chicago.

Er3

been

as

a vic-

ours truly,

‘

Craftsbury, Vt., Jan., 1881.

ABBIE

HATCH,

Price $1.00 a Bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Wholesale
Agents.
DR. 8. HARDY’S SONS, Prop’s, Cornish Flats, N.H.

FREEMASONRY
©
EXPOSED!
By Rev. C. G. Finney, D. D.
bg
A Distinguished Author, Noted Preacher, and
late President of Oberlin’ Coll
Ohio.
© renounced Masonry
soon after
conversion to
Christ. Messrs. E. A, COOK'& CO., 18 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill, Price in Paper covers 35
cents.
They also keep a full assortment of Anti-Masonic Books, and

| f°

publish

the

Christian

weekly paper opposed to secret societies.
no

EA

WM

a

*

Hag

”

R.

.

not

er.

at suffer-

for me, and I am hale and hearty, and I feel to
say I am thankful that you have been led to

running

2d V. P. & Gen’]l Mang’r,

I can

invent so excellent and remarkable a medicine as
the Woman’s Friend or Nature’s Grand Asistant,
I think it Tightly Rated. :

CHICAGO, and COUNCIL BLUFFS,|
MARVIN

medi-

that

tim to consumption or the insane asylam ; but, as
it is, one bottle and a half made all things right

Pan

man Sleepers on all Night Traingi>
Ingist upon Ticket Agents selling you Tickets
via this road. Examine your Tickets, and refuse
to buy if they do not read over the Chicago &
North-Western Railway.
y
If you wish the Best Travelling
Accommodations you will buy
your tickets il this route,
¥3.AND WILL TAKE
NONE OTHER.
All Ticket Apn sell Tickets by. this Line.

invaluable

necessities demanded, I would have

at Junction Points.

RUN THROUGH, and to all Express Trains is attached one of those FAMOUS PALACK DINING CARS for |
E. 8T.

with

Chicago

and

like

cine, the Woman’s Friend ; I feel

say too much in its praise as I was a

Baltimore &
and

;

Hardwick, Vt., Feb. 2, 1881.

North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart from, arAt Chicago, close

:

Never saw any anything

I write you in behalf of your

rive at, and use the same joint Union Depot.

connections are madein Union Depots, and its Tickets ape soid at all Coupon Tieket Offices
Gen’l Sup’.

Mr. Lyford says:

the Woman’s Friend, it is better than gold ; would

Sheboygan,

of the Chicago &

Sa | which this
Route has become renowned,
Te
.
Pe
This is The Only Ralirond Owned by One. Company Running Throuch Cars from Chiéagodnto the State of Kansas Without Change.

i &) Its

Mrs. Hill of Greensboro’, Vt. says that she nev“er had’ anything do her so much good as the Woman’s Friend. She says, in fact she could not keep
house without it.
‘
Mrs. 8. J. Wells of Calias says the Woman’s
Felend saved her sister’s life when everything else

Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis, or
Volga, Fargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatonna,and all points in Minnesota, Dakota, Wis-

PACIFIC

perfect track, and every appliance for the safety

it with but little faith. When 1 had used one bot-/
tle could attend to my household duties, a thing I

had not done for three months ; took three bottles
and am completely cured.
y

Sioux City,

2°hen 2 | stretching
Detwoen CHICAGO
and COUNCIL
BLUFFS, KANSAS CITY, ATCHISON and LEAYENWORTH,
Is the GREAT STEEL LINK; in the olRIGHTY CHAIN | SE»
“o'
across the C
t from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
A
'wo

tried

I tried

go fifty miles for it rather than let his wife be
without it a single day.
‘
. Yours with many thanks for so good a medicine.
MRS. LUCENA A. CROSS.

Green

i

ISLAND

had

good ; a lady

failed.

ilwaukee,

(nd

.

is with

Cedar Rapids, Des Moines, Columbus,
and all
oints in
the Territories and the West.
Also, for

Pn

b

several doctors and they did me no

SAN FRANCISCO,

&

Sa

Waterbury Center, Vt., Sept. 17, 1876.
DR. HARDY’S SON~,—Dear Sirs: It

male weakness of eight years’ standing,

Omaha,

g!

I; 113
¥ We 2

that ehe had two daughters
cured with
doctors had given up to die with con-

gave me a bottle of Woman’s Friend, ‘snd

LEADVILLE,

Deadwood,

«8=
£58
a

did

for truly it is the woman’s friend; it is all it 18
recommended to be. I know that it saved me
from an ultimely grave. I was ing
with fe-

Northern Illinois, Iowa, Dakota, Wyoming, Ne»
braska, California, Oregon, Arizona, Utah, Colorado, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, and for
.

wel
85:3
wage
i

K)

but

pleasure that I recommend the “Woman’s Friend,”

It is the short and best route between Chicago and
all points in

8 8

pies

|.

—OF THE
NORTHWEST!

AND

8

Pie

BEST

RAILWAY

g 5

EF]

to-night

left some; and now she has another daughter the
doctors say must die,but she don’t believe it,for she
says it is the best medicine in the world; and I
think she is right; and I long to have the time
come when I can start and tell whatI know
about it.
8. C. BUZZELL.

and hence the

i

a

com-

sumption, and your father called to her house and

RAILW

i

3

5

H-WESTERN

BETWEEN

PURE WHITE LEAD,
AND

some,saying
it that the

ds

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,

FRANK A. BROWN, Treas.

i

in

they have given good satisfacti n,

Mrs. M. A. SHIVLER.
447, W. 22d St., New York.

bottles for

them

good health, eat any kind of focd, work all da;
with ease.
I have sold 36 dozen ia one year, an

known.

Druggists ¢at $1 per bottle, or six

warm

midsummer.—Death seemed Just before me.
I
commenced using Dr. D. Dyer’s pills In October,

:

0

DesHoines
CHICAGO & N

—)THE(—

Chicago

are

From an honored member of the Society of
Friends, North Vassalboro’, Me., July 380, 1878:

to the

benefit it has given.
—
Liver-Aid has been a blessing to my poor, afflicted mother. She tried many, many things for

thes

recommended to be, and their sales are rapi ly in.
creasing.”
Deacon T. G. Earle, of Park St. F. B. Church,
Providence, R. I., says,
‘1 have used Dr. Dyer’s
pills for headache and dyspepsia, and have re.
ceived more benefit from one box of them than
from all other medicines I ever used.

and

is

not have it, so thought it time I had some ordered.
A lady sent to me
yesterday from Northfield for

says,

recommending

1877, and found reliel at once,

experience

TESTIMONIALS.

5
ol©,

Hallowell,

that I had to

years’

DR. 8. HARDY’S SONS :—I am doing good business with W. F. I sold one to-day and three yes-

Cp

* Dr. Dyer’s pills are better than

hands were socold

forty

READ

Liver

pills, for they do more than you claim for them.”
Rev. S. P. Fernald, (F. B.) Melvin Village, N.
H., writes,
** Your pills give the best of satisfaction. Please send me 40 boxes.
;
F. W. Kinsman
(proprietor
of Adamsom’s
Cough Balsam, a valuable remedy), Augusta, Me.,

says,

Cured

paunding medicmes resulted in the discoveries
which render the Woman’s Friend the most
successful remedy ever made for all Female Com-

TESTIMONIALS,
pleasure

Life.

A Victim to Consumption or
the Insane Asylum.

Dyspeptic
Pills.

great

Her “Sister's

Of Consumption.

DR. BD. DYERS

Rev. A. Ridlon,

Fifty Miles for it

Two Danghters

“C0., Baltimore, Md.

Headache

Go

Saved From an Dtinely Grave.

it in well with the hand.
Sold by all druggists.

‘Write for the A B C Book, 32 pp. of

Sold by all druggists.

useful and amusing reading
— sent free.

cure

Burns,

TRON BITTERS are highly recommended for all diseases requiring a certain and efficient
to! C3 especially Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Interof Energy, ete. Enriches
mittent Fevers, Want of Appetite, Loss of Strength, Lack
es, and gives new life to the nerves. They act
the blood, strengthens the m
like a charm on the digestive organs, removing all dyspeptic symptoms, such
as Tasting the Food, Belching, Heat in the Sona,
Iron Preparation that will not blacken

sure

Sprains,

. | A PERFECT STRENGTHENER.A SURE REVIVER.

kid-

is the medicine

a charm,”

Send

Mention this Paper.

For Man and Beast.

LB

It is because: your

all letters of inquiry.

Address as above,

ARNICA®

A

poor
you

neys are over-taxed and need strengthening,
“your system needs to bé cleansed of

d

LINIMENT]

Back *

of mgre than
and woman.

d is unsurp

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S

HENRY
& JONSON'S
OIL

or externally, and certain to afford relief. sNo family
by all druggists at 25¢., 50¢c. and $1.00 a bottle.

DAVIS

“| take

He made

p

of bearing down, causing pain, weight
is always permanently cured by its use.
times and under all circumstances
act in
the laws that govern the female system.
of Kidney Complaints of either sex this

LIVER PILLS. They cure
and torpidity of the liver.

BOSTON.

MRs. PoLLY BuzzeLL, widow of the late
Jonathan Buzzell, died in Barrington, Aug.
29, aged 73 years, 11 months.
She was one
of the few faithful members of the Canaan
church, standing firm and hopefal-during the
many years of discouragement through which
the church passed.
She was spared until she
saw the blessing of God poured out in the ¢onversion of souls, for which she had long prayed, and the erection of a neat little chapel, in
which
she was intensely
interested.
She
attended the dedicatory services of the chapel
and one week later was carried from its door
to her last resting-place. Although suddenly,
she fell with her armor on.
Je 8. No

Me.,

Ci

608 Washington t.,

IS A PURELY VEGETABLE REMEDY
FOR INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL USE.

Headaches of 40 Years’ Continuance have
been Cured ty Them.
They are the
Great Mandrake Liver Fill.

Freeport,

:

‘Glen. Managers, -

MRS. LUCINDA CHANEY, widow of the late
Thomas Chaney, died in Wilton, Me., Sept. 18,
aged about 80 years. She professed religion in
early life and united with the F. B. church, and
remained a worthy member,
She leaves one
brother and a large circle of friends.
Com.

in

That feeling
and backache,
It will at all
harmony with
For the cure

+ HUNT BROS.

PAIN KILLER

Mgs. CAROLINE RITZLER, wife of Antony
Ritzler, died in Green Camp,
O., Sept.2, aged
30 years, 3 months and 22 days. In very early
life she gave her heart to God and was confirmed as a member of the Lutheran church,
but distance and labor incident to domestic
life frequently prevented her attendance upon
the services of the sanctuary.
Daring our revival effort of ’79 she came under the watch
and care of the Berwick F. B. church, which
church relation she harmoniously retained until severed by death.
She ever endeavored to
lead a consistent Christian life and gave evidence of her acceptance with God.
Her funeral was largely attended ; services in English
by the writer, in German by Rev, Mr. Rubl of
Prospect, O.
J. A. SUTTON,
'

died

General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi

freely answers

E. A. B.

H, WADE

and Uloera

gestion,

let.

|

Co., N. Y., June 21, 1803; at the
age of 24 emigrated to Ohio and settled in
Berlin, Erie
Co.; in 1828 married Betsey Harper, and three
years ago last June they celebrated their golden
wedding.
In the year 1848 he removed
with
his family to Kingston, Dekatb Co., Ill., where
he resided 23 years, and ten Jents ago moved
to Quasqueton, Iowa, where
he died. He wus
the father of three sons and five daughters;
8 years ago the youngest son preceded
him to
the Spirit land. This man was a patriot, and
when our country needed defenders his three
sons and his two sons-in-law entered the army.
His religious life began alfout fifty ‘years ago.
Of late years he was a great reader of the Bible,
and every day devoted several hours to searching the Scriptures, and for more than twenty
ears was a subscriber to the Morning Star.
{e leaves a widow and 7 children, 27 grandchildren and 8 great-grandchildren.
Funeral
services held at the Congregational church,
Rev. Mr. Potwin preaching a sermon from Ps.
17:15.
May the family be a united one on the

ABNER

troubles, Inflam ation

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S VEGETABLE COM- POUND is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass, - Price $1. Six bottlesfor $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham

Quasqueton,

CLARA TIBBETTS died in Lyman, Me., Sept.
19, aged 63 years. She chose Christ as her
Saviour ten Jous ago, and was baptized three
years later
by Rev. W. J. Twort and joined
the ¥. B. church in Lyman, of which she remained a true and faithful “member
until
death—for which she was allready.
She had
been an invalid for several years, which der
prived her of the privilege of the public means
of grace, but she did not forget the Saviour
nor the church of her choice. Funeral services
conducted by the writer, assisted by Rev. J.
8. Potter, a former pastor.
Text, Job 19: 26.
B. D. NEWELL.

ovarian

J

tion, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Spinal Weakness. andis particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
:
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
an early
stage of
dev l
t. The
tend
to cancerous humors theres checked very speedily by its use.
fatal
a
It removes faintness,
Ys
ysall
craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,

RAE

Buchanan Co., Towa, July 24, aged 78 years
and one month. He was bora in Italy, Yates

other shore.

‘plaints,all

{

For sale everywhere.

A.

WHITNEY

1s a Positive Cure

for a those Pa toourbest |Sinte and YY cake

of one doctor’s visit.

ter, her husband and children, with a large
circle of friends, to lament his departure.
~ JAMES W.

PINKHAM'S

_ "It will cure entirely the worst form of Female
Come’

physicians, to die with Confi sumption. Under these circumstances he compounded
this Elixir, was cured
and lived to a good oid age: 8
You can try it for the price

lasting but a few hours. Bro, G. was a cheery,

hearty Christian, with a kind word for every
one, and baving known much sorrow in life
had a deep sympathy for others. He loved
the people of his choice, and all their interests
were dear to him; yet while loyal to his own
be had ua broad Christian love for all God’s children, his house being a home for all Gospel
workers and his interest for the whole community.
He will be very much missed by the
little church, his aged friends, and the whole

for

Whooping

- __Fifty years ago, Elder
Downs was given up by his

pared by Rev. Walter Clarke,
roprietor of th
European CoughR emedy, Weer B uxton,
5
9
Me.

Prices rePhila. Pa.

remedy

Colds,

Cough, and all Lung dis-§f
eases, when used in season. f

| ¥

Pre-

bottles, $5.

six

Price, $1 per bottle;

i Coughs,

it

A, KIMBALL.
kt
ATHY O44

Permanently

is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words, VERSES are inadmissible.

community,

E.

{VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries should be
BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE H
RED WORDS, and for those sent by per-

a profession

A man fell asleep as the clock tolled
the first stroke of twelve. He awakened

Rheumatism

Selling Pictoral Books and Bibles.
duced 83 per cent. National Pub. Co.,

Sept. 19, aged 87 Fours, 11 months,

--O
0-6
++

LYDIA

Lung and Throat Affections.

of

®bituaries.

is

no one of them that can afford
to take
any Pharisaic airs in regard ‘to
matter. Guiteaun’s crime was only the apex
of a stratum that pervades the continent.
We do not mean that a St. Bartholomew
massacre is going on. We do not mean
that aniong the respectable classes in so«ciety there is any increase of deeds of
blood. There are wild notions of Westorn lawlessness held at the East, as there
are of American lawlessness held abroad.

Catal

HALF A CENTURY OLD,

its superiority over all other remedies of the
kind, for
;

()xygen’ came.

I am very grateful to inform Jou t at in that

Other cities may or may not

Fire Alarms,

1yl

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana

Value, and is a POSITIVE

t
Cinoinad, O

is]

Msthma

the Compound

Schools,

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of

1s made from a Simple ©

s

Cos

BUCKEYE
BELL FOUNDRY
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches
WARRANTED,

sages)

-and ignored its proper remedy till it has
become, in some quarters, an epidemic.

when

BELLS.

Church, School, Fire-alarm, Fine-toned, low-priced, warrant

“ed. C
with 1500testimon
Blymyer Manufacturing

Whooping Cough,
And other Lung Affections,

|

50 00
75 00
130 00

& Co, Sencca Falls, N. Y%, Usa.

|

one sinner

30in.4901bs.
34in.7301bs.
38m.9251bs.

BLYMYER Fg

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma, |

that

No.7,
No.8,
No.9,

Rumsey

:

— FOR —

plaint, ‘only ene.’ Do you know what
they once rang the bells of heaven for?
It was over

i

"PULMONARY

man to your church you added genera- |
tion upon generations ; and yet you have
been making your pastor’s life bitter by
the dismal

N.

PRICES.

Diam. of Wg't with Cost of
Bell, yoke &
Bell &
pe
Jrame
Hang's.
No.6, 25in.2301bs.
$2500
No. 6%,27 in. 340 Ibs.
36 00

is the Hope of the Race.

Somewhere, I can not tell where,

Health of Woman

@The Forming Star.

jperor inquired into the cause.

12. 1881.
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THERev. STAR
AND BOOKS FOR SALE.
8. M. Weeks, of Milford, 'Mass., has the

Morning Star complete, from 1836 to 1880, 18 vols.

are bound; also: the Register

from

1833 to 185:

bound, first
8 vols. of F. B. Quarterly, 6 yols, of

Oldshausen’s Com. on the New Testament, 2 vols.
Bromfield’s Greek Testament, with notes, 3 vols.
Master of Pulpit Eloquence, &¢., &o., which he
1 would gladly sell, being in poor health.

}
%
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A famine is threatened in Sweden.

President Garfield.
BY

HENRY W.

LONGFELLOW.

* E venni dal martirio a questa pace.”
These words the Poet heard in Paradise,
«
Uttered by one who, bravely dying here,
In the true fhith, was living in that sphere,
Where the Celestial Cross of sacrifice
Spread its protecting arms athwart the skies;
And, set thereon, like jewels crystal clear,

!

The

souls magnanimous, that knew not fear,

Flashes their effulgence on his dazzled eyes.
how dark the discipline of pain,

Ah, me!

Were not the suffering followed by-the sense
Of infinite rest and infinite release!
This is our.consolation: and again
A reat
rie to us in our suspense,—
¢« I came froth
martyrdom unto this peace!”
—The
The

Wednesday

Late

night

Independent.

President.

President

Garfield’s

mains were transferred very quietly from

re-

the

easket in which they came from Elberon to an
air-tight casket made of sheet bronze.
Mayor
Herrick received a letter dated September 29.

stating that on representations ef the Union
League club and prominent citizens. of New
York
the body was not placed in a proper

receptacle. The Metallic Burial Case

Company

of New York offered a casket, which was made

. specially for the purpose. Mrs. Garfield
. Dr. J. H. Robisson weresummoned by
‘, graph, and came here yesterday to see the
et, which was sent on by a special car.
Garfield was much pleased with the gift,
sheet bronze, elaborately

wrought

A solid gold plate to

trimmings.

the transfer
casket is of

with her wishes
was made. The

in accordance
of the remains

and
telecaskMrs,
and

with

gold

be fixed

on

of the casket will be inscribed as Mrs. Gardirects. The
remains were in 55 ules:
peétedly
good &
of preservation, and. how
that a proper casket has been provided, it is
probable that the plans of the monument committee will be changed, and instéad of the body
being put in the ground a crypt will be erected
and the casket exposed to view.

The Estate of the Late President.

The affairs relating to the estate of the late
trus-

over to

President will shortly be turned

All expenses

tees that will be appointed.

in-

curred during the sickness of the President

will be regarded as debts of the estate, and. the
bills will be called for by the trustees. If Con-

gress so desires, a schedule of the bills will be

* furnished for any action they may see fit to
‘take. If an appropriation-i§ made covering the
, estate will be relieved
~-£Xpense incurredthe

from the payment.

The trustees will proceed

on the theory, which is a perfectly correct one,
“that these expenses are private debts, and not
an indebtedness of the government. What
part

Congress

may

see

fit to

Mr.

J.

course, not known.

assume

Stanley

is, of

Brown

says that he has no idea of what the entire

pense ofthe

ex-

sitkness of the President will

amount to.

far no bills have been

present-

ed, and probably they will not be until the

trustees call for them.

Mrs. Garfield
preparations

in good

to

He

says

health,

superintend

that

he

left

and making

the education

of

ber children.— Washington National Republican. °
:
:
President Arthur’s Movements.

:

Mr. J. Stanley Brown states that it is Presjdent Arthur’s intention to continue at the
residence of Senator Jones for some time. The
President thinks that the extra session of the
senate will be of brief duration,
aud until that
‘is over he will remain in his present quarters,
transacting his official business through the
Executive Mansion.
After that it is probable
that he will remove to the Soldiers’ Home until the White House repairs are fully completed, coming into town every day to attend to
any business that may require his presence.
At present he receives the heads of different
departments every day, excepting Saturday,
between the hours of 1 and 2 o’clock, and other visitors on Monday, Wednesday and Thursday. The first Cabinet meeting of the new
administration will be held next Tuesday, by
which time it is expected ‘all the members of
the Cabinet will have returned to Washington.
The President positively declines to hear any
applicants for office, and thinks fhat the minor
offices now vacant should be tilled by the heads
of the various departments. Mr. Brown reports the President as looking well and being
in the best of health.
New

Columbia.

The statement that Wrangel Land, in the
Arctie ocean, recently taken possession of by
Captain Hooper on behalf of the United States
government, is a part of the Dominion of Canada, is not considered accurate by government

officials, since the colors of the Dominion have
never been raised upon the land. Major Clarke,
of the revenue marine bureau, has received
a private letter from Captain Hooper, in which
it is suggested that the new possession be named New Columbia. This name is thought to be
very appropriate, and will probably be adopted
by the government.
Captain Hooper
has not
yet seen any trace of the‘ Jeannette.”
General

Gordon

on Garfield.

" General G. W. Gordon, ex-Confederate, in
_ his address in memory of Garfield atthe Circuit Court at ‘Memphis, said: *“ While his steps
were in the dust, his eyes were on the stars.

“By courage, toil, talent, integrity and sobriety,
‘he fought
his way, single-handed and alone,

from the hovel to the White House.

By these

country, but, I submit,

to the most noble,

ex-

alted and enviable position to-day held by any
citizen of the world. And, although he ascend-

_ ed from alevel solow to ah eminence so high
it did not dazzle him nor lessen his humility.
He was one of the few men of the world’s
. great history whom

prosperity

| - adversity strengthens.
the emotion,

the

humbles

and

I had rather possess

culture,

the

oratorv

and

the geniusof Gar@ld than all the blood-stained
laurels that ever Czsar tore from the livid
‘brows of fallen kings, or all the jewels that ever Hanni bal stripped from the frozen fingers
of his

slaughtered knights.

The wisdom, mod-

eration
reform foreshadowed in his brief
administration were daily Widening his ioflu‘ence and
larity, especially with the peo-

le of the
South,
fastening the ¢

p

that he
was
| all feel/ and

flag, one

union,

Dr. Taltiage is reported as saying iu his pul-

pit that he had been trying for the lust eight
for Guiteau; but, not having
Sundays to
succeeded,
he would have to abandon the task
' to“

£

the old ministers who have got so good

«can do anything.”

This may do for

, though
not by any means approTalmage does not believe ‘that

‘Guiteau ought notto be prayed for or that he

y of an, no one would

n'askingmind.GodAnd,
to give
him reif be should
by God, and meet

:

siana is dying. —General

Custer’s fight.

Joseph C. Abbott,

ex-

the Boil;

Buitea States Senator from North Carolma, died
1 at Wilmington
on Saturday.—Advices from
There was a heavy frost in northern South
North Africa state that severe fighting, bas been
intprogress
for
several
days past around Kef, beCarolina on Wednesday night, and it is feared
tween the French troops and the insurgents.
It
that the recent frosts in Virginia have serioushad not been learmed
however, with what result ~The Spanish government has appointed
ly damaged the tobacco crop. The crop in
General Pendergast
governor of Cuba in place of
North Carolina is likewise badly injured.
General Blanco.—It
is rumored
that a new treaty between the Bey of Tunis
afd France will soon
The Republican national committee met in
be
concluded.
New York Thursday and passed resolutions
deploring the death of President Garfield, indorsing President Arthur and calling upon all
Datriagic citizens to stipport his administraEx-President Enoch Pond, of the Bangor
Theological Seminary, is ninety-five years old,
and says he hasnot had a headache in sixtysix years.
About

£50,000

in

gold

from

Holland was

bought in London, Thursday, for shipment to

WORTH

The Apache war is about

over., Band after

Baral

About a million square miles of country
covering Utah, Colorado, Wyoming, Idaho,
Montana, Western Dakota, Arizona,
New
Mexico, Nevada and eastern Oregon can be

$2

cultivated only by irrigation.
The French visitors to the Yorktown celebration were entertainedat West Point the other
.day under the auspices of the New York State
commission, The visitors left for Niagara
Falls.
Arizona advices state that the hostile Indians are moving toward the Mexican frontier;
the American troops will follow them across
the border if it becomes necessary, and cooperate with the Mexican authorities in effecting their capture,
pl
The fire in Michigan is being followed by
fever of a typhoid order, bilious colic and
pneumonia.
A great many of the survivors
are suffering and dying from these causes. The
greatest demand exists for more relief.

Harry

Garfield,

the late President’s oldest

marble

tablet

is to
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and berries used to be; what hard
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have

crease of fruit sugar, from
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attained by any other manufacturers Bitters,

secured and the water evaporated; the change be_
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bath of fresh

their orjginal form, color and

flour make

a sauce

A large load of pumpkins may be driven
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morning
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the next

duced to an imperishable conditiofh

year
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slices,

Northern
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thirty
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to the original

vegetable.

good result

of the

hard times a few

years ago, was the bringing into life an article
in proprietary medicine, which gave to every

industry,
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VERMICELLI PUDDING.

CORN.

Ch
market,
The

'

Cultivator.)

firm froth; pour into a pudding mold which has
an inch

of the top,

previously

buttered and thickly powdered with fine’ molded

“vrumbs of hard toasted hread ; close the cover with
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English Anthems
casions, beautifully printed, and bound in flexi.
ble cloth covers,

79 Bast inh street, New York.

Index.

Sacred and Secular Choruses,
Selected and arranged
|

.

| For Singing Societies
and Musical

.
75 cts.)by Emerson, is the sing.
The EIREAT,
-ing-schoelol book Yor the season. The best
of all his
Singing school books, as the HERALD
OF
PRAISE (81) is probably of his church music
books, and of his SONG BELLS
(50 cts.) for
common schools
the same may be said. Do not
fall also to examine Tilden’s
excellent
WELCOME CHORUS ($1) which 1s nodoubtAND

IN

a new one.
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TONIC PILLS
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particu-

Have proven a boon ic
thopsands
of suffering
women. They are prepared expressly for, and, if
used as directed, never fail to cure the most obstinate Misplacements, Ovarian Troubles and Chron-

Boston.

ic Weaknesses,

Ayer’'s Hair Vigor,
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NATURAL
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COLOR.
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As a Dressing for Ladies’ Hair; _
grateful

POILY

tinctly. We
using
Send for
descriptive circular with testimonials. Address
H.P.K.PECK
& 00., 858
Bro
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York

dis-

ble perfume, di valued for the
1
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soft 0lustre
and
richness of tone it imparts.
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Dr. Peck's Artificial Ear Drums

dandruff, heals all humors, and keeps. the scalp

4

ly2Geow

:

y and always surely re.

cool, clean and soft—under which conditions,
eases of the scalp are impossible,

sex.

FOR

Advancing
years,
sickness, care, disa;
pointment and here (i.
tary predisposition,
all turn the hair gray,
and either of them in.
cline it to shed prematurely.
AYER'S HAIR VIGOR,
\ by long and extensive
use, has proven that it
stops the falling of the
hair immediately ; often renews the growth;

praised for its

to the best of the

.

NS
HI
stores its color, when
faded or gray. It stimulates the nutritive organs
to healthy activity and preserves both the
hair
and its beauty. . hus brashy, weak or sickly hair
becomes glossy, pliable and stren, gthened ; lost
hair Tegrows with lively expression; falling hair
is checked and stablished;
thin hair thickens ; and
faded or gray hairs resume their original color.
Its operation is sure and harmless. It cures

the VIGOR is

80 common

All letters are answered by a skillful Female Physician, Pills sold by druggists, or mailed Apoh
receipt of price, 81. hi
x; six boxes, $5.00.
Send for pamphlet and list of cured. Address,
H. F. THAYER,
& Co.,
13 Temple Place,
Boston, Mass.

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR
TO

of which

DITSON & CO., Boston.

Volume,

With Prize Cover drawn by

companion

is the equally good BEACON
LIGHT (30cts.)
A5~Any book malled for retail price.

BABYLAND, 1881.
Bound

in mind LIGH

(3jots.) in she Tront rank of Sunday-

school sone books, & worthy

WILLIAM KNABE & CO.
Nos. 204 and 206 West Baltimore St., Baltimeor. No. 112 Fifth Avenue, New York.

The

Conventions.

Chorus associacions of all kinds will welcome
this new compilation of just the music the master
who makes it likes to nse, and uses so successfully in musical meeting.
27 Choruses, 144 octavo
pages. Price in boards, $1.25; paper, $1.00.
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Western superfine. ....eecseeeiveeeessd.i50
Common extras...
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Wisconsin. ....eue
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Minnesota, bakers...c.o¥eiiienes
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Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents.....8 15
WINTER WHEATS.
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ChOiCe aes vesenssriinii iin $875
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SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
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Farmer,

little strings through the eyes and let boil, standad
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Meal,
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Oat Meal,
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which

the maxim, * It is not what we make, but what we
save, that accumulates wealth.”—Mirror and

Hood &

article now so well and favorably known as
«Hood’s Sarsaparilla, they gave the unprecedented quantity of 100 doses for $1.
These
facts commend this remedy to the consideration of the sick,.also of the well, for they ih

in

BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Oct. 8, 1881.
FLOUR. The tone of the market continues quite
firm and, although no marked change has taken
place, prices are gradually working upward every
week, particularly for spring wheat patents,
a few
The
declme
in wheat
at ‘Chicago
few days ago rather checked the demand, but as
prices of
Flour on the seaboard has at no time for
some months been so
a8 wheat in
the inte.
vior,thé ups and downs of that article have had no
effect except for the time being. The receipts
continue moderate for the season and stocks are
well sold up. All kinds of winter wheats are
searce and wanted, and can only be obtained at
extreme prices to arrive.

winter upon the fall crops, the daily wasting products of the farm suggesting its use and inculcating

ounce best butter in small pieces, one-half ounce
white granulated sugar, the yolks of four eggs,
and at last add the whites of the eggs beaten to a

in the

form

Siinicy
Market, Boston,
hs

the ‘future of

of milk; then mix in it one ounce vermicell untilit

Co. took a new departure and

Boston

in the-original

purchaser a full equivalent for his money. The

rule of this classof medicines is from 10 to 25
doses for $1,the best only reaching 40, Messrs.

1y34

:

water

Also Epps’ Choottnte Basoane forbs Fondon, es:

gob the system into a healthy conditien, so that the
igéstive organs can do th Elesitimaie work,
and
you won't be troubled after eat og Dyspepsia is
the fruitful mother of many sad diseasés, resulting
from the torpid condition of the stomach, and this
aperient
carries off easily and pleasantly the
cause, and thus cures the disease.

PD. Lothrop

erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
, beens, dried apples, &c. Cellar No. 8,

and fruits, extending its usefuluess through the

lature to appropriate funds, no military bodies

' One

the

with oiling

Sold la tha, (only X 1b. od 10.) lave Eo

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,

MARKETS.

Reported by HILTON

which it would be difficult even to anticipate.
With an apparatus of universal adaption and
suited to the wants of the large or small orchardist and fairly managed, the business is made both
remunerative and pleasant,
Few farm implements can be so continuously employed, begin.
ning with the early summer berries, vegetables

staff, but’ that owing to the failure of the Jegis-

_ A New Departure.

THE

state. Tomatoes may now be raised with advantage, like so many other things, whenever there is
an evaporator at hand. The manufacture of evap-

ist has popularized

nutritions

For sale by all druggists, and E.
Platt St., New York.
.

, measuring
ery-pound of

toW

and

oil, and the most delicate stomach

bushel of the fruit after é¥aporation is compressed

L.

¥

simply

# It feels like a ball of fire rolling up and

down the chest,”18 4 common expression
sufferers from indigesti on. Then use

Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid

potato, like the turnip, improves by

into a solid cube like plug
four or five inches each

ves

By CARL ZERRAHN.

lar than any previous volume.
Quarto,
Chromo
board cover $5
Extra eloth binding, £1.00.

Send for their Catalogue and terms.

fatal

well fortified
with
¢

bleod,and & properly nourished frame me Chek
vice

The

pearance of a Cough

ite characteristics of flavor sealed up in them for

Gile, 83, L. R. Chadwick, "84; Corresponding
Secretary, W. H. Barber, ’83; Recording
Secretary, E, F. Burrill, 84.
:
j
Governor Plaisted has notified the Yorktown
authorities that he willbe present with his

from Maine will be presents,

an by on

tr

byland is so great a favorite-that we only need to
say that this new volume is more fully and finely

York.

travel and time. Forty
rineapples have been
compressed into a small cake which an infant
might hold in its hand, and afterwards resurrected
as 40 pineapples. The evaporated tomato is aremarkable product.
No successful attempt has
ever before been made to remove the condition of
fermentation (water) trom this fruit. The pneumatic evaporator reduces the whole pulp of the
tomato to a condition like that of the dried fig. A

College Christian Association:
Primarius,
Prof, R, C. Stanley; President, C. E. Mason,
Eaton,

floating around us, ready to attack wherever

& 60; Pots, 5X @ 4c,

Asthma, Bronchitis and Consumption are sown in
the system.
Dr, N. G. White’s Pu monary Elixir
or Cold.

may be
3
Wl
die fen

to resist
to sl

BICLOW& MAIN,

pa-

AGENTS AND CANVASSERS

min-

orated fruit by the individual farmer and orchard-

’82; Vice Presidents, B. G.

that a
built up until strong eno
Sency to disease. H:MOULD

$2.35 per Copy by Mail.

of

therefore

Make from $50 to $30 ber week selling goods
for E. G. RIDEOUT &
., 10 Barclay St., New

sight, occupies little room and is proof against de-

Bates

in the seeds

is a remedy well adapted to these diseases in children, and should be used freely on the first ap-

mn

and was a trustee of Bates College.
of the

takes

in no respect inferior
The

Lyon,

child

rents should exercise great care, and not allow a
cough or cold to run until, the seeds of Catarrh,.

most mild, bland,

the

‘this makes eight quarts ‘of

the officers

EPPS’ GOGOA.
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING,

¥

$138b Slo; 3 Swale eHay, $108$11; ili
; fineRye Straw.
Straw oh
® $2: Oat Straw, $9 8 $10;
hii

—

utes, are ready for the table or frying pan, and are

of

Mauss., and commenced his labors the first
Sunday in October.
Rev, A..L. Houghton, of Weld, class of "70,
Bates, died at Weld, Sunday Oct. 2, of consumption. He was pastor of the Free Baptist
church at Lawrence, Mass., for several years,
The following
are

The system of the

of the Children.

disease more readily than the adult,

by pueumatic

cold water and brought to a boil for

accepted the call of the

Care

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY"
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The

seasons

opened Tuesnumbers fifty.
in

Take

ry ‘on the tables aud markets of the world,and at all

Items.

church

are firmer and will command $3 @ $3 50, but co;

Pearls, ¥ 1b., 5

an

“ By a tl

;
Apples,

mon are dull at $1 @ $2. Pears are not so plentiful and selling aL $3 @ $4 ¥ bbl. Grapes, Concord
¥ 1b 5 @ 7c; Do Catawbas, 8 @ 9c.
HAY AND STRAW. Choice, coarse $21 0 $22;

SHES.

by all Druggists.

found wanting.

shipped to the antipodes, in a barrel.. The sweet
potato which perishes go rapidly as to be un-

cay.
:
Sweet corn is rejuvenated. I taken strictly in
the milk and treated before willing, it will be as
tender and sweet at the world's end as at the start.
Green currants and gooseberries retain their favor-

Baptist

For
Coughs, Colds, Croup,
Asthma,
and all
Affections, use Downs’ Elixir, which has
Lung
stood
the test of fifty years, and bas not been

or

arrangement in no” way infringes upon the
variety of the exhibits atthe Fair, the art
sections of the galleries remaining intact. It
provides, however, the finest exhibition of art
in this part of the country, as & worthy supplement to the comprehensive exposition of manufactures and mechanisms, which is, and is intended to be, the distinctive feature of the

Free

& Johnson’s Armica and 0il Linimens,
as it is the best remedy for Hurts, Bruises, Strains

Thus,

evaporation, and for spring use, for ship stores
and for exportation, leaves its original out of

Street

:

hel matism
e Vegetine.

Vegetine is Sold

desire

Henry

hand

at

Keep in the stable and always

water return to

consistency.

sunot

Bitters are a
Dr. Baxter's Mandrake
perior combination of Barks, Roots and Herbs

custard at all seasons, and rarely can -any one
distinguish a pie or pudding of evaporated apples
from that made from fresh fruit, by sight or taste.
The summer squash becomes an all-the-year vegetable for every chimate and market on the globe,

Institute.

promises great aid

vertisement in another column
to the temperance cause.

use of the evaporator a“culmination of the same
organic forces, and in a few hours the juices,
which heretofore formed and perfected the fruit
(but which after this hasten decay), are quickly
matared and the maximum development of sugar

an

High

The * Revolugion Temperance Literature” ad.

with corresponding delicacy.
The cell structure
remains ucbroken and the articles when placed

spent

and Liver’

Warner's Safe Kidney

The best preparation known in market for re.
storing gray hair to its original coloris Hall’s VegHair Renewer. Try it. '
etable Sicillian lA
LAR
A

sweeter raisin,or the acid green apple to ripeness,

The announcement of the co-operalion of the
New England Manafacturers’ and Mechanics’
Institute, and the Museum of Fine Arts in
Trinity Square,
whereby
fair-goers from
city and couatry will be admitted to both exhibitions by a thirty-five cent coupon ticket,

Rev. J. Mariner has

ONIONS. Sales at $275@ $3
¥ bbl.
GREN APPLES,
PEARS, &C. Choice,

stion, costiveness,
ousness,
&c.

Tey

Cure.

Intelligent women have learned by the use of
Healy’s Vegetable Tonic Pills that Chronic Weaknesses can be cured by proper internal medication.

our really unsurpassed fruits, berries and vegetables at their full stage of ripening, we have in the

evaporation, and will soon become a familiar luxu-

The college year at Bowdoin
day. The new freshman class

Potatoes, ¥ bbl., $3 @ $3 50.

the

u;

| will never regret it.

See not'ce.

‘Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has

fact that evapora-

army of the Potomae, Grant and McClellan.

Maine

@ 83¢; "Prolific, 75 @ 80c; Peerless, 75 @ 80c; Sweet

of

done thousands of women more good than the
medicine of many doctors. It is a positive cure
for all female complaints. Send to Mrs, Lydia
. Pinkham.

tion is essentially a ripening process, the development of sugar ranging from 10 to 25 per cent. in
different fruits as determined by chemical analysis. Instead of a retrograde transition awaiting

for

Such

o

The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands
who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
Pamphlets free to any address.
Seth Bh
| etc.

Of the benefits of this new prodess, J. G. Bennett says in an interesting paper in the Rural New
Yorker: ,
pile
In a properly evaporated frait there is no loss of
pleasant or valuable properties, but an actual in-

known to most of the markets of the world, is re-

favor.

tle and feel as well as at 30.”

everybody at all seasoys of the year.

The death of Gen. Burnside leaves alive but
two of the five conspicuous commanders of the

much

’

POTATOES.
Aroostook . Rose, ¥ bu., 85 @%0 ¢;
Maine Central Rose, 80 @ 85¢c; Northern Rose, 75

directly

i I han

Bess Tod}
ralgia

when I bought a bottle of Parker’s Ginger
Tonic. I have used little. more than one bot-

few hours put intoa condition in which they will
keep for months and retain all their original excellencies, has worked a revolution in fruit preservation, and not only made it practicable to save a
great many farm products which formerly went to
waste, but put them within the reach of nearly

three years in the Hampton Normal school at
Fortress Monroe, left last‘week for Dakota
Territory,
where
they purpose
becoming
teachers among their respective tribes of Indians, The superintendent of the school accompanies them, and expects to bring back as
many more for instruction.

has been received with

teaspoonfuls

515 Rea Ridneys, 2 50 8 350.

But the invention of evaporators, by i Fowle & Sons, Boston.

a few ounces of pumpkm

students, who

and
job,
was
par

the help of which fruits of nearly all kinds are in #4.

There are fresh indications that the petroleum regicn of Pennsylvania is beginning to
be drained.
Multitudes of places that once
spouted abundantly are now
strewn
with
derricks, and in some of the most fruitful
regions the quantity of oil is steadily diminish-

Indian

it in-

season when nothing better could be had. Nobody ever got fifty cents a day drying apples or
pumpkins to sell, snd nobody ever bought them
who, in our judgment, didn’t get the worst of the

resident Garfield as mych as those of Boston; Union and Confederate soldiers joined in
honor of his memory.
Never before was there
such world-wide sympathy.
In England bells
tolled, flags were at balf-mast, and business
was suspended on the day of his funeral.

ing.
Thirty

two

EANS.
Pea, Northern, H. P.,¥# bu. $360 @ 83
65; Pea, N. Y, H. P,220 @ 8 30; Pea 5d 8 a
common to good 3 40 @ 3 50; Medium, choice hand
picked 8 50 g 3 60; Medium, choice screened 340
@ 8 45; Medium, common to good #10 @ 8 25; Yellow £ Eon holon, 2 i : 8 0; ; Yellow
yes, im5
; Yellow
Eyes, common,
210

it

mg-bee, and a pod substitute for gréen fruit in 4

the

draped

work

volved, aud in what a conglomeration of dirt
spoiled fruit it resulted. It was at best a bad
and the best that could be said in its favor
that it furnistied an excuse for an occasional

Episcopal chapel of St. James,
near
the
Francklyn ¢ottage, at Elberon, in memory of

the lage President.
he streéts of Atlanta

EVAPORATION.

Among the many recent improvements in the
line of preserving food, there is none which promises to add more to the revenue of the farmer and
gardener than the evaporation of fruit. All of us
can remember what a laborious, unsatisfactory
and unprofitable process drying apples, pumpkins

son, will, after graduating at Williams, go to
Cleveland to practice law.
Harry and his
brother James are devoted to their feeble old
grandmother; James especially watches over
her closely, and his mother says that this has
always been his way.

A

and Bomestic.

FRUIT

with

Vermont, a 33 6 8Xe;
ic, Canad:
a, Sir;
23¢; ‘Western
Wes!
Su
2; P. E. Islnd, 34.
dhl
+e

~ TERRIBLE ACCIDENT.

ADRIAN, MICH., April 5, 1881.
DAY KIDNEY PAD Co.:
Gentlemen—We are
having a very I
demand for Day’s Kidney
Pads. They are giving the best of satisfaction.
One of our customers has often told us that he
would not take $200 for the one he has if he could
not get another.
Many others are expressing
themselves in the strongest terms of praise, saying
it is the first and only remedy that has ever
given
them relief or
perfect ease.
, BEACH & SMITH, Druggists.

band of the hostiles has surrendered, and only
forty or fifty, including the treacherous scouts,
are believed to be still out. A Military Commission is soon to meet to try the murderers.

sweeten

to the trade. Summer made creameries can not
be quoted over 25 @ 28¢ & 1b. Fine Franklin
County fresh made lots are selling at 30 @ 31c ¥ b,
but only a small portion of the dairy
receipts ace
good enough to command the outside figure. Most
of the sales off New York and Vermont choice
dairy lots bave been at 26 @ 28c ¥ b.
CHEESE. There was an easier feelin
early in
week, in Sympathy with the decline in
Liverpool,
but holders did not give way, and prices are uu‘changed. Sales of choice factory have been at 123
@13¢¥ Bb, wiih occasional fine late made lots at
12% @ 13e¢ #1b, but it is not easy to sell in lots to
rade over 13c. The indications are that choice
September Cheese will command ful] price.

powdered sugar ; stir all the time; it can be fla.
-vored
wth lemon-juice. . Wet
a cup “with
cold water,” and pour in the arrowroot jelly,
Necessitating a Surgical Operation -Lov=
when it will come into form. If nourishment be
ing Mother Attempts to Take Pair
wanted immediately for an invalid, you can make
this arrowroot jelly and serve it in a half-hour af
of Shears from Her Child.
you have ice.
PARENTS BE CAREFUL.
CHICKEN PIE. Boil the chicken in as little water ag possible until done. Line a deep buttered
dish with pie crust; put in a layer of pieces of the
Domestic accidents are common'to women, and
chicken, sprinkle in bits of butter, pepper, salt some ot them are very serious. - Mrs. Warner of
and pounded cracker crumbs, and a little finely
South Rondout, Ulster Co., N. Y., some weeks
chopped salt pork; add three or four spoonfuls of ago attemptedto take from her child a pair of
the pot liquid, then another layer of the chicken, shears with which it was playing. A slight strugand so on until the dish is full; cover with rich gle ensued, in which the pont of the shears enpie-crust, tucking in the edges. Bake an hour, or tered Mrs. Warner's left eye, entirely destroying
longer. Make gravy of the remaining liquid, and
the sight. Mer family physician did what he
serve with boiled potatoes. Veal pie is made in could, but intensely painful inflammation arose,
the same way. If one prefers the potatoes in the which, by sympathy, threatened the loss of the
pie, boil them first, slice, and put them in the pie other eye. Total blindness to a woman having
with the meat, adding more of the liquid.
the care of a househeld is an irretrievable calam
ty. In this strait Mrs. W— applied to the well
known and skillful surgeon,
Dr. David Kennedy,
of Rondout, N. Y.. who removed the injured eye
Extreme Tired Feeling.
by a very successful operation, setting aside all
A lady tells us “ the first bottle has done my
danger of further harm to the sight of the other
eye. Bat, owing to Join and mental distress, her
daughter a great deal of good, her food does not
needed a ,onic and restorative medicine.
distress her now, nor does she suffer from that ex- Systems
0 do this work the doctor prescribed * Kennedy’s
treme tired feeling which she did before taking
Favorite Remedy,” which sustained its rior
Ag
Hood's Sarsaparilla.” A second bottle effected a and
laid a sure foundation of health,
cure. No other preparation contains such a conDr.
Retned
yy
4
Favorite
Remedy,”
recentration of vitalizing, enriching, PunivinE and
moves all impurities of the blood, regulates the
properties as Hood's Sursapanlla.
in
Liver anc
Kidneys. Cnres Constipation, and all
diseases
and weaknesses peculiar to: Famales.
An Old Lady writes us: ‘“I am 65 years
1t is for sale by all ogr druggists at ONE DOLold and was feeble and nervous all the time,
LAR a bottle.

America.

instrumentalities he passed from the humblest

to the highest station, not only in his own

:

Latest News.

;
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Res Summeny.

i

ing upright one hour in a covered iron pot sufficiently filled with water to cover the mold;
The joint committee of Republican and Demotake it out ef the mold; let it cool a little, then
crat Senators failed to reach an agreement at their
Henry F. Durant, founder of the Wellesley
open, put a plate on top of the mold, turn
conference
in
Washington
Saturday
regarding
a
(Mass.) college, died Monday.
it gently out, keeping
the mold against the
plan of organization. The Democrats decided to
plate. - For the sauce, boil one pint best milk
The Boston University School of Medicine proceed to an election of president pro tempore,
with
four
tablespoonfuls
white
granulated
immediately on the assembling of the senate tohas established a Garfield scholarship.
sugar and a small piece of vanilla; ‘when boil,
day,(Monday.,)
Mr.
Bayard
being
unanimouslyjseemeral Francis A. Walker has been asked
ing, bind with a little flour. Take from the fire.
The Republicans prolected at their candidate.
andwhen it is cooling mix the yolks of the eggs.
to accept the presidency of the World’s Fair at tested
against the election of Presidemt pro tem.
Boston.
PEACH MANGOES. Steep peaches in brine for
J| until after the new Senators were, sworn in, but
two days; cut a small piece oat of each, and carewill not filibuster to prevent it. The Democrats
An earthquake shock was plainly felt on
fally take out the stones; make a filling for the
are to determine at a caucus this morning whethThursday night at Tilton,Bristol and Plyer to admit the new Senators before the election of places that were occupied with the stones of fresh
mouth.
mustard seed moistefled with vinegar, scraped
a secretary or not until after that officer has been
A number of Frenchmen and foreigners were
chosen——The indictment against Guitean was. horse-radish, powdered ginger, a clove of garlic or
massacred by the insurgents at a railway
a small onion, and a very little red pepper,alsoa lit
presented to the grand jury on Saturday, and the
station six miles from Tunis.
tle powdered mace and a little chopped peach; stuff
prisoner will be arraigned this week.——Captain
he peaches hard with this mixture ; replace thé bits «
Two men were shot and, it is believed,
H. W. Howgate was discharged from custody at
that were out, and tie up the peaches with pack"
Washington, Saturday, on his personal recogni.
fatally injured in Ireland for paying rent and
thread; boil a quart of vinegar, seasoned with
zance, in the sum of $20,000.——Secretary Windom
assisting in harvesting “ Beycotted ” corn.
has notified President Arthur that he is desirous spices tied up in a bag; when it has boiled ten
On Wednesday, week, the Hon. Nelson W.
of §withdrawing from the Cabinet as soon as minutes pour it hot over the mangoes into a stone
Aldrich was elected United States Senator by
jar, add at the top a tablespoonful of salad oil.
his successor can be named.
It is expected that
the Rhode Island legislature, to succeed Genthe names of two or more new Cabinet fministers
Cork the jar and tie leather over it.
will be sent to the Senate during the present week.
eral Burnside, deceased.
ARROWROOT JELLY. Take two teaspoonfuls of
~——The Garfleld monument committee has
'addressed
a circular letter to the governors of all
arrowroot.
and rub it smooth with a little cold
The Custer monument has been erected on
the
States
and Territories
urging
them
to
water. If you are hurried, the best way to do this
the battle-field upon which the daring General
undertake
the active
management
fund in their respective States with a view to is in a mortar ; when fairly smooth pour into a
fell. It is of granite, in the form of a low obepushing subscriptions. ——Governor Wiltz of Loupipkin, in which there is a teacupful of water on
lisk. It bears the name of all who died in
Miscellaneous.

|

